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( 1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

('} 3 BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -x

5 In the Matter of a

6 LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY : Docket No. 50-322-OL

7 (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station) :

8 - - - - - - - - - - -x- - ----

9

10 - Riverhead Town Hall

11 200 Howell Avenue

12 Riverhead, New York 11901

13 Thursday, July 8, 1982~ ,

~

14 a--The hearing in the above-entitled matter

15 convened, pursuant to notice, at 9:00 a.m.

16 BEFORE:

17 LAWRENCE BRENNER, Chairman

1e Administrative Judge

| 19 JAMES CARPENTER, Member
1

20 Administrative Judge

21 PETER A. MORRIS, Member

22 Administrative Judge

23 WALTER H. JORDAN, Assistant to the Board

() 24 Administrative Judge

25

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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() 1 APPEARANCES:

2 On behalf of Applicants

3 ANTHONY F. EARLEY, Esq.

4 W. TAYLOR REVELEY III, Esq.

5 f. S. ELLIS III, Esq.

6 Hunton & Williams

7 707 East Main Street'

8 Richmoni, Vs. 23212-

9 On behalf of the Regulatory Staff

- 10 EDWIN REIS, Esq.'

11 RICHARD RAWSON, Esq.

12 Washington, D.C.

13 On behalf of Suffolk County:

O 14~ LAWRENCE COE LANPHER, Esq.

15 KARLA J. LEISCHE, Esq.

16 Kirkpatrick, Lockhart, Hill,

17 Christopher & Phillips

18 1900 M Street, N.W.

19 Washington, D.C. 20036

20
4 <

21

22 .

23

() 24

25

O
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O i c a a 1 s a r :t
|

2 WITNESSES: DIRECT CROSS REDIRECT RECROSS BOARD,

i

3,

Vogin Joksimovich,
' Edward T. Burns and4

Robert M. Kascsak (Resumed)
5 By Judge Morris 6103

By Judge Jordan 6122
| 6 By Judge Morris 6125

By Judge Brenner 6126
7 By Judge Morris 6128

By Judge Jordan 6134 .
8

9 (Afternoon Session...page 6143)

- 10 Vogin Joksimovich,
Edward T. Burns and

11 Robert M. Kascsak (Resumed)
By Judge Morris 6143

12 By Judge Jordan 6146
By Judge Brenner 614713
By Judge' Jordan 6159O. - 14 By Judge Morris 6160
By Judge Jordan 6160

15 By Judge Carpenter 6166
By Judge Jordan 6167

16 By Judge Brenner 6182
By Judge Jordan 6183
By Ms.'Letsche 6185

18 By Mr. Rawson 6212
| By Mr. Ellis 6223
'

19 By Judge Morris 6229

20 EXHIBITS
--------

21 NUMBER IDENTIFIED RECEIVED TRANSCRIPT

22
Suffolk County No. 27 6057 6057 6057

23
Staff No. 3 6225 6226

O 24
Written Settlement Agreement 6038

25 RECESSES: Morning - 6094, Noon - 6142, Afternoon - 6175 & 6222

O
|
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1 E E E C. E E E 1 E E E

2 JUDGE BRENNER: Good morning.

3 We are going to have discussion of the status{)
4 of discussions with respect to possible settlement or at

*

5 lesst narrowing of contentions coming up beyond 7.B.

6 The first matter would be the proposed resolution of

7 Suffolk County Contention 28(3)(iv) and SOC Contention

8 7.A(4) regarding the safety parameter display system.'

9 We, as predicted by the parties off the record

to yesterday, have no trouble readily approving the

11 settlement. The context was that there was a motion to

12 strike filed by LILCO as discussed on the record back

13 then and we deferred argument on the motion to strike

O
,

' - 14 since it appeared that the County's interest in the SPDS
i

! 15 was not that expressed in the contention as written but

16 rather in the emergency plan context, and this

17 settlement is consistent with that preliminary advice

. 18 that the parties provided to us.
1

19 So we approve it at this time and the result

20 will be that we will hear more about the emergency

21 planning aspect depending upon what contentions we admit.

| 22 I think it would be useful to bind in the
1

23 vritten settlement agreement in the transcript at this

i 24 point and we will do that.
l

25 [The written settlement agreement referred to

O
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' * UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
' NUCLEAR REGULATORY COM?tISSION

BEFORE TIIE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

r.
i

* /

In the I!atter of )
)

LONG ISLAND LIGIITING CO"PANY ) Docket No. 50-322 0.L.
)

(Shorehma Nuclear Power Station, )
Unit 1) )

)

RESOLUTION OF SC CONTENTION 2 8 (a) (iv)
AND SOC CONTENTION 7A(4)

'?his resolution concerns the litigation of SC Contention

2 8 (a) (iv) and the essentially identical SOC Contention 7A(4)

in the ASLP proceeding concerning safety issues. After review

V of the issues and concerns of the parties, and considering that

the issues of concern regarding the Shoreham Safety Parameter

Disolay System ("SPDS") are appropriate matters for examination

in the upcoming emergency planning proceeding, the parties

agree to the following:

1. Suffolk County and SOC withdraw SC Contention

2 8 (a) (iv) and SOC Contention 7A(4) from consideration in the

ASLD safety proceeding which is currently underway.

2. The withdrawal specified in paragraph 1 is without
,

nrejudice to SC or SOC submitting contentions on June 22, 1982

(~) in the emergency planning proceeding which contest the adequacy
\J

of the Shoreham SPDS. (Conies of draf t contentiens have already

Iren submitted to L f LCO. ) It is understood that any such conten-
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tions will not contest whether the plant computer should be

O c1e iriea ee ereer-re etea eeeinmeet- ameaer- eech coetee-
asserfed

tions will focus on the inadequacies in the SPDS which were
descriW

,

u_uuityuwd in the SC 28 (a) (iv) Suffolk County testimony of

Gregory C. !!inor, which testimony is being withdrawn as a

result of withdrawal of SC Contention 28(a) (iv) . In this

regard, Suffolk County and SOC may contest the adequacy of

both the interim and permanent SPDS.

t

Sw h 6L ^) ' )d I )< \
e -

'SUFFOLK JTY LONG ISLAND LIG!! TING CO!1PANY

O O.
,

'

Gw Gr c- K
SllOREllAI1 OPPONENTS COALITION NRC STAFF

,

e

O
July
,mne 6 , 1982

.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

In the Matter of )
)*

LONG ISLAND LIGilTING COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-322 (OL)
)

(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, )
Unit 1) )

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of " Resolution of SC

Contention 28 (a) (iv) and SOC Contention 7A(4)," dated July 6,

1982, have been served this day on the following by deposit

in the U.S. mail, first class postage prepaid, or by hand as
(}

indicated with an asterisk (*).

Lawrence Brenner, Esq.* Walter II. Jordan *
Administrative Judge Administrative Judge

Atomic Safety and Licensing Atomic Safety and Licensing

Board Panel Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory- U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission Commission
Nashington, D.C. 20555 Washington, D.C. 20555

Dr. Peter A. Morris * Bernard M. Bordenick, Esq.*

Administrative Judge David A. Repka, Esq.

Atomic Safety and Licensing U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Board Panel Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Washington, D.C. 20555

Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555 lierbert 11. Brown, Esq.

Lawrence Coe Lanpher, Esq.*
Dr. James 11. Carpenter * Karla J. Letsche, Esq.() Administrative Judge Kirkpatrick, Lockhart, Ifill ,

Atomic Safety and Licensing Christopher & Phillips

Board Panel 1900 M Street, N.W.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Washington, D.C. 20036

Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
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Atomic Safety and Licensing Stephen B. .Latham, Esq.
Appeal Board Panel Twomey, Latham & Shea

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 33 West Second Street
Commission P. O. Box 398

Washington, D.C. 20555 Riverhead, New York 11901

Atomic Safety and Licensing Ralph Shapiro, Esq.
Board Panel Cammer and Shapiro, P.C.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 9 East 40th Street
Commission New York,' New York 10016'

'la shing ton , D.C. 20555.

lloward L. Blau, Esq.
David J. Gilmartin, Esq. 217 Newbridge Road
Attn: Patricia A. Dempsey, Esq. Ilicksville, New York 11801
County Attorney
Suffolk County Department of Law Matthew J. Kelly, Esq.
Veterans Memorial Ilighway State of New York
llauppauge, New York 11787 Department of Public Service

3 Empire State Plaza
Mr. Mark W. Goldsmith Albany, New York 12223
Energy Research Group
400-1 Totten Pond Road Mr. Jay Dunkleberger
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154 New York State Energy Office

Agency Building 2
fulB Technical Associates Empire State Plaza
1723 Ilamilton Avenue Albany, New York 12223

O- Suite K
San Jose, California 95125

1

) , w AW
Donald P. I rwin

Ilunton & Williams
P. O. Box 1535
Richmond, Virginia 23212

D.TTED: July 7, 1982
i

i
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() 1 JUDGE BRENNER: I don't know who wants to

2 speak first, but what is happening on the other one?

3 MR. REVELEY: I have handed out a somewhat

4 grungy piece of paper, Judge, that listed all of the

5 settlements that have occurred to date. Our

6 understanding is that as to 1 through 4 on that sheet,

7 diesel generator relays, fire protection, t urbine

8 orientation -- I'm sorry, 1 through 3 -- th e settlements

9 are in place, and while there is work to be done on them *

10 later, there is no work pending right now.

11 As to ECCS pump blockage, the fourth item on

[ 12 that sheet, our understanding is tha t a set tlemen t
|

|. 13 should be feasible though Mr. Goldsmith needs to give it

( 14 f urther though t, but we continue to think that

15 settlement will be forthcoming there.

16 JUDGE BRENNER: I would like to get that one
1

17 way or the other, sooner rather than later. It has been

18 a long time now and I don't want to find out at the last

19 minute that we still have something to litigate on it.

| 20 MR. LANPHEB We share that concern, Judge

21 Brenner. Ihe fact is Mr. Goldsmith has a large amount

22 of material which has been supplied to him by LILCO. He

1

| 23 has not had an opportunity to review it in detail, and

() 24 as soon as he can make that time, we will be back to the

25 Board. He is attempting to -- he is just very busy. I

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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() I think as some of the other status stuff will indicate,

2 he has been working on some of the other issues and it

3 is a matter of priority, which issue should he be paying

4 attention to at a particular time.

5 JUDGE BRENNER: I want to set a time period

6 but I will let you suggest one first, and the background

7 for wanting to do that is that it has been at least a

8 month since we first put"this matter aside for possible
.

9 settlement. *

10 MR. LANPHER: Well, I would propose two weeks

11 from tomorrow.

12 JUDOE BRENNER: That is very reasonable.

(
13 MR. LANPHER: I don't know what the date of

,

i

14 that is.

15 MR. REVELEY: The 23rd.

|
16 JUDGE BRENNER: All right. In fact, we will

17 even give you a few days better and move it over to the

18 Tuesday so it will give time for any written

19 documentation to be prepared and received by everybody,

20 so why don't we aske it July 27th.
|

| 21 .MR. REVELEY: As to item 5 on the sheet, LILCO

| 22 is to produce a report by the 15th of July. As to item

23 6, LILCO has produced its report and it is being

| () 24 reviewed by the parties. I tem 7, Judge, you just spoke

25 to. So far as we know, those are the actual settlements

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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() I that have taken place.

7 I should add that LILCO is very hopeful that

3 of the next four issues coming up, that is, electrical

4 separation, cracking of materials, ALAR A and cutoff of

5 ECCS, which I should have listed first, we are very

6 hopeful that either partial or complete settlement can , _
7 be reached on those items, and we are working to that

8 end at the moment, as I believe is the County.
.

9 JUDGE BRENNER: Could you give*ma the dates of

10 the reports again f or item monitoring?

11 MR. REVELEYs July 15th.

12 JUDGE BRENNER: And crack swell and flow

13 blockage?

O l4 MR. IRWIN: That report was prepared by'

|
' 15 General Electric on June 23rd. It was delayed somewhat

16 in tra mission from G.E. to us. We didn't receive it

17 until the vary beginning of this week. We transmit ted

18 it to all of the other parties for their review, I guess

19 it was the beginning of the day yesterday. And we have

|
20 offered to answer any questions they may have during the'

21 period of review.

22 JUDGE BRENNER: I would like to hear from the

23 County and the Staff if it wishes to add anything to the

() 24 potential progress on narrowino or settling of the

25 contentions coming up that Mr. Reveley addressed.

|
!

ALDERSON REPORT!NG COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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() 1 MR. LANPHER: Before we get to those, with

2 respect to loose parts monitoring system, Mr. Goldsmith
|
'

(} 3 and Mr. Price, my understanding is, are m ee ting this

4 morning to discuss that. So if you don't see Mr.

5 Goldsmith here, that is because he is out working on

1
l 6 another issue.

7 SC 31, electrical separation, Mr. Irwin and

8 Mr. McCaffrey are going to be meeting with Hr. Hubbard
,

*

9 and Mr. McMurray in Washington on Monday to discuss that

| 10 in some detail. There have been telephone conversa tions

11 between Mr. Hubbard and Mr. McCaff rey a couple of times,

12 the latest one being yesterday, I believe, which set up
j

l

13 this time, and my understanding is the LILCO people are
|
, ~)

14 meeting among themselves this Friday, tomorrow, to

15 hopefully transmit their position to us prior to the

l
16 meeting on Monday.

17 MR. IRWIN: That is correct, and we have

18 already provided the County with some data which we

19 collated at their request in connection with these

20 discussions.
|

| 21 MR. LANPHER: With respect to 28(a)(1), I

22 believe the meeting is going to ta k e place today at noon

23 on that, or the preliminary meeting. That meeting was
j

24 set up ahead of time when some of the predictions ofs

25 when other things would be completed in this room were

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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"

s

O
'

'- somewhat >> ore optimistic, end ee 1 don t know if thet

2 ieeting will go off exactly on schedule, but sometime

'
j p _ 3 today there'is' supposed to be'a meeting on that.

V ,

s; -

4 JUDGE BRENNER I guess two others coming up

N 5 would be materials crackino, Suffolk County 24, and

~'
6' ALARA, Suffolk Coonty 26 1

,

| f
'

-

7 MR. LANPHERi With respect to ALARA, I';.have
'

,

'8 been speaking to Mr.' Goldsmith and Mr. - Bridenbaui;rh about

9 that, and we think ths*re is some room for narrowing. We

|
10 have not been abla to sit down with LILCO yet, on th'at,

'

11 though I have described to Mr. Reveley. generally the

12 area where we perceive some narrowing, and I think he

13 has a broader view, but we haven't had a chance to. sit

O 14 down yet on that, and we haven't had a chance to sit

~

15 down yet on 24.

16 JUDGE BRENNER: Just in terms of schedule, ands

17 then I think Judge Carpenter wants tol.say something
. .. ~

18 about ALARA, and possibly others, but wf should get to

19 ALARA and electrical separation the week- of July 19th.

20 We should get' to ECCS cutof f and then materials cracking

21 n e x t' week. So I would have. expected that some of these

22 discucsions, particularly on.ECCS cutoff and materials

23 cracking', would have taken' place prior to what you have

O 24 sust indicated, and I home thet the intensitr with which

25 we expect these meetings to take place, as we discussed

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
,

~'
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() 1 before, will occur very rapidly this week as to the

2 first two of those four items coming up because we think

3 there is room for narrowing on all of those, in fact.

4 Narrowing is not the same a s settlement, but

5 nevertheless it could be very useful.

6 Why haven't the meetings taken place on ECCS

7 cutoff earlier? It is true we switched the order a

"

8 little bit, but also the pace of the proceeding has
_

9 slo wed down , *so that even without the order switched,

10 normally wa mignt wall have litigated it by now.

11 MS. LETSCHE: Judge Brenner, we have discussed

12 doing that and all of the parties have had witnesses

13 involved in that particular issue, in California and in
DG 14 Long Island and Washington, and testifying, or lawyers

15 being involved in cross examination during the past

16 week, and last week we were spread throughout the

17 country, and as a matter of logistics it just hasn't

18 been able to ha'ppen, and we have scheduled the meeting

19 on 28(a)(1) for lunchtime today, and hopefully that will

20 happen and we will discuss it at that time.

21 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes, but things don' t get

22 settled in a quick half-hour meeting over lunch on one

23 day, and one of the reasons for taking that week break

() 24 was to work on the proceeding. The two-week break in

25 August is purposely two weeks so that there is at least

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGIMA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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() 1 a week for people to take a well-deserved week off. But

2 the one week at the end of June, as we expressed at the

3 time we granted the request, was for purposes of the

4 proceeding, and I am distressed to find out that

5 meetings didn't take place that week on these subjects.

6 MR. LANPHERs Judge, I want to make it very

7 clear, if there is an implication in what you just

8 stated that the County was not working on this

9 proceeding during last week, the week off, I can assure

10 you that not one person from the County took any time

11 off last week in terms of this proceeding. Ms. letsche,

12 in fact, was in California the whole week working on *

13 issues like 28(a)(1) the entire week, or a substantial

O 14 portion of the week. So the implication of your

15 statement, I don't know if it was intended or not, I

16 just want it clear for the record that, while meetings

| 17 were not taking place, work was proceeding and there
!

18 were phone calls on many of these issues.

19 JUDGE BRENNER4 It wasn 't in tended. My
!

! 20 statement was intended as to what I perceived as a lack

21 of work on matters leading to possible narrowing of

22 those issues coming up. So you just told m e that work

23 occurred on tha t issue. That is different than what I

() 24 perceived prior to my statement.

25 MR. IRWIN: Judge Brenner, on the ECCS

O
.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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() 1 cutoff --

2 JUDGE BRENNER: Let me add it wasn't addressed

3 to the County, it wa s addressed to everyone.

4 MR. IRWINs On the ECCS cutoff issue, I think

5 it is fair to say f or LILCO 's part that we believe the

6 issues in that contention by now are relatively clear.

7 We also used last week as a period of crystallizing our

8 own thoughts on where differences lay. Ms. Letsche and

* 9 I talked and have talked more than once on this issue

10 before this week, and I expect us to be able to

11 determine relatively promptly whether agreement or

12 narrowing is possible, and we are prepared to devote

13 substantial resources to it during the remainder of this

14 week.

15 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, the main point of my

16 remarks is that it would be unfortunate if we litigated

17 this matter for no other reason than inertia, that is, .

18 because suddenly the schedule has caught up to us,

19 notwithstanding the slow pace, and meetings have not

20 taken place. I think that would be unfortunate for the

21 parties also.

22 And in terms of priorities, I think that the

23 priority of those meetings and the efficiencies that can

() 24 be gained from them should be equal to the priority of
,

25 focusing on the proceeding. I don't know. Do you want

O

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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A
V 1 time for those meetings today or tomorrow? Are the same

2 counsel and witnesses involved? Should we allow an

3 additional hou r somewhere along the way so that the

4 meeting can take place?

5 3R. LANPHER: With respect to 28(a)(1), I can

6 say Mr. Miner is one of the witnesses and he would be

7 partfcipating in those meetings, so if there were

8 additional time at lunch today for that meeting, that
.

9 would be,, I think, very. beneficial.*

10 JUDGE BRENWER: I would rather allow time at

11 the end of the day rather than spread out the hearing

12 day. -

13 MR. LANPHER: Ms. Letsche is also involved in

14 that, and assuming that we were going to the Staff on

15 their examination around that time, we have agreed to go

16 to the Staff on PRA first to accommodate schedules, and

17 I would very like Ms. Letsche to be in here, for obvious

!

18 ressons, during that time. So, responding to your

| 19 request, I think it might be useful on 28(a)(1) to have

20 a little additional time for this meeting we are talking

21 about.

| 22 JUDGE BRENNER: Has the Staff been
|

l 23 participating in these telephone calls and negotiations

24 and discussions?

25 MR. REIS: On 28(a)(1) we haven't been called

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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O ' ta dr enen to evorove eneir sett1e eat-

2 MR. IRWIN: We don't have a settlement yet for

3 you to approve.

4 MB. REIS: And we are standing by ready to do

5 that.

6 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, I don't want to repeat

7 the record. Judge Carpenter had some comments that the

8 entire loard strongly endorses as to the fact that the
.

S earlier involvement of Staff witnesses than had been the

10 case on some previous settlements might also be useful

11 for all parties, including, of course, the Staff, and it

12 is not a ma tter of waiting to look a t the settlement,

13 and hopefully, parties will te involving the Staff and

14 the Staff will be aggressive about involving itself in

15 these meetings, phone calls, whatever, from now on.

16 And Judge Carpenter also emphasized something

17 which the entire Board supports, and that is the

18 importance of involving the witnesses face to face or

19 telephone to telephone or whatever along with counsel,

20 and hopefully all of the parties agree with that

21 procedure. Certainly it has been our perception that

22 that is the way the County and LILCO had been proceeding.

23 What does LILCD think about adjourning we--

O 24 are adjourning early tomorrow, and I don't know if

25 everybody is just going to run out of town or whether

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC,
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() 1 they would use that time tomorrow, but we will adjourn

2 early today also if it would assist matters.

3 MR. IRWIN: For LILCO's part, I think that the(-U)
4 concerns ste more on the County's personnel than ours.

5 We have people at the plant and at G.E. who are prepared

6 to talk at pretty much any time if it would assi:t

7 necotiations. On balance we would be happy to do it.

8 We might take a longer lunch period or adjourn slightly

9 earlier, whatever seems to be helpful.

10 JUDGE BRENNER: Thinking about the two issues .

11 coming up after 7.B, ECCS cutoff and then materials

12 cracking, as to either one or both of those, if we

13 adjourned at 4:00 today, would the people be available

O 14 to meet, the right people?

15 MR. IRWIN: LILCO's people would be.
,

|

|
16 ER. LANPHER: Our people would be available to

17 meet on 28(a)(1). The witnesses involved with respect

18 to 24 are both in California. They presumably can be

| 19 reached by phone, although I would have to check to make

|

| 20 sure they would be in their offices at that time. So

21 that is the status. I am the attorney who would be

22 involved in both of those.

23 JUDGE BRENNER: You can't be two places at

| O 24 on=e.

|
! 25 MR. REI5s M r. Chairman.
1

I ()
1

e

|
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() 1 JUDGE BRENNER: Could we stay with this for

2 just one second. Ms. Letsche, when did you plan to meet

3 on materials cracking with LILCO absent any changes we

4 would consider?

5 MS. LETSCHE We did not have a set date. I

6 think that we have been focusing on 28(a)(1) first

7 because th a t was scheduled first. We have not set a

8 date for discussion of 24 We have agreed that we will

9 discuss it and we intend to. We haven't set a

10 particular date. That was one of the things that I was

11 spending ny time last week discussing'with witnesses on

12 tha t issue out in California, and as Mr. Irwin stated,

13 each of us needs to get our own thoughts crystallized

0 14 before we can get together and determine if we can

15 narrow them, and that is what was happening last week. -

16 JUDGE BRENNEE: I certainly understand the .

I

17 need for that preparation for any meaningful meetings.

| 18 Of course, one of the " penalties," if you will, of

!

| 19 success of narrowing or even settling ECCS cutoff would

i
! 20 be that the litigation time for materials cracking would

21 then suddenly be here, and that is why I am considering

22 the two of then together.

23 MR. REIS: M r. Chairman, the Staff would not

() 24 be in favor of adjourning today anytime early. The NRC

25 Staff has been very concerned about people being tied up

O
|

!
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() 1 in the hearing room, and we realize that there should be

2 no gaps in the hearing, but we also feel we should go

3 shead and take advantage of what hearing time is here.)
4 We have six people in the hearing room and

5 they have been here essentially for almost a week now

6 sitting in the back, being educated, certainly, on the
!

7 questions and learning more about it, but it has been a
l

i 8 tie-up of staff. Probably it could not be averted, but

9 still we are very concerned about those matters, and we

10 would object to cutting off today ea rl.y to possibly

| 11 negotiate something on this thing. We think it would be
!

| 12 more fruitful to spend our time in hearing.
|
|

| 13 JUDGE BRENNER: I can tell you my personal

)
14 perception, and I haven't discussed this with the Board,

15 is we have saved at least three weeks and maybe six-

16 weeks of hearing by the settlements that have occurred.

! 17 so far, and we are talking about adjourning for an hour

18 and possibly saving two more weeks of hearing.

19 HR. REIS: We have no question that time has

20 been saved that way. We feel that there is late

21 tomorrow af ternoon for settlements, and I agree totally

22 with you, but we feel there is tomorrow afternoon and

23 Saturday and Sunday and Monday.

( 24 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, everybody has had

25 witnesses here. The implication of your comment is that

O
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O
1 they have been sittin2 scound doing nothing, and if that(m/

2 is the casa, then that is the Staff's management method,

'

3 not mine. Why witnesses can't bring other work while

4 they are here or why you needed all six here for three

5 weeks is your concern, and I have got the priority of

6 getting a good record here and that is my only concern

7 on this case. If hearings are a relatively low priority

8 from the Staf f 's point of view, I can't help that.

!

9 52. REISs They are not at all, M r. Chairman.'

10 I don 't vsnt to enter into extended argument. We did

11 think we were going on the stand last Wednesday or

12 Thursday, and things have just dragged out since then-

13 for a full exploration of the issues, and we don't

()!

14 object to a full exploration of the issues. However, it

15 has tied up staff. The Staff is willing to work

16 tonight. We have someone here to discuss 28(a)(1) here

17 this evening who can be involved in that this evening.

18 We can be involved in that, as I say, over the weekend.

19 NR. LANPHER4 Mr. Chairman, Mr. Miner will not
;

!

20 be available after we adjourn tomorrow. I mean he had

21 planned to catch I think it is a 4430 plane out of
i

| 22 Kennedy and hopefully stay until adjournment or almost

|
23 until adjournment and then leave. Just so you know his

() 24 schedule.

25 JUDGE BRENNER: I know his Friday schedule by

O
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() 1 now and I can understani that schedule. It would be the

2 same schedule I would be on if I was him.

3 [ Board conferring.1

4 JUD~E BRENNER: All right. The parties, in

5 our opinion, have been very good about settlement

6 discussions without taking hearing time away in the

7 past. We now see a situation coming up where we want to

8 know sooner rather than later whether there is going to

9 be a narrowing or a settling of, first, ECCS cutoff, and

10 second, matorials enacking. That would particularly be

11 helpful to' hear about that this week, partly because Dr.

12 Jordan is helping us on those two issues and it would-

13 affect what he is going to do with his weekend, among

O 14 other thing =, In a Solomon-like decision, we will

15 adjourn at 4:30 today. -

| 16 [ Laughter.] .

17 And we will start at 8:30 tomorrow morning to-

18 gain a half-hour back. And we hope that small

19 additional time assists the parties in meeting earlier

! 20 while we are still a little fresher. And due to the

|
21 time differences between here and California, we hope

22 that discussions can take place or at least be set up on

23 ma terials cracking and perhaps we could hea r a report on

() 24 tha t very early next week, perhaps even as early as

25 Monday or Tuesday morning when we come back here.

O
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() 1 We hope discussions will continue as the

2 schedule unfolds on the other issues so that we don't

3 come quite this close again to the potential time for
{

4 litigation in settlement of an issue, and we do

5 appreciate all of the work that the parties have been

6 doing.

7 One of the penalties for having a lot of

8 confidence on the side of all parties in both witnesses

9 and counsels is that the Board can take advantage of

10 that confidence in a professional manner by leaning a

11 little harder in terms of work that could be

12 accomplished, and when we do that it shouldn't be taken

13 as a lack of appreciation for all of the work that is

O
14 being done.

15 Is there anything further on potential

16 settlement? .

17 [No respon se. ].

18 JUDGE BRENNER: Any other preliminary matters

19 bef ore we go into the continuation of the Board 's

20 questions of LILCO's witnesses on 7.B?

21 MS. LETSCHEa Judge Brenner, there were two

22 preliminaries related to basically my cross examination,

23 I think, on the PRA matter.

() 24 JUDGE BRENNER: I don't know if the witnesses

25 are in the room, and even if they are not questions, it

O
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() 1 might be helpful for them to hear that.

2 MS. LETSCHEs Tha t is fine. I didn't know if

3 tha t is what you wanted to discuss now or if you wanted}
4 to wait.

5 MR. ELLISs I have just called them, Judge

6 Brenner.

7 JUDGE BRENNERs Let's go off the record.

8 [ Discussion off the record.1

9 We are ready now.

10 35. LETSCHE Judge Brenner, there were two.

11 matters that the Board had requested that the parties

12 confer on related to my cross examination on the PRA

13 issue. One was whether or not we desired to put in any

()|

14 additional information from the Shoreham PRA further
i

15 describing the accident classes.

16 I have proposed to Mr. Ellis that page 3-9 of

17 the Shoreham PRA, which contains Table 3.3.1, titled
'

( 18 " Generic Accident Sequence Classes," which contains that

19 in a chart format, a summary description of the accident

20 classes, be marked as an exhibit and admitted into

I 21 evidence, and I believe Mr. Ellis has some comments on

22 that.

23 JUDGE BRENNER: With your thought being that

() 24 -- the focus of our request, you may recall, related to

25 some responses from the witnesses as to wha t might

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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() 1 exist, and the focus was to better explain Suffolk

2 County Exhibit 23, the second page of that exhibit,

- 3 which is Table 4.1 from the draft Shoreham PRA, and you

4 believe your proposal would respond to explaining that?

5 15. LETSCHE: Yes, Judge Brenner, I do.

6 MR. ELLIS: Judge, we have no objection to

7 that particular page. It is examples of what are in the

8 categories. It is not an exhaustive listing. But I

9 think it responds to the Board's request for concise.

10 There are more lengthy explanations in the PRA and more.

11 complete listings, and I think the witnesses have also

12 talked about them but with the understanding that it isj
|

| 13 a concise, representative listing. Then we have no
'

()
14 objection.

| 15 JUDGE BRENNER: Can we get a peek at it?-

|
j 16 MS. LETSCHE: Yes, Judge Brenner. I do not.

|

| 17 have any copies. I can certainly show you this. I did

18 not have the copies made because I had not had a chance

19 to talk to M r. Ellis, but you can certainly look a t the

20 copy I have here.

21 JUDGE BRENNER: Give us one moment.

22 (Board :onferring.1

23 All right. Should we make this a County

() 24 exhibit? We are disposed to admitting it also.

25 55. LEISCHE: Thst is fine, Judge Brenner.

|
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O 1 auoGs " oar 15. rnet wi11 de surro1x couatr

2 Exhibit 27.

3 (The document referred to

4 was marked Suffolk County

5 Exhibit No. 27 for

6 iden tifica tion. )

7 JUDGE BRENNER: And we will admit it and bind

8 it in st this point also.

9 (The document previously

10 marked Suff51k County.

11 Exhibit No. 27 for

12 identification was

13 received in evidence.)

0 14 [Suffolk County Exhibit No. 27 follovss]

15
|

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

O
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set of accident class and containment failure mode can be calculated ex-i

,

plicitly with the ex-plant code. Section 3.5.5 sumarizes the probabilities
associated with each class for each containment failure mode. -

.n -.
~

Table 3.3.1 describes the representative accident sequences used to
estimate release fractions for five generic accident classes developed
for the Shoreham analysis.

Iable 3.3.1
GENERIC ACCIDENT SEQUENCE CLASSES

__

GEtiERIC ACCICENT PHYSICAL BASIS SYSTEM LEVEL REPRESENTATIVE
SEQUENCE DE51GNATOR FOR CLAS5!FICATION CONTRIBUTING EVENT SEQUENCE SEQUENCE FOR CLASS

ClassI(C,1) Relatively fast core relt; Transients involving less of Transient with loss of
containment intact at core inver. tory rakeup ; small- figh and,los pressure -
melt and at low pressure small LOCA events invciving coolant makeup

loss of inventory r.akewo;
transients involving loss of

*

scram function and inability
to provide sufficient coolant
rakeup

,

.h Class II (C2) Relatively slow core melt Transients or LOCAs involving Transient with. loss of
(1 due to lower decay heat loss of containment heat re- residual heat remval

power; containment failed moval ; inadvertent SRV opening
prior to core melt accidents with inadequate heat

removal capability

Class !!! (C3) Relatively fast core melt; Large LOCAs with insuf ficient Large LOCA with less
*

containment intact at core ccolant makeup; transients with of low pressure ECC5
melt, but at high internal loss of heat removal and long-
pressure term loss of inventory makeup ;

RPV failures with insufficient
coolant makeup

Class IV (Ca) Relatively fast core melt; Transients involving loss of Transient with f ailure
containment falls prior to scram function and loss of of RPS and failure of
core relt due to overpressure containment heat removal or all of SLCS

reactivity control; transients
with loss of scram function
followed by actuated depressuri-
tation

Class V (C5) Relatively fast core relt; LOCAs outside containment with LOCA in rain steam
containment failed from ini- insufficient coolant makeup to lines with failure
ation of accident due to core;RPV failures which result of M51V closure and
equipment failures in irrediate containrient failure loss of ECC5

k
,

I

3-9

i
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() 1 MR. ELLIS Judge Brenner, just so there is no

2 misunderstanding, I think everybody understood that that

3 does not purport to be and is not a complete listing of

4 all of the sequences.

5 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes, I think that is what you

6 said before.

7 MR. ELLIS: Yes, sir.

8 MS. LETSCHE. Judge Brenner, the second matter

9 that you requested we confer on was the request that I

10 made yesterday concerning a G.E. report comparing the
i

11 Limerick and the Shoreham PRAs that Mr. Kascsak referred

12 to in his testimony. I think yesterday also --

13 JUDGE BRENNER: He referred to it in response

14 to your question.

15 MS. LETSCHEs That is right, and I think at-

16 about that same time you indicated tha t in ligh t of some.

17 further responses by Mr. Kascsak to some of my questions
,

I
18 concerning d ocumen ta tion, that I might want to broaden

19 my request. In fact, I showed Mr. Ellis this morning a

20 handwritten list of five items, all of which have been

21 mentioned during the testimony of this panel in response

22 to my cross-examination concerning documentation related

23 to LILCO's use of the Shoreham PRA or its review of the

() 24 Limerick PRA, and these are documents which the County'

!

25 at this time requests. I will read them in to the record.

<
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() 1 First is the G.E. report comparing the

2 Limerick and the Shoreham PRAs. Second are any

- 3 revisions to the Shoreham PRA subsequent to the March

4 1982 draft which has already been produced by LILCO to

5 the Coun ty. Third is the spring 1982 revision to the

6 Limerick PRA, which Mr. Burns has indicated is in

7 existence.

8 JUDGE BRENNER4 Slow down.

9 MS. LETSCHE I'm sorry. Fourth is any

10 documented LILCO review or analysis by whatever title it

11 is called of the systems interactions identified in the

12 Shoreham PRA, which I believe Mr. Kascsak indicated

13 there was some documentation concerning that. And fifth
,

O 14 is the documentation that Mr. Kascsak mentioned

15 concerning the changes, hardware changes and analyses of

16 proposed changes that have resulted from LILCO's review

17 of the PRA t'o date.

18 When I presented this list to Mr. Ellis, he

19 indicated that LILCO would not produce any of those

| 20 documents, and presumably he will have something t.) say
l

21 on that, but at this point the County does reiterate its

22 request, and if you would like to hear further argument
|

23 on the basis for that, I can do so.

() 24 JUDGE BRENNERs Yes.

| 25 MS. LETSCHE: The primary basis, Judge

|

O
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() 1 Brenner, is the obvious relevance of these documents.

2 They are items which have apparently been relied upon by

3 LILCO in reaching the conclusions that are stated in

4 their direct written testimony on the PRA issue and in

5 their response to cross examination concerning their

6 review of the PRA performed by SAI, their review and any

7 comfort they might have taken from the results of the

8 Literick PRA and their intended use. And in fact the

9 use that they have already made, apparently, to some

10 extent of the results of that PRA, I think in light of

11 the witnesses' reliance on these documents, that the

12 f act that the County was unaware of their existence

13 until we heard of then in this oral testimony and their

()
14 obvious relevance to these matters, that it is

15 appropriate for us to request them, and in fact we would

16 be entitled to request a subpoena for them under Section

17 2.720 if that is necessary. And under the Clinton Power

18 Station case, I believe that we are entitled to discover

19 these documents.

20 JUDGE BRENNER Wasn't the sine qua non of

21 Illinois Power Company, which is the Clinton case, the

22 fset that the witnesses couldn't answer the questions

23 without the document? And that is why perhaps the

() 24 cross-examiner was entitled to it in order to be able to
,

25 explore further mitters pertinent to the proceeding

O
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() 1 notwithstanding the fact that discovery had terminated?

2 And wasn't there also a balancing test as to beyond mere

3 relevance as to how important the document would be?{}
4 And as you answer those comments, tell me what you would

5 do next if you got the documents.

6 MS. LETSCHEs I think you are correct that

7 there was a balancing test in that case. It was a

8 question of a delay in the proceedings that might be a

9 result of providing the documents that were requested at

10 the hearing rather than during discovery, and I think

11 tha t in this case as in tha t case. our request of these
,

12 documents at this point would not result in any delay,

13 and I guess that leads me to what we would do with them

)
14 if we 70t them.

15 I can't give you a complete answer to that
|

16 since I don ' t know' what is in them. We vill obviously

17 review them, and if there is anything in those documents

18 that Suf folk County feels would require the submission

19 'of any rebuttal tastimony or additional testimony to the

20 direct testimony we have already submitted on the 7.B

21 issue, we would make an appropriate motion at that time

22 to do so. k

23 I think the important thing, Judge Brenner, is

() 24 that, as the Board indicated yesterday, the
,

25 documentation, particularly the LILCO documentation tha t

O
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O i epoerent1y exiets con =erning their use of this tax ith

2 respect to identifying systems interactions and making

3 changes or thinking about changes to increase the

4 reliability of the plant based upon those results, is

5 most pertinent to the issue we are litigating here. And

6 the fact tha t that documentation exists and is being

7 held by LILCO and not being made available to the other

8 parties or to this Board for 1.ts review in considering
a

9 this issue I think supports the necessity for having it

. 10 produced.
'l

i

11'

12

13

| O
14

15

16

17

18

19
,

20

21

22

23

| O 24
.

|

25

O'

f
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() 1 JUD3E BRENNER: That is your item 4, the

2 fourth itei you mentioned.

3 HS. LETSCHE It is item 4 and item 5, which

4 is the docamentation concerning their changes and the

5 analysis of their proposed changes. And I think that

6 .certainly the other items are equally relevant. The GE

7 report, which I understand from the dascription of it

8 yesterday -- it was provided yesterday -- compares the

9 data that was provided to SAI in performing the Shoreham

to PRA and includes GE's evaluation of that data and the

11 results of the application of the PRA methodologies to

12 the data in those with respect to those two plants.

13 It seems to me that since we are discussing
I (~T

'~
14 here both the methodology used in the Shoreham PRA and

15 LILCO's intended use of the results of that PRA, that

16 any analysis of the data that went into it would

17 certainly be pertinent in reaching a conclusion on

18 whether or not that methodology was applied in a proper

19 or usef ul way and whether or no t the results are useful

20 or are being utilized properly.

21 The other documents, th e revisions to the PRA,

22 are certataly relavant since on the record we had
1

23 discussions of a preliminary draft, and if any of the

) 24 information in that draft is to be c, hanged, it seems to

25 me to make the record complete and to have everybody

I
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() 1 talking about what really exists instead of what might

2 have existad a few months earlier is important.

3 JUDGE BRENNER4 Yes. But putting aside for

4 the moment whether or not some of these didn't exist

5 during the discovery period because they were produced,

6 because they were not in existence during that period --

7 and we will inquire of LILCO as to that in a minute --

8 as to any others that could have been requested during

9 discovery, that that time has passed. Furthermore, the

10 witnesses were able to answer your questions about it.

11 You don't have the Clinton situation. As I recall,
i

12 Clinton had a big computer code, and the witness said

13 you have to look at the code; I cannot tell you. And

O 14 then the question was well, how important was it to get

15 the answer to those questions which the witness could

|

|
16 not supply.

I

17 He re we have had a lot of testimony as to what

18 work is being done, and furthermore, at the time the

19 Boa rd allowed you to have the draf t PR A. It was

|
20 expressly contemplated that this PRA work was continuing

21 throughout the hearing.

|
22 MS. LETSCHE Judge Brenner, that is certainly

!
| 23 true with respect to your prior order. On the question

() 24 of whether or not these witnesses were able to answer my

'

25 questions, particularly in the area of how the systems

O
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() 1 interactions identified in the Shoreham PRA were

2 reviewed and the critaris that was used in reviewing

3 those and in reaching any conclusions concerning whether
)

4 or not they were unusual or unexpected or unique, or

5 whether or not they gave rise to a need for any changes,

6 either in classification or in hardware, I do not
I

7 believe we got answers to those questions.

8 Maybe the documentation is not going to have

9 answers to those questions either, but I certainly,think

10 looking at the documentation which was referred to in

11 the responses to my questions on those matters would be

12 pertinent information. Maybe by looking at the

13 documents we can find out if there were any criteria or

O 14 how they were applied.

15 JUDGE BRENNER: You did not describe your item

16 4 very well. Maybe you cannot describe it any better.

17 But it was very amorphous, and one problem with that is

18 that we have the testimony about how there are all of

19 these fault trees and thousands of systems interactions

20 and cut setc, much of which may well have existed during

21 the discovery period. An'd again, we will find out in a

22 minute.

23 What do you say to that? Are you asking for

( 24 trailerloads of documents again?

25 35. LETSCHE: No. I would say that at the

O
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1 time I made up this list I did not have access to the

2 transcript from yesterday. If I look through that

(]) 3 t ra nscrip t, presumably I could find the particular

4 statements by Mr. Kasesak which gave rise to my item 4

5 on here.

6 As I recall, when I was requesting

7 documentation concerning the analysis of the systems

8 interactions identified in the PRA, Mr. Kascsak, and in

9 response to the Board's question concerning that

10 documentation, also seemed to indicate that there was

11 something. That is what it is I as talking about. I do

12 not know what it is. I am not sure if Mr. Kascsak

13 described it any more fully. I can look in the .

14 transcript and see.

15 I agree it is amorphous, but that is because I

16 cannot be note specific at this time .

17 JUDGE BRENNER: If you are thinking of my
i

I am not sure if you are18 questions to Mr. Kascsak ----

19 that is your item 5.

20 MS. LETSCHE I know, Judge Brenner, and I

21 think that I understand that, but I think that your

22 questions were a followup to an earlier question of mine

23 concerning documentation, and Mr. Kascsak was referring

24 to. Maybe I misunderstood him. Maybe there is not
,

25 anything in what I have here as my category 4 Maybe

O
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(G,/ 1 tha t does not exist, any kind of analysis of systems

2 interactions. If that is the esse, then obviously the

3 documents cannot be produced if they do not exist.

4 Perhaps I misunderstood Mr. Kascsak.

5 JUD;E BRENNER: I si sure there are a lot of

6 doc'Jments th at exist that would come under the huge

7 umbrella of your fourth category. That is the problem.

8 All of these cut sets were talked about also and so on.

9 All right. Let us go to LILCO, and in

10 response I would like to also hear which of these

11 requests concern documents that did not exist during the

12 discovery period, and also what you think would be

13 comprised within the category of each request. .
1

O
14 MR. ELLIS: Judge Brenner, first I wo uld like'

15 to say, of course, that we object to the request. When

16 I left yesterday afternoon we were considering the

17 request for the GE report, and of course we hear this

18 morning that it is a larger request. Let me address

19 each of them one at a time.

20 First, with request to the GE report, a

21 documen't or document which Mr. Kas:sak testified to,

22 yes, that was in existence during the discovery period.
!
'

23 JUDGE BRENNEBs Why do you not give me a date

| () 24 , a nd a title if you can or a rough date and a rough title?
25 MR. ELLIS It does not have a title. It

O
|
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() 1 turns out that these are essentially informal,

2 essentially an informal table, a comparison of figures.

(]} 3 And I do not think it has a title, and I will ask Mr.

4 Kascsak, does it have a title?

5 Whereupon,

6 VOGIN J0KSIMOVICH
.

7 EDWARD T. BURNS

8 ROBERT M. KASCSAK

9 the witnesses on the stand at the time of recess,
i

10 resumed the stand and were f urther examined and

11 testified as follows:

12 WITNESS KASCSAK No, it does not.

13 ER. ELLIS: Does it have,a date? .

)'

14 WITNESS KASCSAKs It was presented to LILCO at'

i 15 a meeting, and we could find the date of that meeting.

| 16 But the document itself --

| 17 MR. ELLISt Could you give me a month of the

18 meeting?

19 WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH: As I recall, it was

20 presented to the peer review group at a meeting. I

2) believe it was April 28th.

22 JUDGE BR ENNER: This is a one page table or a
i

23 few pages?
,

() 24 MR. ELLIS: No. It is a few pages. I do not
,

25 know the exact number. It is five or six pages or four
i

)
|

|
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() 1 pages, as I recall.

2 JUDGE BRENNER: And it compares what figures?

3 MR. ELLIS: It compares figures from the
}

4 Shoreham PRA and the Limerick PRA.

5 JUDGE BRENNER: It compares them for what?

6 MR. ELLIS: Well, I do tha t in response to the

7 Board's questions.

8 JUDGE BRENNER: It compares them for what? I

9 mesn I do not understand yet what is in it.

10 (Counsel for LILCO conferring.)

11 MR. ELLIS: There is no text associated with

12 it. It is a listing of figures comparing frequency,

13 failure fraquancy ratas f,or various items.

O
14 JUDGE BRENNER: Other than timing do you have

15 any other objections?

16 3R. ELLIS4 Yes, sir, I do.

17 JUDGE BRENNERs What are they?

18 MR. ELLIS4 In the first place I think it is

19 important to know that the Limerick and the PRA draf ts

20 have been available to their experts for some

21 considerable period of time, and they may be able to'

22 have elicited some of this information.

23 Ihe witnesses, our witnesses, have already

() 24 testified extensively about the differences and the

25 similarities and the extent to which some of the

O
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.

) 1 witnesses indicated tha t they took comfort. I think the

2 matter has been gone into in extensive detail, and they

(} 3 were certainly not able to answer any question for lack

4 of that document.

5 We have asked Philadelphia Electric -- we just

6 had the thing telecople[in--wehaveaskad
7 Philadelphia Electric whether they have indicated they

8 may have some proprietary - the fault trees and event

9 trees are all proprietary, and they are concerned about

10 it, and they are undertaking --

11 JUDGE BRENNER W ell', the way you described it

12 it does not have the f ault trees and event trees in

13 there. -

0
14 MR. EllIS: Well, I think that is right. No,

, 15 it definitely doed'not. But I think that they should
1 -

16 have or ve should'have some' opportunity to consult with
s

17 them to see whether or not they consider that document,

l

18 proprietary. N;

19 But I agree with your observation, Judge

20 Brenner, that definitely the fault trees and event trees

21 are not in this particular document.

22 So as to the GE document, again to summarize,

23 the matter hac been gone into in great detail. They

( the witnesses were not unable to answer any'24 were not --

25 question for lack of that document.
i ,

'
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() 1 The extent to which the Limerick PR A was used

2 or differences in methodologies has all been gone into

3
) in great detail, and we do not think that additional

4 examination, additional production of documents relating

5 to this is either relevant or appropriate or in

6 proportion to the testimony tha t has gone on to date.

7 They could have -- their experts have had

8 access to the draft PBA for some considerable period of

9 time. Presumably they could have had access to the
0

10 Limerick PRA for a considerable period of time, and they

11 could draw whatever conclusions they wished to as a

12 result of that.

13 I think we do not want to litigate. It is my

O
'

14 understanding that we were not going to litigste the

15 entire Shoreham PRA in this contention. It appears that

16 we nonetheless are. But we certainly do not want to

17 litigate the entire Limerick PRA in this litigation.

18 JUDGE BRENNERs If you think we litigated the

19 entire Shoreham PRA in this hearing, I invite you to a
,

20 future hearing at which a PRA for a plant is going to be

21 litigated in depth, but go ahead.

22 MR. ELLIS: I think with respect to the

23 decision that you referred us to, Judge, I am not sure

( 24 that I have all of it. I have had most of it telecopied

25 to us. And one of the f actors that the Board used there

O
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1 in reaching its decision was that the witness -- the

2 answers, even though he was unable in that case to

(} 3 supply certain answers, without it they concluded that

4 the answers that he would have been able to provide had

5 he had those documents would have done no more than

6 refined the description of the error ranges of the

7 models that he was discussing there.

8 And I think, a) we are not even talking about

9 an inability to answer questions; and number 2, at most '.

10 it would fall under the category of doing no more than

11 refine. So we think that just as the Board there, the

12 Licensing Board there acted within the permissible

1,3 bounds of its discretion, to deny it it should hear --

14 it will certainly add to the hearing. I am sure that

15 there will be considerable time in reviewing the

16 documen t perhaps and in further examination of the

17 witnesses and so forth. And I think there has to be an

18 end at some point to this contention. It relates to the

19 classifications and systems interactions, and I do think

20 those issues have been reasonably thoroughly ventilated.

21 Do you want me to proceed with the other

22 documents now, the other request, Judge Brenner?

23 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes. I am trying to figure it

24 out. If part of your argument is that the GE pages are

25 irrelevant to the contention, you did not quite say that

O
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( 1 but you said other things.'

2 MR. ELLIS: Well, let me then clarify that.

{} 3 Yes, I think they are irrelevsnt. I scknowledge that

4 our testimony says that we took comfort from the

5 Linerick PRA. I $o believe that the extent to which

6 that comfort was taken and how it relates to other

7 matters has been adequately ventilated; and I do not

8 think that this really is going to add to that issue at

9 all. '.
'

10 Secondly, Dr. Burns has testified and was not

11 unable not to testify to what extent the Limerick PRA

12 was considered in doing the Shoreham PRA. He has

13 testified at some length about differences. He has

O
14 testified about the differences, for example, in

15 walkdowns and the fact that the walkdowns at Shoreham
i

16 were a checklist and so on. He has testified the others

17 were more just a plant familiarization, and he has |

| 18 testified that that was an effort pursued under the

i 19 direction or request of the NRC whereas this one was
|

20 not, and that one was done at a certain period of time,
,

i
L 21 and this one was proceeding in a different way and was

22 initiated at LILCO 's own initia tive. And he has talked

23 about other differences. And she has had adequate

24 opportunity to examine him, Dr. Burns, at length about

25 the differences, and she has done that I suppose to the

O
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1 extent that she considered it appropriate, and he has

2 never been unable to answer the question.

3 So I think it is irrelevant, and even if it

4 were not irrelevant it is cumulative, and at this point

5 it comes too late, and it is not worth producing.

6 JUDGE BRENNER4 All right. You can move on to

7 the next items.

8 MR. ELLISs The next item that I have listed )

9 is any revisions to the Shoreham PRA sin'pe March, since

10 the March draft. !
'

;

11 I have not had an opportunity to consider

12 these at any length, but I do not believe that there has
;

13 been any reference to a revision of the PRA. The review.

14 process is ongoing, and we have had a great deal of

15 testimony, both prefiled and cross examination, about

16 the ongoing review. But I do not believe there has been

17 any testimony about a revision. I am not aware of a

18 revision. And in any event, I would aske the same

19 remarks about that as I do about the previous document.

20 And let me say further that we are not

21 litigating the correctness of the PRA as I understood

22 it, which is why the conclusions, many of the

23 conclusions were stricken. We are litigating the

( 24 methodology. I know of no revisions to the

25 methodology. The review process is ongoing and when the
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|
,

() 1 review process is complete, then the new PRA revised in

2 accordance with wha tever the review process produces

3 will be issued. '

4 Now, the point of the PRA -- again, to put the

5 PBA into perspective -- is thst it is LILCO's position

6 tha t all of the matters done up until the PRA that are

7 referenced in our prefiled testimony, the way in which

8 the design process is carried out, all of that is an

9 adequate method of addressing s)ystems interactions and
.

10 systems classification.

11 JUDGE BRENNER: Let me interrupt you there

12 only because in a different context, I guess on the

13 motion to strike, you were arguably on the other side of

O 14 that question.

15 MR. ELLIS. I made that very point in the .

16 motion 'to strike. I said that we thought it was icing

17 on the cake.

18 JUDGE BRENNER: I said then and I will say

19 again, the logical extent of your remarks are we should

20 strike all reference in your testimony to the PRA and
,

i
j 21 prevent you from relying on it at all. And that is not
!
! 22 what you wanted to do, and I already backed and outlined

23 what your findings -- which findings your testimony is

() 24 probably geared to; that is, one, everything without the

j 25 PRA was good stuff; two, besides we have also got good

()
|
,

i
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() 1 confirmation in the PRA. And as long as you want that

2 last part s s pa rt of your testimony, which you chose to

- 3 be in your testimony, you cannot push that point too f a r.

4 MR. ELLIS: Yes, sir, I agree to that, except

5 to put it in the context of the contention, the

6 contention says, in effect, by the intervenors you have

7 not adequately addressed the issue in terms of

8 methodology, and you have not done -- in fact, in their

9 original prefiled test.imony they advoca te a PRA. And

10 all we are saying is we are doing one, we have done one,

11 and we are continuing to do one.

12 So it is not the ultimate result necessarily
<

13 that is at issue in this contention, and therefore,

14 revisions and review process and all of the rest is not

the correctness, in any event, is not at issues and15 --

16 so in that sense I would say again it is irrelevant.

17 JUDGE BRENNER: I guess I would like to find

18 out if there is a revision, since you did not know.

19 MR. ELLIS: I will ask Mr. Kascsak. Are there

20 any revisions?

21 WITNESS KASCSAK No, there are no revisions.

22 MR. ELLIS. Shall I go to the next category?

23 JUDGE BRENNER: What did you have in mind, Ms.

() 24 Letsche, when you made the request?

25 MS. LETSCHE Dr. Burns had indicated tha t, I

O
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() I believe in his testimony that -- I think particularly in

2 ceference to doing a different kind of core melt ;

3 probability number than the core vulnerability number

4 and then changing the chart that Judge Carpenter had

5 asked him about -- that there were revisions under way.

6 I did not know at the time I requested this whether or

7 not a complete revision actually existed, and what I

8 intended by this request was if there are any, we would

9 like thems id they do not exist, obviously they cannot
10 be produced. But that was what I had in mind, Dr.

11 Burns' testimony concerning revisions.

12 JUDGE BRENNER: But I did not hear any
.

13 testimony even as to revisions under way, that is, which

14 may not have reached fruition, any testimony that they

15 are changing in any way material to the contention their

16 approach to using it for classification of systems,

17 including systems interactions, and that was one of Mr.

| 18 Ellis' points, which I suggest is a good one. Revisions

19 in the abstract are not of any interest.

20 MS. LETSCHE4 He did indicate that the results

21 of the PRA might change, and I believe his figure was 10

22 to 15 percent. The reason that the results are

23 important and I think this relates to Mr. Ellis'--

() 24 argument on the relevancy of all of these documents --,

25 is that what we are talking about in this contention is

O
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() 1 not just whether or not Shoreham is going to do a PRA.

2 Whst is important is what they are going to do with it

3 after they have done one, if they are going to use it to
)

4 address the issues that the County has raised in its

5 testimony. In order to determine whether or not or how

6 LILCO is going to use the PBA you have got to know what

7 it is, and what they 7.re going to do with it depending

8 on what it is; and in that respect the results are, in

9 terms of the core salt freq uencies -- a nd I am not

10 talking about all of the arithmetic computations. I

11 think we have limited very strictly the num bers tha t we

12 have talked about concerning the PRA, but I think that

13 changes in those numbers are certainly relevant; and if

O
14 there are revisions to those items that we have

15 discussed in this testimony I think they are important.

16 JUDGE BDENNER: Do you think changes in those

17 numbers are relevant to wha t methodology they are

18 employing with all of the testimony we have had already?

19 (Pause.) -

20 (Board conferring.)

21 MS. LETSCHE: Judge Brenner, if I might

22 respond to your last question, an additional reason that

23 revisions in the particular numbers that we have

() 24 addressed are relevant is that Mr. Kascsak and LILCO has

25 stated that they are reviewing these results to

O
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() 1 determine if any systems interactions identified in

2 there are acceptable or unacceptable, and apparently

; 3 they are doing that. We do not exactly know what the

4 c ri te ria is, but the probabilities, which is what this

5 PRA is going to yield to them, would be certainly

6 relevant, I would think, in whether or not they consider

7 a particular systems interaction or something else that

8 is identified in this PRA as acceptable or

9 unacceptable. Any changes in those numbers would
,

10 therefore be relevant to the testimony that we have

11 heard here on that subject.

12 Let me also just -- well --

13 JUDGE BRENNER: Arguably that gets into the

O 14 correctness of the quantitative analysis as opposed to

15 wha t methodology they are applying. And, in fact, your

16 summary of the testimony, which I think is accurate,

17 shows that you did get testimony on what they are going

18 to do with it in the context of systems interactions.

19 Let's go back to LILCO for the other items.

20 This is taking longer than I thought it would.

21 MR. ELLIS: With respect to item 3, the Spring

22 1982 revision of the Limerick PRA, I think the short

23 answer to that is that in the first place I am not sure

() 24 whether we have it. I know that we have had access to

25 it, but I believe that I can represent to the Board tha t

O
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() I that access had to be negotiated because it is

2 considered a proprietary document, and I do not think

3 that we have sc:ess or that we have it, that LILCO has

4 it in its possession right now.

5 Do we have it, Mr. Kascsak? Do we have it?

6 WITNESS KASCSAK Yes, we have it.

7 MR. ELLISs Well, in any e vent, I thought we

8 did not, but in any event, am I correct that we did have

9 to negotiate to get access to it?. ,

10 JUDGE BRENNER: We will take judicial notice

11 of the fact that parts of it are con sidered proprietary.

12 MR. ELLIS: I think the short answer to that

13 is that they should request it from Philadelphia

14 Electric. And again, the comments that I have made

15 about whatever incremental value they might get f rom

16 that, it certainly comes too late. I do not know the

17 date of the Spring 1982 revision, but they certainly

18 could have made efforts to obtain that certainly before

19 now. They could certainly have done that long before

20 this particular time.

21 The fourth category, which seems to me to be

22 -- I concur with the characterization of it as
.

23 amorphous. I would say also that it is excessively

() 24 broad and vague, and my comments concerning the
|

25 correctness and the review process again apply heres

O
,

|
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() 1 tha t we are not litigating the results of the PRA at

2 this time; and this again, none of the witnesses have

3 been unable to answer any questions for lack of any

4 documents here. This is a pisin discovery request which

5 could have been made certainly for some documents a long

6 time ago.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: 'J ell , are there new documents,

8 new since the discovery period, that would disclose the

9 systems interaction review application of thq PRA?

10 MR. ELLIS: My impression is that the review

11 process has been ongoing so that there migh t be

12 correspondence or documents of one kind or another that

13 have been generated on an ongoing fashion from early on

O
14 until later on. And we would strongly oppose that kind

15 of a dragnet discovery request at this time. And again,

16 I emphasize none of the witnesses have been unable to

17 answer questions about the methodology which is our

18 focus of how -- what methodology was used on the

19 Shoreham PRA, which should be the focus of what we are

20 about.

21 The fifth document or documents requested are

22 documents concerning hardware changes and proposed

23 hardware 4anges. Those I think relate to the four

( 24 items that have already been testified to at some

25 length. And again, no witness was unable to answer any

O
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() 1 question concerning those hardware changes as a result

2 of not having those documents.
]
t

3 In addition, I do not know because I did not |

4 have this list and I cannot answer the question

5 directly. I will ask Mr. Kascsak whether those
;

6 documents existed prior to May of 1982.

7 WITNESS KASCSAK I would have to check.

8 Probably some did and some did not.

9 MR. ELLIS: Again, I think the ma jor point is

10 tha t not only was no witness unable to answer, but as

11 the decision points out, th ere they declined to have

12 them produced be suse they concluded they would do no

13 more than refine the description of the error ranges of
O

~# 14 the models, and here we have had extensive testimony,
.

15 and they have not been unable to answer. At best it

16 would do no more than refine. And it comes at a point

17 when this :ontention should be nearing its completion

18 af ter almost three weeks of LILCO testimony and we are

19 facing a week of Staff testimony.

20 JUDGE BRENNER: What about my comment

21 yesterday that we heard about those changes finally

22 after three weeks for the first time, ss opposed to with

23 20/20 hindsight which is always better than foresight,

() 24 the fact that they might have been helpful examples to

25 illustrate application by LILCO of the PRA results to

O
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() 1 date in the systems interaction context, which after all

2 is the part of the contention and, in turn, possibly the

3 classification of systems depending on what was found.

4 MR. ELLIS: Well, I think that comment is

5 appropriate, and the responsibility for that I think

6 must rest at least in part on my shoulders. In

7 hindsight, fine, I would have been happy to have

8 included la our testimony everything that was of

9 interest to the Board on this, but I did not see that as

10 of interest.

11 I think in zitigation let me say that the

12 contention and the testimony filed before our testimony

13 on it focused on a number of systems which I think we -

14 addressed in substantial detail and focused on
"

15 methodology and then said we ought to use PRAs and-

16 dependency analyses and that sort of thing; and we came

17 back and said we do use them. So I was trying to

18 respond to that rather than to say -- and then the Board

19 said well; how do you plan to use it, and that is
1

20 probably where I should have picked up and included i

21 something of that sort. But I think there has been more

22 than ample testimony on tha t, on those four items.

I23 JUDGE BRENNER: What I meant by my remark, and

) 24 I am sorry that I was not very clear, I did not mean a

25 reason as to why you did not include it, and I thought I
|
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() 1 covered that by saying hind sigh t, it is always easy to

2 talk about things in hindsight.

3 What I meant was considering the f act as to

4 the sequence in which we heard about it, it would not,

5 and also considering the fact that it is relatively a

6 more focused request than, say, item 4, it is not

7 something that likely would have been the particular

8 subject of a focused discovery-type request prior to

9 yesterday. .

~

10 MR. ELLIS: Well, when we produced the draft

11 PRA all they had to do was ask us at that time have you

12 made any changes or design changes. And now that ther.

13 contend thst that is very relevant and very important,

O 14 one must ask why it did not occur to them to ask for any
~

15 changes during the discovery period when they knew that

16 they had a draft PRA.

17 MS. LETSCHEs Judge Brenner, if I might just

18 interject something here, my recollection concerning

19 discovery on this issue is that -- or concerning

20 discovery and the discovery schedule in this case, is

21 that all of our document requests and discovery requests

22 had to be filed before that March prehearing

23 conference. I do not recall the date. Sometime after

() 24 that conference -- I think it was later in March --

25 LILCO was directed to give us the draft PRA. By th a t

O
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() I time our document discovery was ended. We did not, I

2 believe -- and I do not have all of the dates -- but it

3 is my recollection that in terms of discovery on PRA we

4 really did not have a discovery period for that, and

5 therefore, I thLnt that these arguments concerning our

6 ability to have asked for these things during the
,

7 discovery period just are not correct and factual.

8 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, let me ask the question

9 this way, The deposition comnenced on March 31, 1982 on

10 the PRA. Did you ask any of the deponents as to what

11 changes are being considered as a result of the PRA? I

12 think that is the thrust of the part of Mr. Ellis'e

13 comment. -

0
14 .45. LEISCHE Judge Brenner, I cannot recall

15 the details of that. I just cannot " recall. I do not

16 recall exactly whst was asked a t tha t deposition right

17 now.

; 18 If I could respond to some of the other points
!

19 sade by Mr. Ellis, I would like to do so.*

20 JUDGE BRENNER: I am not sure if Mr. Ellis is

21 finished because I cut him off, but we have got the

22 thrust of the argument by now. So let us hear a concise

23 summary, and then we will go back to you for just a very

() 24 brief comment, and then I will ask the Staff if they

25 vant to add anything briefly.

O
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O 1 .R. ettIs, r was present et the deposition of

2 Mr. Kascssk on March 31, and he wa s no t asked any

A 3 questions concerning whether any changes had been made
U

4 as a result of the PRA. He was asked other questions

5 about the PRA.

6 And I would simply conclude on that fifth ,

7 item, which I agree is better defined than the fourth

8 item, but there has already been extensive testimony

9 about those four changes and certainly adequate

10 opportunity to investigste it in the deposition. And I

11 think under the opinion that you have referenced, Judge

12 Brenner, the disclosure of all of those documents at

13 this point is not warranted or appropriate.

O
14 JUDGE BRENNER: Incidentally, you said you

15 only had part of the opinion. I do not have the opinion

16 at all here, so I am going by a summary that I have and

17 ay memory.
'

18 Can you tell me what the computer code vas? I

*

19 do not remember if it was the fuel burnup computer code

20 or another.

21 MR. ELLIS: It was to bring underlying data on

22 computer models which he had used in forecasting

23 lifetine fuel cycle costs for the Clinton station. And

24 the conclusion was that the Licensing Board acted within

25 the permissible bounds of its discretion in declining to

i
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(j 1 delay the 33aring to ansble intervenors to obtain the

2 material.

3 I have -- I think this was typed from a

4 telecopy.

5 JUEGE BRENNER: That is okay. I remember it

6 now. And I guess the only detail that escapes me is the

7 name of the company whose code it was, but I know them

8 also, snd it will come to me at some point.

9 MS. 1ETSCHEs Judge Brenner, one very brief.

10 response to the last comment made by r. Ellis

11 concerning the timing of this request. I do not know

12 when any of these changes were made. I do not know if

13 in fact any of them hat been made at the time of that

O 14 March 31 deposition. I do not know what Mr. Kascsak 's

15 answer would hava"been at that point concerning the

16 changes made or the ones that he might have considered;

17 and'I certainly think that would be a pertinent question
'

18 concerning whether or not this is a request that comes

19 too late from the County.

20 But I would like to respond to a couple of

21 other points briefly that Mr. Ellis made. First of all,

22 with respect to the GE report and his statement that no

23 one was not able to answer questions concerning that

O)(_ 24 report, I managed to locate the portion in yesterday's

25 transcript thst deals with my questioning on the GE

O
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() 1 report, and at page 5880 of tha t t ra nsc rip t , at the

2 bottom of the page beginning on line 24 I asked well,--

3 beginning on line 17 I asked, "What are the differences

4 that GE has identified for you?" And earlier we were

5 talking about -- it is clea r we were talking about the

6 GE diff arancas between Limerick an,d Shoreham. After the

7 witnesses conferred I asked it again on line 24, "What

8 are the differences that GE has identified for LILCO?"

9 Mr. Kascsak's response: "I am afraid I cannot recall

to the details. It has been a number of months since that

11 piece of information was produced."

12 I would say that his inability to answer that

13 question concerning the report, that that would support

14 my request that that document be produced.
"

15 MR. ELLIS: While we are on that particular

16 point, could we read f urther in the transcript where she

17 asked whether it dealt with the methodology, and Mr.
.

18 Kascsak said, "No."

19 JUDGE BRENNER: We started doing that without

20 your hint.

21 All right. Does the Staff have any position?

22 MS. LETSCHE: Judge Brenner, that was just in

23 response to Mr. Ellis' argument on the GE report. The

() 24 other commant I would like to make is concerning his

25 sta tement that our consultant should have been able to

O
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() I review these reports and obtain whatever this

2 information is themselves.

3 I think that that is just not particularly
)

4 relevant either. I do not knsv that it is true, number

5 one, and the fact that we --

6 JUDGE BRENNER: Wait a minute. I cannot hear
,

7 you.

8 MS. LETSCHE: The fact that we ha ve testimony

9 concerning this report and Mr. Kascsak's inability to

10 describe the differences that were identified in that

11 report does support our request for it.

12 With respect to -- I think I have already

13 discussed the relavance of the question of revisions to

O
14 the PRAs. With respect to my admittedly broad category

^

15 number 4 request, one point I would like to make in

16 response to one of your comments earlier, Judge Brenner,

17 is that we are not asking here for the cut sets, which I

18 believe wete done by SAI. What we are asking for, if it

19 exists, is any analysis by LILCO of what SAI might have

20 done in terms of their analysis of the systems

21 interactions that might have been identified. I am not

22 talking about the cut sets. What we are talking about

23 is what LILCO did with the PRA.

) 24 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Ellis, do you know what,

25 if anything, exists on that last, somewhat more focused

O
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() 1 point now other than the items covered by the last

2 request, which arguably would overlap into that category -

()
4 Am I correct, Ms. Le tsch e ?

|
|

5 ES. LETSCHE: I suppose they might, yes.

6 (Counsel f or LILCO :onferring.)

7 MR. ELLIS: To the best of my knowledge even

8 defined that way it is broad and excessively vague. As

'9 people review something they may write a letter,

10 generate a memorandum, a phone message or whatever, and

11 there may have been thitigs of that sort. I do not

12 know. I think Mr. Kascsak testified that there had been

* 13 no concise or formal report yet, and I believe you

14 questioned him about that at some length, and he
.

15 indicated that he hoped it would be out in December.

16 JUD"E BRENNERs Yes, but that does not answer

17 the question as to wha t might exist now. Why do you not

18 ask him?

19 MR. ELLIS: Could we restrict it to the

20 methodology?

21 JUDGE BRENNER: We want to find out besides

22 the documentation as to the four hardware changes.

23 Putting that aside f or now, is there documentation that

() 24 would disclose or illustrate by example the review by

25 LILCO of the implications of the PRA work done for LILCO

O
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1

() 1 with respect to systems interactions?

2 WITNESS KASCSAKs Well, I think if I recall

- 3 the questions that M s. Letsche had asked me --

4 JUDGE BRENNER: No. Just the one I asked you

5 now.

6
, WITNESS KASCSAK The only thing that exists,

7 as I have stated bef ore, was tha t we review the products

8 that are produced by SAI, the sections of the report,

9 the fault trees and the event trees, and some cut sets.

10 In that review process the reviewers consider the

11 interactions that are depicted on those diagrams and

12 documents, and in reviewing those they establish -- they

13 perform their review as to whether or not the results*

14 indicate a problem or something that should be addressed

'
15 in more detail, besides reviewing it for other things

16 like accuracy and completeness.
i

17 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Kascsak, maybe my questionj

.

18 was not clear. You have heard the oral argument. What

19 I am talking about is documents.

20 WIThESS KASCSAK: If you would le t me finish,

21 what I was saying was that that review is documented.

22 Now, if you are asking me is there something tha t sa ys

23 this is a system interaction review, I have said before

() 24 no, there is no such documentation.

25 JUDGE BRENNER: How is the review you just

O
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() 1 described documented?

2 WITNESS KASCSAKs By comments on those

3 documents. We would formally mark up the documents and

4 transmit them back, and in some cases there may be

5 letters or telephone memorandums or handwritten notes or

,6 other things.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: Okay. Thank you.

8 Staff?

9 MR. RAWSON: Very briefly, Judge Brenner. We

10 join LILCO in opposing the request at this time. It

11 appears to the-Staff that the County has had discovery

12 on this matter and ample opportunity to pursue it

13 aarlier. There was no request to reopen the discovery
.

14 period when it should have become clear to the County

15 that these matters would be important. There has been

16 no request to supplement the discovery responses that

17 were provided by the County earlier.
.

18 The issue has been explored with these

19 witnesses at great length, two and a half days of

20 length. They have been able to answer the questions, in -

21 our view, particularly those questions that relate to

22 methodology. It seems that the marginal benefit to the

23 record in pursuing these matters further simply does not

() 24 juctify the inevitable delay that is going to result,

25 and I think that is especially true with respect to the

O
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() 1 request for the Limerick document.

2 JUDGE BRENNER: What about the la st request?

3 Did the Staff know about the changes being considered as

4 a result of the work to date?

5 MR. RAWSON. Judge Brenner, I simply cannot

,
6 answer that question at the present time. I can check

7 into it further for you.

8 JUDGE BRENHER Do you think that one would be

9 only of marginal benefit to the record also?

10 ER. RAWSON: With respect to the contention

11 that we are litigating, Judge Brenner, yes, sir. We

12 believe that the marginal utility of discussing further

13 the changes that LILCO may decide to make as a result oi

O
14 the comparison of the PRA as it relates to this

15 contention would be at best marginal, and this relates

16 back to the Staff's position which you discussed

17 yesterday, that the contention is answerable and has

18 been answered through the design basis process.

19 JUDGE BRENNERs You just did the same thing

20 Mr. Ellis ild. You confused two different things. T.ha t

21 is fine for your finding and that is fine for your

22 position, but it does not answer the question as to the

23 benefit to the record given LILCO's testimony. If you !

() 24 remember, the information and the request came up in the

25 context of cross exsmination of ILCO's testimony, not

O
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O i the starr s.

2 All right. I think I have got your position.
,

3 I just wanted to point that out. I guess the Board,

4 wants to confer on this briefly.

5 Why do we not take a break and come back at

6 10:45? t

7 (Recess.)

8
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() 1 JUDGE BRENNER: In keeping with our

2 exhortations to tne witness to answer the question first

3 and give the explanations later we think yes, there '

4 should be access to items 1 and 5, no as to 2, 3 and 4

5 MR. ELLIS: Judge Brenner, may I ssk for a

6 clsrification on 5? Is that limited to items that did

7 not exist on March 31 when those questions could have

8 been asked to Mr. Kascsak and were not?

9 JUDGE BRENNER No.

10 MR. ELLIS: You want them all then even if

11 they could have been obtained?

12 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, I don't know what you

13 mean by "all."

14 MR. ELLIS: Well, I have ascertained that the

15 window and the RCIC trip were prior to that time, and I

16 have also ascertained that the MSIV, I am not sure

17 about. The fourth one, the black start capability, is

18 of more recent vintage.

19 JUDGE BRENNER: None of our reasons will be

20 tha t it could not have been asked for earlier.

21 MR. ELLIS Then I understand your ruling.

22 JUDGE BRENNER: Does anybody want to know

23 why? I am willing to save time. Well, on item 2, the

() 24 Shoreham PRA revision, that does not exist. That is the

25 short answer. I sm not sure we would have had it turned

O
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() 1 over otherwise, but since we had tha t easy answer, we

2 will stick with th a t . The fact that it may exist

3 tomorrow or next week or next month has also been

4 contemplated by the process and by the approach, and in

5 fact, a further ramson which might be helpful in case

6 tha t situation obtains is that there was not scintilla

7 of testimony in response to a lot of questions that it

8 was going to be a material change in the approach or the

9 methodology or the use of the methodology in the context

10 of this contention; that is, for purposes of systems

11 interaction or classification of systems. That does not

12 sean that there alght not be other changes, small, large

13 or medium.

O 14 With respect to item 3 -- and I guess we

15 should discuss item 1 right after item 3 since they are

16 somewhat related -- the marginal reference to the

17 comfort of the Limerick PRA, which by now has probably

18 become discomfort to some people, does not justify a

19 wholesale turning over of an entire Limerick PRA. Even

20 the statement as used in the direct testimony would not |

21 have justified that. That statement has further been |

|

22 qualified in response to questions from the Board as '

23 well as the pa rtie s.

() 24 And also, I do not know if we would have
1

25 allowed such a request earlier, but certainly it is also
;

O
i

|
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'

O 1 teo 1ete la tae ear aow, taet 1s, aot aust 1a the

2 discovery period but in the hearing. Four weeks ago it

3 would have been of material difference from today for

4 that request. I am not saying it would have been
1
'

5 granted then, but that is an additional reason now.

6 However, the comparison done by GE, which we now learn

7 is not a formal report, can have some relevance on a

8 Olase call to the testimony that the comfort drawn is

9 that there were no outliers shown.

10 We are allowing access to it, but that doesn't -

11 necessarily lead to the evidentiary use, and in fact,

12 prior to any use of it we would require a showing that

13 something in that document both refutes testimony given

O 14 and is material to the contention, not just relevant but

15 will add materially to the record. If we had the

18 document in front of us it may be that we would have

17 said there is no need for access, but we do not want to

18 go through the interim route of prior viewing of the

19 Board with respect to consistency.

20 It is a relatively concise Nument, and wed

21 also think it should be turned over while averyone is

22 still here, including witnesses.

23 Part of our reasoning is that the question

24 asked was not answered, that it is tempered by the fact

25 that th e re was a followup explanation as to why in the

O
.
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() 1 witnesses' view the answer was not very important; but

2
.

on balanca cur _ ruling is that-it be turned over to the.

3 parties and the-Board.

'4 Item 4 aven as refined is a very broad

5 request, but beyond that the short answer was Mr.

6 Kascsak 's testimony that no reasonable formal

7 documentation exists, and certainly we would not have

8 restricted that to just some formal report. But his

9 description of what existed showed that there is nothing

10 really there for discovery, and more importantly, for-

11 systems interaction per se.

12 Now, that may have some implications for

13 findings as to what is being done, but in terms of the

O 14 particular discovery request it shows that there is --

15 nothing to turn over.

16 As to the last item, this one is a close

17 call. One of your problems, Mr. Ellis, is tha t the

18 Board was going to consider asking for this on its own.

19 We held off until the argument on what we thought would

20 just be.tha GE item thinking it might come up in the

21 natural course of that. Little did we know that it

22 would come up directly. And it is a close call because

23 it is probably cumulative to sone extent; that is, there

) 24 was testimony on it. It was not a situation where the

25 witness could not answer the questions. And the witness

O

,
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I,

() 1 described in response to the questions what it was that

2 LILCO was doing. However, we think it might be helpful

3 as an illustration in graphic form of the current}
4 approach of LILCO towards using the PRA with respect to

5 systems interaction or systems classifications. I

6 Now, we understand that once we get those

7 documents as to those changes, it may not be

8 self-explanatory. They were not designed f or testimony,

9 and we do not know how far we would allow any

10 questioning on it, if at all; and we are certainly not

11 ruling at this time that it will even be in evidence,

12 but we would like to see that. And we will be quick to

13 cut it off if it is cumulative, and even if it is not in

14 evidence, we would then -- and the parties would-then

15 have been in a position of having seen it, and we could

16 then more inte111 gently make a ruling as to whether it

17 is just cumula tive or not.

18 If there are any questions that the County

19 wishes to ask on that last item, we would require a
,

20 rep rese n ta tion that the questions would go towards some

21 illustration that what Mr. Kascsak said is not supported

22 by the documentation. We .re not precluding some
i

23 exploration of understanding the documents a little

24 better if they really are very difficult to understand,
i

25 but we are not going to sit here for very long and allow

i

1
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() 1 tha t kind of exploration. We will not allow a fishing

2 expedition.

3 LILCD, if it wishes, could put in a cover
[}

4 summary of explanation if it feels it wants to, along

5 with the documents. Again, those documents are as to

6 the four changes being contemplated. And the reason you

7 might want to consider putting in some cover explanation

8 but not requiring it is that we do not know what the

9 documents look like, and counsel might not fully know at

10 this point themselves. And it is certainly not a

11 criticism. I recognize they were produced with this

12 purpose in mind.

13 One reason for the ruling as distinguished

O ~

.

14 from the argument that it is very late in-the day for a

15 request is that we think it is f air to say subjectively

16 speaking that people would not have been focused on

17 those as particular examples prior to yesterday. And

18 the reason I say subjectively is that we were not prior

19 to yesterday.

20 Now, it msy turn those exsmples of changes.

21 have little to do with systems interactions, but it is

22 dif ficult for us to make that ruling in the abstract.

23 And in any event, it would be possibly further

( 24 illustrative, in addition to Mr. Kascsak's testimony, of

25 the current approsch by LILCO given th e results to date

O
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() 1 of the PRA work.

2 Ihat completes our ruling.

3 MS. LEISCHE: Judge Brenner, I wonder if I

4 might inquire if it would be possible to obtain these

5 documents perhaps over the lunch break or this afternoon

6 so that we could review them expeditiously while this

7 panel is available.

8 JUDGE BRENNERs I am not going to order that.

9 I will let you work it out with them. I do not know

10 what their practical constraints are, and we know they

11 vant to talk to Philadelphia Eicctric as to one matter,

12 and Mr. Kascsak is here, and the first priority is to

13 get th ro ugh the questioning. .

~

'- 14 I guess the only thing -I- would like to add is

15 the argument that we have had in this already prolonged

16 litigation of this contention, which in some persons'

17 views was inefficient and in part wasted, is not a

18 reason to avoid any further litigation when finally

19 there may be an opportunity to focus on that which is

20 important, even it was a long time getting there.

21 Now we will continue with Judge Morris'

22 questions of this panel.

23 MR. RAWSON: Judge Brenner, I just want to

() 24 alert the Board that I have placed in the Board's

25 mailbox a copy of the document to which the Staff

O

,
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1 referred yesterday; that is, the letter from the ACRS
i

i 2 from Dr. Shewmon to Chairman Palladino dated June 9,

3 1982, the subject of which is " Comments on proposed

4 policy statement on safety goals for. nuclear power

5 plants (NUREG-0880, a discussion paper)."

6
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() 1 JUDGE BRENNER: Did you give a copy to LILCO?

2 MR. RAWSON: We have given copies to counsel

3 and an additional copy for the witness as well.{}
4 I would no+,o that within this document there

5 is a reference to a forthcoming NRC Staff plan on the

6 same subja:t. We understand that such a plan may have

7 been forwarded to the Commission yesterday. We are

8 checking into whether that is true and its availability

9 to be provided to the Board as relevant and material

10 information.

11 JUDGE BRENNER: Okay, thank you. When we come

12 back in the questioning, I assume now that we have the

13 document, you are prepared to go back to your questions

O
14 and see if-the-answers are the same?

15 MR. RAWSON: I am prepared to explore the part

16 of this document that I was ref erring to yesterday, yes,

17 Judge.

18 BOARD EXAMINATION
_

19 BY JUDGE MORRIS:

20 0 I direct your attention, panel, to the

21 transcript, if you have it before you, to refresh your

22 metory on questions that were asked at the end of

23 yesterday, which you were going to have an opportunity

O
\_/ 24 to think about overnight and then respond to. I think

25 we can start on page 5027.

()
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1 (Pause.)

2 I had suggested that Staff testimon, migh t be

3 interpreted as saying that they favored dependency
[}

4 methods as a primary approach to be used, with fault

5 trees as a suppleient, in identifying safety

6 interactions. And I wonder if you have a response to

7 that at this time?

8 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) We have responses to

9 all of your questions. So maybe --

17 0 Shall we take them one at a time?

11 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) So do you want to take

12 dependency?

13 0 Yes. .

O
14 - A -- (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) As far as we are

15 concerned, the so-called approach of dependencies is an

16 auxiliary, ancillary tool, and as such is in many cases

17 practiced in the PR A approach. And Dr. Burns did that

18 in the Shoreham PRA study.
,

,

19 JUDGE BRENNER: Could I have that read back?

20 I heard it, but I'm not sure I comprehended it all.

21 (The reporter read the record as requested.);

22 BY JUDGE MORRIS: (Resuming)

23 0 And so do I infer correctly that you do not

24 view dependency methods as the primary approach?

25 A (WITNESS J0KSIh0VICH) Definitely not. In my

b
,
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() 1 opinion, tha t is an auxiliary, ancillary, helpful tool

2 for some individuals. Some individuals skip it. It is

3 part of the intermediate process, if you wish, and it

4 helps in a number of ways.

5 It helps from the bookkeeping purposes. It

n 6 helps from the standpoint of scrutability. So I think

7 it has some value. But I don't think it is an approach

8 of its own which is going to result in some startling

9 revelations about systems interactions.
,

10 MR. ELLIS: Judge Horris, did you want now for

11 Dr. Burns to respond as well, because he also has

12 responses?

13 BY JUDGE MORRIS: (Resuming)

O - -- 14 0 Fine. Feel free, any of you, to supplement

15 the first person's response.

16 A (WITNESS BURNS) The Staff testimony, one of

17 the references that I f ound f or their discussion on page

18 41 of their prefiled testimony indicates that this

19 option, referring I believe to dependency analysis, is

20 consistent with the view that performance of systems

21 interactions dependency analyses in combination with

22 current PRA's wil.1 better assure that PRA results will

23 provida ataquita insight regarding the possible need for

() 24 improvements in safety and reliability.

25 One of the difficulties, of course, in much of

O
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() 1 this is thtt we t'end to trip over and stumble over

2 methodology. But from the information that I have read

3 from the national laboratories and indications I have j

4 seen in papers presented, and especially the use of

5 dependency analysis as it has been done directed by the

6 NRC Staff and IREP, all of those different avenues that

7 I have seen indicate that dependency 'nalysis is a

8 thorough look at the plant for dependancies smong *

9 systems and then a display of that-information so that

10 it is understandable to both the person who.is doing the

11 analysis and anybody who wants to review that analysis.

12 And that certainly has been done in the

13 Shoreham PRA.

-- 14 Q Hr. Kascsak, did you want to add something?

15 A (WITNESS KASCSAK) I think my comment would

16 deal with the fact that much of what they are talking

17 about is different terminology, and that the basic

18 concept here is to identify dependencies and ther

19 attempt to identify dependencies in different ways.

20 Many ways are qualitative in nature, and go about its

21 approach in a different way.

22 But I think what we have sta ted before and

23 continue to state, that the dependencies are depicted in

() 24 the fault trees, event trees, and that the PRA

25 methodology produces or depicts similar dependencies as
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() 1 is discussed in this memo. And I think some of it is a

2 matter of choice and a matter of maybe attempting to

3 look at different ways of doing the same thing, to maybe

4 evaluate if it can be done equally as well or maybe a

5 little bit better.

6 But I don't think any clear decisions have

7 been reached as to whether or not either method is

8 particularly better or inferior to the other. I~think

9 there are some clear preferences as to the direction

10 that the Staff wanted, what I might characterize as the
.

11 RCD effort in this area, to proceed in.

12 But I don' t think it is necessarily to be

13 construed as a criticism of PRA or the PBA methodology.

O
14 It is just maybe an attempt to look at something else.

15 JUDGE BRENNER: M r. Kascsak, could you refresh

16 my recollection as to when LILCO decided to, first began

17 thinking about, having somebody perform a PBA on

18 Shoreham, and then when you actually contracted for it

19 thereafter?

20 WITNESS KASCSAK I would say that the initial

21 thinking process probably started in late 1979 and

22 proceeded through 1980, and finally culminated in a

23 contract of April of '81.

) JUDGE BRENNERs In that same general time24

25 frame -- and I have in mind your previous response as to

O
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() 1 indications from the Staff as to what you termed RCD

2 efforts and what approach they, the Staff, might like to

3 see explored in some of those initial efforts. Were you
)

4 influenced, was LILCO influenced, in the decision to

5 have a PRA performed by the fact that there was any

6 indications from the Staff that they might ask for a PRA

7 on Shoreham or some probabilistic approach on Shoreham?

8 WITNESS KASOSAK Not at a ll .' There was no

9 communications with the Staff and LILCO personnel *

10 relative to doing any such analysis at Shoreham.

11 JUDGE BRENNER: So if the Staff considered

12 saking such a request, a request for a PRA or a

13 probabilistic type work to be performed by LILCO, LILCO,.

''
14 was and is unaware of that?

15 WITNESS KASCSAK: That is correct.

16 JUDGE BRENNER: Thank you.

17 BY JUDGE MORRIS: (Resuming)

18 0 I'm ready to go to the next question, which I

19 will reed again Is it your opinion that the PRA done

20 for Shoreham would iden tif y system interactions that

21 would aggravate accident conditions, as well as those

22 which might initia te accident sequences?

23 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) Yes. And I think we

() 24 can respond to that by saying that the way sequences are

25 laid out in the event trees, you can think in terms of

O
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() 1 the design basis approach, how the plant has been
|
'2 designed to accommodate the spectrum of accident

3 conditions that are exhaustively examined in chapter 15

4 of the FSAR.

5 And-then you can think in terms that our event

|
6 trees, with supporting fault trees, are taken beyond

7 that point and take yau to the point where the ultimate

8 capability of the plant is tes'ted. And in doing so,

9 af ter we leave the boundary, if you will, of the design

to basis accident approach, numerous additional systems

11 interactions are accounted for.

12 0 ' D r. Burns, did you want to respond to that

13 one?
O

14 A (WITNESS BURNS) Yes, sir. Possibly I could
.

15 give some brief examples. On, I believe, y es te rda y I

16 said that I did believe that both cases were addressed

17 in the PRA, and we have talked about things that
,

| 18 initiate accident sequences. So I will just talk

19 briefly about the possibilities of aggravating accident

20 sequences.

21 Some of the examples that I can enumerate are,

i 22 during accident sequences which may be proceeding due to
;

23 initiators and possible multiple system failures if, for

() 24 example, ADS is not initiated by the operator and the

25 automatic systems fail, that would aggravata the

O
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() 1 progression of the accident sequence to the extent that

2 it would lead to dryout of the core and making other

3 systems that could supply water to the core
{}

4 unsvailable.

5 In other words, there are a multitude of

6 pumps, but they all depend on the ability of the

7 operator to get the pressure down in the primary

8 system. And in that" case that would aggravate the
.

9 sequence that may have started in a rather behign

10 asoner.

11 A second example would be a more extreme

12 example, in which we are going f ar beyond design basis

13 again. In cases where if containment is breached during

) '

14 a severe test of the plant, if containment is breached

15 and steam is released into the reactor building where
'

16 ECCS equipment is, then there is a possibility that the

17 operability of those systems could be compromised. And

18 that is taken into account in the PRA quantitative

19 evaluation of accident sequences.

20 So that is another :sse where the sequences,

21 what is happening during the sequence aggrs vates it

22 further and further reduces the operator's ability to

23 respond. We have also talked about those cases.

() 24 Now let's go to the other end of the spectrum,

25 the much more benign types where, near the beginning of

O
f
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m
() 1 sequences, where possibly there is not much happening, a

2 tr1nsient, uninticipated transient of some sort, but

3 there are some safety trips, some protective functions
)

4 on, for example, RCIC and HPCI. They are not really

5 safety-relsted, but they are more to protect equipment

6 from damage, so that the operator might possibly restore

7 them at a later time during the accident ind that they

8 don 't run to destruction.
.

9 They don't, for example HPCI and RCIC, have

10 exhaust trips on them. So that as pressure rises in the

11 containment they will trip, those systems. That may in

12 fact aggravate an initially benign accident to a case

13 where one no longer has initial high pressure systems

O 14 available to him, although he still has the low pressure

15 systems through ADS.

16 So I guess I would continue with my answer,

17 that I believe that both types of incidents are

18 accounted for in that analysis method.
I

19 Q Do you believe there is a systema tic way for

20 looking for these kinds of sequences, or are ther
.

'

21 identified through the natural process of complete PRA?

22 A (WITNESS BURNS) I think the design process in

23 and of itsalf identifies cases where these interactions

()1 24 occur, and then provides automatic and operator action

25 which can supplanent those actions that may be defeated

)
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() 1 during the course of an accident, although I do think

2 the FRA does provide an additional and possibly diverse

3 overview of the same look at the accident sequence.

4 I don't think -- in other words, I think that

5 the design process takes one look at it and the PRA

6 tries to look at it from a slightly different angle.

7 And I beliave they are both systematic in their own

~

8 way.
.

9 0 Mr. Kas:sak, did You want to add anything?

10 A (WIINESS KASCSAK) No, I think that was

11 adequately covered in the other responses.

12 0 The naxt question wasa Would you agree that

13 you would identify those situations which would lead to

.) 14 exceeding the capabilities of the installed safety

15 systems, where I further clarified " capability" as the

16 ability to perform their function?

17 A (WIINESS J0KSIMOVICH) Could you repeat that?

18 I don't have it there.

19 (Document handed to witnesses.)

20 A (WIINESS J0KSIMOVICH) Yes, I read where I

21 have said yes to that. I agree that typically PRA does

22 identify the systems interactions that aggravate

23 accident conditions, in addition to simply initiating

() 24 various accident sequences.

25 0 I believe that was the previous question. I'm

O
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() 1 talking about the middle of page 6028.

2 A (WIINESS BUBNS) I am having a great deal of

3 difficulty with this one. So if I wander off in a

4 direction that is not a n swe ring your question, please

5 stop me.

6 0 Well, if I could give any guidance at all. I

7 am really asking questions on Staff tastimony, and I
~

8 don't claim that I fully understand their testimony

*9 either.

10 A (WITNESS BURNS) I looked in the Staff

11 testimony and couldn 't find tha t specific. I found in

12 the memo that was attached to the testimony -- I f ound

13 in one of the attachments to that, and I believe that is

O
14 enclosure 3 of that, of what has been referred to as the

15 Conran memo, a discussion of systems interactions. And

16 under " Scope" and what is referred to as common cause

17 failures, there is a line item that says " Exceed safety

18 system capabilities," and it gives examples of extrece

19 overpressure and overcooling.

| 20 I can address the first issue, in that we have
|

21 addressed the question of what pressures are reached in

22 the primary systen and in the containment system, but in

23 the primary system, due to the accident sequences that

( 24 we have addressed. And in many cases -- let me rephrase

25 that.

O
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() 1 JUDGE BRENNER Dr. Burns, I'm sorry. I'm

2 having trouble finding the particula r page. You said

3 enclosure 3?

4 WITNESS BURNS It's right before enclosure

5 4.

6 (Laughter.)

7 WITNESS BURNS: It is not marked on my copy.

~

8 MR. ELLISa Judge Brenner, we have the same

9' problem.* There are two enclosure 3's. The enclosure

10 number you should look for is at the bottom of the page,

11 and in some of the Xeroxes it was cut off. So the title

12 of the page, which may be more helpful to you, is -

'
13 " Systems Interaction Program." It is.in large, all-cap

14 print.

15 JUDGE BRENNER: Thank you. It was not quite

16 cut off on mine, but it was stamped over with another

17 number, I think the microfiche number or something like

18 that. The one that says " Scopes Common Cause Failures

19 That," colon.

20 WITNESS BURNS: Yes, sir.

21 JUDGE BRENNER: And there is indeed another

22 enclosure 3. It is not your fault, Dr. Burns. Thank

23 you. I have it now.

() 24 WITNESS BURNS We have identified the

25 transients and what the pressure would be d uring the

O
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() 1 accident, and in some cases the pressure exceeds the

2 design capability, the design -- I want to get my .

3 terminology correct. The nominal design of the primary-

,

4 syrtem.

5 Now, there are things called little : and

6 little d limits on the primary system, and in some

7 cases, principsily ATWS with recirculation pump trip,

8 the limits of the primary system are within those

9 limits. So we maintain that with recirculation pump

10 trip the primary system is adequate to withstand those

11 pressure surges that may occur, for example during an

12 ATWS.

13 If there is not recirculation pump trip, the

14 pressure say rise close to or above 1500 psi, and we

| -

15 have assumed in this analysis that that is a failure or
,

16 would lead to a breach of the primary system. So while

j 17 ve go sligntly above what would be considered design or

18 licen' sing chapter 15 pressure surge allowable limit, we

19 don't go to what might be considered the ultimate

20 capability.

21 That is the only example that I can think of,

22 along with the containment one. We do take the,

|

I 23 containment also to the ultimate structural capability

() 24 as determined by the architect-engineer. Those are the

| 25 two primary examples that I csn think of where we do
i

O
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() I carry safety system ca pability beyond nominal limits.

2 And in virtually 111 other cases, if the safety system

3 environment or operating conditions cannot be assured to
i

4 be operated within they're qualified and design limits,

5 we have assumed that they are unavailable to the

6 operatof.

7 WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH: Another point, which may

8 or may not be fully relevant to this, is that we

9 typically have a section in the report which is titled

10 system success criteria, and it is a table where we list

11 all of the major initiators on the one hand and then the

12 equipment an the other hand, and we show what kind of

13 minimum equipment configuration is needed to maintain*

14 particular safety functions.
O

15 And I don't know whether that helps or not,

16 but tha t is something that is quite relevant in

17 understanding how we relate initiators versus equipment
.

18 configurations in accomplishing various safety

19 functions, which is different from the type of stuff

20 that is in the FSAR.

21 (Pause.)'

22 BY JUDGE MORBIS: (Resuming)

23 0 Ihe next question was relating to the Staff's

() 24 statement that systems interaction has an inherent value

25 completely aside and apart from PRA, and I asked whether

()'

!
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(} 1 you agreed or not and the reasons therefore.

2 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) As it was evident in my

3 prefiled testimony, I had done a lot of research before

O
4 I wrote th a t, and I considered the term " systems

5 interaction" a buzzword which means different things to

8 different people and in the process confusing
,

1

7 everybody.

8 So I don't quite know what in this context

9 tha t means. However, if it boils down to various

10 engineering specialists walking down the plant with

11 various checklists, thich is the,way I interpret that

12 from the Staff prefiled testimoni on page 38 and also in

13 reading how it was done on Diablo Canyon, then as far as

( 14 I am concerned it boils down to what I would term

15 enhanced 2A.

16 And one of the Staff contractors, namely

17 Lawrene Livermore, characterized it the same way. And
.

18 if it is an enhanced QA which is related to design and

19 constructior verification, then I think it obviously may

20 have some value. LILCO has been doing it, that kind of .

21 stuff, as a part of the design process. In addition to

22 that, LILCO hss hired Torey Pines Technology and Teledon

23 to perform these type of functions for them.

() 24 Now, on the subject of whether this type of a'

25 process will reveal discrepancies between as-built plant

O
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() 1 versus drawings, I am sure that it might, and if it does

2 then obviously it is a very useful output of that type

3 of process. Now, as f ar as the systems interactions are

4 concerned, it might pick some, wha t I would call static

5 dependencies. But it is very unlikely that it's going

.
6 to pick any dynamic or hidden dependencies.

7 3n the subject of whether it is justifiable on

8 a cost-benefit type of consideration, I would defer to a

9 statement in the Dircks meno that clearly says that at

10 this point in time it may not be. The cost is estimated

11 to be crudely at something like $2 million, and as far
.

12 as the benefits are concerned they cannot be measured

13 yet. So it is obviously premature to talk about

14 benefits.

15 Ihe schedule that was attached to this memo

16 suggested that the program is obviously developmental,

17 and it has a 1985 date as a completion of these

18 programs. And during my statements I have repeatedly

19 stated that the PRA approach is here, it has been

20 developed, it has been applied to Shoreham, and hence.it

21 is the best way of treating systems interactions issues

22 in 1982 and most probably well beyond that.

23 MR. RAWSON: Judge Morris, it was not clear to

() 24 me from those last statements whether Dr. Joksimovich

25 was referrino to PRA or to the other methods. The last

O
|
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(} 1 couple of sentences on cost justification, I'm afraid

2 the record is going to.be unclear on that part.

3 BY JUDGE MORRISs (Resuming) -

()i
4 0 Dr. Joksimovich, would you like to have your

5 response raread or do you think you can clarify it?

6 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) Why don't you do it,

7 just to make sure that there is a one to one

8 correspondance?

9 JUDGE BRENNER4 Well, let me suggest this. It

10 was a fairly long response. I don't mean

11 inappropriately so, but I mean in terms of having the

12 reporter read it all back. Normally we could wait for

13 redirect, but because it might be -- or further

14 quastioning.

15 But because it might be more efficient, maybe

16 you could respond directly to Mr. Rawson's question at

17 this point, if you can. Otherwise, we will have it read

18 back.

19 WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH I will have to ask Mr.

20 Rawson to restate his question. .

21 MR. RAWSON: Dr. Joksimovich, was there a

22 specific portion of the Dircks memo to which you were'

23 re f e rring when you gave us those last couple of

() 24 sentences in relation to cost-benefit and the possible

25 lack of justification for spending $2 million? It

O
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|

() I wasn't clear to me whether you were there talking about

2 PRA or the dependency analyses that you were earlier

3 referring to.f-
V)

,

4 WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH. I was referring to the

5 statement made on page 2 of the Dircks memo, which, to

6 use the terminology of the mezo, it is talking about

7 conprehensive systems interactions studier. And I

8 presume that, although not explicitly stated in this

9 paragraph, the reference is made to the PASNY approach.

10 MR. RAWSON: That clarifies it. Thank you
;

11 very much.

12 BY JUDGE MORRIS: (Resuming)

13 0 Dr. Burns?

14 A (WITNESS BURNS) I would agree with Dr.

15 Jok simo vich 's charac teriza tion. That is much the same

16 as my understanding of the issue.'

17 I would only cite two items, possibly, in

: 18 addition to tha t, and that would be page 95 of our

19 prefiled testimony, in which I said that, since

20 qualitative tools such as dependency matrices and

21 commonality dingtsms cannot by themselves be related

| 22 directly to these goals, meaning safety goals, or any
1

i 23 other critaria , a basic dif ficulty exists with these

() 24 methods when used outside the framework of PRA.

I 25 In other words, there are no criteria on which

O
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() 1 sechanisms are to be considered and on what probability

2 is unacceptable or on what consequences may be

3 unacceptable.g-
%s)

4 Ihe second reference that I would provide is

5 in the Dircks memo dated February 12, 1982. The third

6 page, he says: "PRA is a framework for assessing safety

7 implications of systems interactions. I do believe that

8 systems interactions programs provide valuable

9 information, but I myself don't know how to use that

10 information other than in the context of some criteria

11 which may be developed in the future or in the context

12 of PRA."

13 0 Mr. Kas:sak?

14 A (WITNESS BURNS) Generally, I agree with both

15 the previsas statements, but I might add that I believe

18 that some of this is in relationship to the use of what

| 17 is generated through the products that are produced

18 through the PRA methodology, and that some of the

19 inherent values that they speak of of the system

20 interactions studies I think can also be obtained from
1

21 the use of the products that are produced through the

22 PRA methodology, namely the fault trees and event

23 trees.

() 24 And rather than focusing on its broad purpose,

25 which might be a plant-specific analysis and risk

O
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() 1 curves, it can also be used, and we've discussed its

2 use, in other applications like systems interactions

3 usage of insign verification, understanding in a very
'

4 logical way plant performance and how the plant systems

5 are modelei.;

6 And all of those results are in fact results

7 that we are making use of in the Shoreham PRA, and I

8 think are similst to the same type of inherent values

9 tha t they speak of when they talk about the system

to in te ractions studies. -

11 BY JUDGE JORDAN

12 0 Dr. Burns, you identified that statement that

13 PRA is a framework for assessing the safety indications

() 14 of systems interactions. I believe tha t if you look, of

15 course as you have, at the Dircks memo as s whole, he is

16 saying that PRA is good for assessing the safety

17 implications, but not good for ferreting out the systems

18 interactions. He is saying that once the interactions
t

| 19 have been determined by other methods, then PBA is just
(
'

20 fine for assessing the safety.

21 And I believe that that is his position, and I

22 think that is the position that you do take issue with,

23 isn 't that correct, that you say that PRA itself is a

() 24 useful tool for ferreting out systems interactions, is

25 thst right?

O
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() 1 A (WITNESS BURNS) There certainly is a

2 disagreement on terminology tha t is used, and I-

3 certainly do state that within what I call PR A, and

4 within the Shoreham PPA specifically, we have looked in

5 detail for systems interactions on a functional human

6 cou pling and spatial coupling as we have defined in this

1

7 testimony and within the PRA.

8 There are some limitations on the degree to

9 which we have looked at each of those, and that is

10 defined. I'm not trying to say we've looked at -

11 everything, but we have identified what we have not

12 looked at, I believe.

13 0 But I think the question that again Mr. Dircks
,

14 raised: Would you have done a better job of identifying "----

15 systems interactions had you used some of the other

16 methods that he has talkad about in the memo?

17 A (WITNESS BURNS) If we had spent a great deal

18 of more money, I suspect we may have found some
|

| 19 additional piece of information. But I don 't believe

12 0 that it would have impacted the results. The studies

21 that have been done by Stone & Webster and LILCO have

22 addressed many of the systems interactions issues which

23 the PASNY program also addresses.

() 24 So I'm not sure there is a disconnect in

25 purpose between the two. The PRA looks at many
-

O
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1 interactions and it does -- it does depend upon to some

2 extent studies of other interactions to define what is

3 the inputs to the models, that is true.

4 MR. ELLIS: Judge Jordan, may I just make --

5 this document that is attached to the Staff 's testimony

8 vill be moved into evidence. One of the problems is,
,

7 M r. Dircks is not here and the concept of what Mr.

8 Dircks means by PRA and what Dr. Burns means by PRA may

9 be a problem that we can't address because we don't have

10 Mr. Dircks. -

11 JUDGE BRENNER: I don't think you need Mr.

12 Dircks. We alluded to this earlier, that since it was

13 being moved into evidence we expected that one or more .

14 of the Staf f witnesses present can testify -as to that,

15 and there presumably will be some foundation as to who'

18 drafted the memo. Mr. Dircks signs a lot of things and

17 it may not be his memo.

18 JUDGE JORDAN: Yes. Mr. Conran will be here

19 ani I thins we will quiz him on that.

20-

21

22j

23

24

25

O
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() 1 MR. EI LIS s Yes. The only point I was raising

2 is that when thi, final definition of what who means by

3 ."PRA," there mit.ht be less disagreement than appears on i

4 the face of thiv o s .

5 JUDGE J3RDAN Yes. We recognize that. And

6- we will have, o f course, many questions for the Staff

7 when they come.

8 But the fundamental question is did the

9 Shoreham PRA d: a good job of ferreting out possibly

10 even unsuspected systems interactions, and would they

i 11 have done a better job had they used some of the methods

12 mentioned by -- well, Mr. Conran later and Mr. Dircks,

13 ar on page 2 of the memo where he talks about the other

O' _

14 methods, and particularly in the Indian Point thing --

15 about other methods that in his opinion are more

16 ef f ective that have to precede a PRA.

17 That was not a question. That was the

18 question that I asked before. And I think Dr. Burns has

19 already addressed it.

20 - BY JUDGE MORRIS:

21 0 Dr. Joksimovich, if we could come back to you

22 for a moment. You used a term that I am not sure has

23 been used before, and just so that we are sure we
,

() 24 understand it, could you tell us wha t you mean by

25 " static dependence"?

A
\ _
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() 1 A. (WITNESS JOKSIMOVICH) The plant, as built and

2 constructed, and when it'is not operating, like for

3 instance it.vas the case with Diablo Canyon, I think

4 when we look at the plant and it is built and

5 con struc te d , we might be able to see some, in many cases

and that is th e case -- we see discrepancies between6 --

7 the plant as built and the drawings.

8 And I think these things are detectable

9 readily, and is a result of that, maybe there are some

10 dependencies that maybe an analyst hasn't seen just from

11 the drawings, but the dependencies that have been termed

12 by others and myself as " hidden," they are not going to
'

13 show up in that, because simply they are there showing

14 an operation when the plant is really challenged, like

15 the kind'of incidents we talked about yesterday from

to that unfortunate report from Oak Ridge which arrived at

17 these outrageous conclusions. I mean they attribute

18 their estimate to TMI and Rancho Seco and Browns Ferry,
,

!

13 and these are actual events. And some of the

20 dependencies' have been identified.

~~

21 You wouldn 't iden tif y those type of
|

22 dependencias if you just dalkad around the plant.

23 JUDGE M3RRIS Thank you.
s

() 24 BY JUDGE BRENNER:
,

25 0 I am confused. I thought I underctood wh a t

O
|

,
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() 1 you meant by " static dependencies," until you said none

2 of those examples of the three actual incidents would be

3 identified. The Browns Ferry-type situation would not
>O.

4 have been identified by that kind of what you have

5 =alled "enh anced 2 A approach ," not th e particula r

6 sequence of how it happened, but the potential?

7 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) Let me make sure.

8 Maybe I got that wrong. Browns Ferry, the Browns Ferry

9 fire event or the Browns Ferry partial failure to

10 scram? -

11 0 .1aybe that is a problem. I was thinking of

12 the fire.

13 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) So was I. .No, I don't

14 think that you just walk-down the plant and you can say'

15 there will be a scenario whel'a they will be working with

16 three units in parallel and ac a result of that there

17 will be some workers there who will somehow interact

18 from Unit 3 to Unit 2 and that kind of stuff. I think
l
l 19 that is extremely unlikely that that will be taken into
(
| 20 account.

21 0 That is why I said not the particular sequence

l
; 22 of sticking a candle in a penetration, but the potential
i

23 for interaction, common multiple-train interaction from

()I 24 one source -- that is, fire in that cable spreading

25 room.

O
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() 1 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) I think, talking

2 retrospectively as opposed to prospectively -- and you

- 3 referred to earlier on about hind sights -- I mean

4 speaking retrospectively, that design from the

5 standpoint of cable separation was not a very good one,

6 snd we have learned how to do that kind of stuff

7 better.

8 And I think Shoreham design is a very good

9 design from the standpoint of cable separation, the way

10 Mr. Dave' described in his testimony. And I think we

11 have made a great improvement in that respect. But that

12 is only retrospectively.
,

,

13 But if you have to look . prospectively, and if

14 you say, okay,--I-have done Diablo Canyon walkdown and I

15 have looked at all of these things and I csn guarantee

16 you that you won't have some event 10 years from now,

17 you know, on the basis of some dynamic event, I very

18 much doubt so.

19 BY JUDGE MORRIS:

20 0 The Staff also stated that the safety

|
| 21 interaction analysis must be regarded logically as a

22 prerequisite to a PRA. Now, your comments on that?

23 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) Well, there again we

n(,) 24 may have a problem with how the various individuals

j 25 perceive wha t PRA is. If the writer of this statement

O
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() I fully understands the PRA sethodology, as very well

2 summarized in the PRA procedures guide which has been ,

3 sponsored by the NBC, and if that is the case, then I

4 don't see how this analysis, whatever that might be,

5 would be a prerequisite.

6 But thorough knowledge of the plant definitely

|

7 is a prerequisite for a good PRA. If the analysts do

8 not have a thorough knowledge of the plant and if they

9 work from some obsolete drawings, there is a possibility

10 they could misinterpret.

11 However, it is my understanding that that has

12 not been the case on Shorsham, from my opportunities to

13 examine the contractors in the peer review group

14 meetings and also from what I have learned subsequently

15 with regard to LILCO hiring Torre Pines Technology and

( 16 Teledyne.

17 However, if these reviews being conducted by

18 Torre Pines and Teledyne discover some dependencies

19 which for whatever reason have not been discovered

20 before and that the plant as built is not what it was

21 assumed to be in the PRA, then in the spirit of keeping

22 PRA current, as Mr. Kas:ssk pointed out earlier, is

23 LILCO's commitment. And such modifications would be

() 24 reflected in the updating of f ault trees and event

25 trees.

O
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0 1 o o r- surns2

( 2 A (WITNESS BURNS) Tha systems interaction in

3 the context of identifying dependencies among safety

4 systems and among non-safety systems and human couplings

5 among systems and, as we have identified in the

6 testimony, spatial interactions are all included, the

7 identification of those and the quantification of those

8 are all included in the Shoreham PRA on page -- again,

9 on page 95 of the prefiled testimony at the bottom of

- 10 the page.

11 In order for the PRA to effectively accomplish

12 its purposes, it must treat systems interaction issue in

13 a thorough manner. I agree that systems interaction

O - 14- aust be included in a PRA, yes, sir. And I do believe

15 that we have attempted to do that.

16 Q Mr. Kascsak?

17 A (WITNESS KASCSAK) My response would be

18 somewhat similar to the extent that you must define in

19 advance what you are attempting to study. If you are

20 attempting to study interactions, you must identify the

21 types of interactions in advance that you want to study

22 and attempt to Sefine the input to your model.

23 And to the extent that we have attempted to

O 24 define certain trpes of interactions and mode 1 these

25 interactions into the PRA methodology, I believe that to

O
.
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() 1 tha t extent this snalysis does exactly what they were

2 intending to say there. that you have got to have good

3 input, good identifica tion of dependencies, when you do

4 your analysis.

5 And if you want to broaden that and evaluate
,

|
6 other activities, we talk about the Diablo Canyon

7 situation, which is something that I believe we have

"

8 taken care of in the design basis of the Shoreham plant,

9 where you talk about non-safety and safety interactions,

10 and they define sources and targets. 'Je have precluded

11 that problem 31resiy through the design of the plant.

12 Now, if we didn't, we certainly could define

13 that and use that same type of method in the PRA

-- 14 approach to defining those dependencias and evaluating

15 how those interactions affect event sequences and

16 leading to public risk.

17 So I think it is a matter of defining what you

18 want toaddress and developing that input accurately in

19 advance and using a methodology to apply it.

20 0 I guess you have reinforced your original

21 statement that there seems to be seman tic problems with

22 what is meant by " systems interaction analysis," and

23 also the definition of "PRA."

() 24 If one takes a broad definition of " systems

25 interaction analysis" -- and by " broad," I mean taking

O
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() 1 into a: Count the various elements that might be used,

2 whether it is a matrix analysis, a

3 failure-modes-and-effects analysis, a walkdown, or

4 whatever -- would you agree that the sentence would be

5 more palatable to you if the word " prerequisite" were

6 replaced by " essential ingredient"?

7 A (WITNESS J0KSIh0VICH) No. I would say that

~

8 the knowledge of the plant as built and as operated is

9 an essential ingredient for a good PRA, and that if

10 these whatever techniques help get us to that stage,

11 then surely they are helpful.

12 HR. ELLIS: Judge Morris, for the record, were
I

13 you referring to the statement on page 3 of the

14 memorandum, or which statement were you referring to? I

|
| 15 think it aight be helpful.
i

16 I see one that appears on page 3 of the

17 memorandum that says that, "A non-safety / safety

18 dependency information developed by systems interaction

19 analysis is certainly important in assuring the accuracy

20 of PRA results. (In fact, systems interaction analysis

21 must be re7arded logically as a prerequisite to PRA.)"

22 Is that the sentence you were referring to?

23 JUDGE MORRIS: I believe so, yes.

() 24 JUDGE BRENNER: You are talking about page 3

25 of Mr. Conran's memorandyn; right, Mr. Ellis?

O
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!

() 1 MR. ELLIS: Yes, sir, I wa s..

2 BY JUDGE MORRISs (Resuming)

3 0 Do others of the panel have anything to add on-

4 that one?

5 A ( WITNESS BURNS) I am not sure. I am a good

6 enough student to distinguish between " prerequisite" and

7 " essential." To me, systems interaction must be

*

8 regarded logically is a prerequisite or essential to

'
9 PRA.

10 I would agree with that statement, I believe,

11 but the only question that I would have is what is tied

12 up in systems interaction analysis. My definition might

13 not be the same as other people's..

14 Q Well, I guess we will not try to second-guess

15 the dictionary. " Prerequisite" to me meant something

16 coming before or at least had that connotation, rather

17 than being a part of.

18 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) If I might comment,

19 let's talk about Indian Point, since they are doing what

20 this approach leads to, I guess, is the implication of

21 this that this should have been done before the Indian

22 Point PRA study was initiated? And if so, then my

23 response is no. I think that the thorough knowledge of

() 24 the plant is -- and I hope that our colleauges, Pickett,

25 Love & Garrick 111 have a thorough knowledge of the

-

,
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1 plant.

2 BY JUDGE JORDAN:

3 0 Well, a thorough knowledge of the plant surely
O,cs

4 is important, but we have in the past been faced with

5 interactions that cropped up, functional type that were

6 hidden. It was not obvious from the design, from

7 looking at the design, looking at the plant as built and

8 so On.

9 And it is the Sta ff's position , I think, tha t*

10 a PRA itself, that even though the PRA takes into

11 account the known systems interactions and adequately

12 quantifies them as to which are the dominant ones, that

13 there stil may be some that are lurking there that a

14 good method would discover, hopefully, and until you

15 have discoveral them, that the PRA vill not bring them

16 out.

17 Now, I do not know that I have represented th e

18 Staff's position exactly again right. But if that were
|

19 the Staff position, would that be correct?'

20 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) Well, the PRA does

21 numerous things. It identifies the dominant risk

22 contributors. And when we talk about that, we can talk

23 about the dominant risk contributors to the public and

() 24 automatically focuses the attention on the type of

25 events that otherwise could have been overlooked or

O
|
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() 1 downgraded in their importance. So it performs a very

2 important function to amplify that.

3 In WASH-1400 they discovered the famous two

4 check valves between the primary coolant system and the.

5 RHR systen. And I think that was s very important

6 revelation which otherwise wasn't considered to be very

| 7 imp or tan t.

8 In the Deutsch Riske study which was performed
.

9 in the Federal Republic of Germany, as a result of that

10 study, the utility which owns the plant -- namely, RWE --

11 JUDGE BRENNER: Let us go off the record.

12 (Discussion off the record.)

13 JUDGE BRENNER: Let us go back on the record.

14 WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH: I am saying, as a result

15 of that study, that the utility owning the Biblis B
:

' 16 plant has unilaterally decided to make thorough changes

17 in the plaat because they felt they were beneficial for

18 1 variety of reasonst public safety being one

19 consideration, and investment and risk being another,

20 and plant reliability being a third.

21 Going beyond that, the thorough insights that

22 PRA studies bring in with regard to the subject tha t we

23 have on systems interactions, in addition to these

| () 24 dominant sequences, we had hundreds of other sequences

25 which see documented in the study.

O
|
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(} 1 Dr. Burns' classes constitute hundreds of

2 sequences, and they are all some systems in teractions.

3 They don't receive the same kind of attention as the

O
4 dominant sequences, for a very good reason: because

5 they are not important risk contributors to the public.

6 Then we go to another level, and that is the

7 level of cut sets that we talked about. And there are

8 numerous oth'er systems interactions to the cut sets.

9 BY JUDGE JORDAN: (Resuming)

10 0 Yes, I think -- could I state your position

11 than as follovss that identifying possible systems

12 interactions is not the main problem s the main problem

13 is deciding which of the systems of all of the possible

) 14 systems interactions are the chief ones that must be

15 designai against or protected against?

' 16 And indeed, was that the situation with the

17 Biblis study or the RWE study? Did they look, in making

18 these changes, did they find new systems interactions as

19 a result of their stud y, or was it that they further

20 quantified those systems interactions and decided as you

21 did in some cases here that design changes were

| 22 important?

23 So was it a matter of finding new systems

() 24 interactions or quan tif ying the ones that had been

25 experienced and well known in the past?

|

($)
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() 1 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) Both. And the utility

2 spoiled their own criteria. As I pointed out, in some

3 cases they felt they may have a dialogue with the

4 licensing authorities and they felt that th ey should go

5 ahead and modify the plant anyway. In some cases they

6 felt their investment risk and therefore for commercial

7 reasons, would be reduced if they made other changes.

8 And'in some cases they felt that the plant operability

*9 would be improved.

10 0 But now then when you say that is both, dc you

11 sean that they not only quantifiled known systems

12 interactions but they did identify by means of their

13 studies previously unthought-of systems interactions?

14 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) Previously unsurfaced.

15 0 Unsurfaced, yes, that they did do that?

16 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) They did do that.

17 0 Now, did they use methods that have not been

18 used in the Shoreham study and therefore would those

19 sethods be useful in a Shoreham study in identifying

l

| 20 previously unsurfaced interactions?

l
i 21 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) They did use the
i

22 methods of WASH-1400. And as a matter of fact, they had

! 23 a monumental effort of 10-15 man-years to reproduce all

() 24 of the details of WASH-1400 before they embarked on

25 their own study. And the implications -- and Dr. Burns
i

!
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() 1 also has the same kind of benefit of knowing in great

2 detail the methodology employed in WASH-1400.

3 0 So you are saying they, by use of event trees

4 and fault trees, were able to identify and quantify

5 important systems interactions; is that correct?

6 A (WIINESS J0KSIMOVICH) That is correct,

7 although I would probably guess that they never heard of

*

8 the term of " systems interaction" in Germany, at least

9 not in the context *we are talking about here.

10 JUDGE J3RDANa Very well.

11 BY JUDGE BRENNER:

12 0 I as not sure we got a full answer to Judge

13 Jordan's question as to whether the RWE study used any

. 14 techniques different than the Shoreham PRA which would
!

15 have led to the discovery of dependencies in that study

16 and not in Shoreham.

17 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) To the best of my

18 knowledge, after reading the study -- and I have to
|
| 19 admit that I have just by the f act tha t I am European,

20 my German is far from p er f e ct -- and only the main

21 volume has been translated into English, and they have

22 also -- I don't know -- eleven appendices or somethins

j 23 lik e th a t and all sorts of details that I am not

() 24 familiar with.

25 But I know all of the people who did it

O
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() 1 personally. And I think that these are the kind of

2 people that have been educated in the PRA techniques.

3 They are skillful and they know what the

4 sta te-of-th e-a rt is, and they have the same type of

5 educational background like Dr. Burns has.

6 0 Well, I was not thinking of the competence of

7 the people doing it. The question really is as to what

*

8 they did.
.

0 *BY JUDGE JORDANS

10 0 Did they use new techniques? And I guess I

11 thought I includel that in my question when I said they

12 used the same techniques essentially as WASH-1400, which -

13 is the same as the Shoreham.
*

rs
k- 14 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) That is correct.

15 JUDGE JORDAN: All right.

16 BY JUDGE MORRIS 4

17 0 Yesterday I asked a question about " induced

18 operator error." Is that a tern that you were familiar

| 19 with, or did thst come new to you?

20 A (WITNESS JOKSIMOVICH) I think I heard it from
,

,

| 21 some people, so I am familiar with the term.
i
'

22 0 You a re f amiliar with the concept, anyway?

23 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) I am familiar with the

24 concept.

25 0 can you say whether or not that kind of error

(O,/'
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() 1 was included in the Shoreham PRA?

2 A (WITNESS J0KSIE0VICH) I would prefer for Dr.

3 Burns to answar that question, and I might be able tog3
G

4 add something to it afterwards.

5 A (WITNESS BURNS) I actually was not familiar

6 with the term "i'tuced operator error." And I did

7 return to the Conran memo, page 6. And in that report

| 8 PASNY stated that in their preliminary submittal they

9 had not that they did not intend to trea t latent or--

10 dynamic human error induced failures within the scope of

11 their SI analysis.

12 And then below, the SI staff believes that it

13 is possible to treat one spec.ific important type of

O 14 interaction involving the human error as a coupling or

15 linking mechanism.

16 That type of SI has been termed " induced

17 operator error" and involves a set of circumstances in- .

18 which, number one, a nonsafety system failure causes

19 loss, particularly massive loss of normal control

20 instrumenta tion display, and, two, the operator is

21 assumed to act correctly procedurally speaking on the

22 basis of incorrect readings produced by the initia ting

23 failure.

()'

24 Thus, the difficulty of trying to predict and

25 analyze incorrect actions is eliminated with that

O
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() 1 specific definition of " induced operator error." As I

2 discussed with Judge Jordan yesterday, we are very

3 sensitized to that.-

4 And I guess as I have tried to explain, we

5 have included operator actions to follow up procedures.

6 And if the information that he has available to him is

7 telling him one thing, lead s him to a procedure then

8 thst, in fset, is incorrect, then we have attempted to

* 9 model that in the PR A, yes, sir.

10 0 Dr. Joksimovich, did you want to add

11 something?

12 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) I just want to add one

13 point. And that is that in addition to being sensitive

14 to this issue, we recognize that further enhancements in

15 the PRA methodology are necessary to deal with these

18 type of failures, and these efforts are under way.

17 And in my organization they are under way.-

I 18 And it is termed the "0ATs" approach to this, which

19 stands for " operator action trees." And these are the

20 trees we develop simply on the basis of human perception

21 as opposed to what equipment might be doing.

22 JUDGE MORRIS: I think this migh t be a good

23 place to break for lunch.

() 24 JUDGE BRENNER: Let us come back at 1:30.

25 (Whereupon , a t 12:15 p.m., the hearing in the

O
./

,
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() 1 AFTERNOON SESSION

2 [1s30 p.m.1

3 JUDGE BRENNER: We are ready to con tin ue with

4 Board questions.

5 Whereupon,

- 6 YOGIN J0KSIMOVICH,

7 EDWARD T. BURNS and

8 ROBERT M. KASCSAK,
.

9 the witnesses on the stand at the time of recess,

10 resumed the stand and testified further as follows: .

11 BOARD QUESTIONS -- Resumed.

12 BY JUDGE MORRISt

13 0 I have one specific question, Dr. Burns. Are

14 you familiar with the water level problem that occurred

15 at the Pilgrim Pla'n t ?

16 A (WITNESS BURNS) I couldn't run through th a t

17 particular sequence. .

18 0 You are generally familiar?

19 A (WITNESS BURNS) Yes, sir.

20 0 Would that kind of scenario have been included

21 in the Shoreham PRA?

22 A (WITNESS BURNS) There are three aspects of

23 that problem. The problem with the high drywell

() 24 temperature affecting the water level indi=ation was

25 addressed in the PR A, but it did not turn out to be a

O
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() 1 dominant contributor because of the difference in the

2 design between Pilgrim and Shoreham.

3 [ Board conferring.]

4 Q Coming back to a comment that I think you made

5 this morning that given more money, there were more

6 things you could do, let's try to put some bounds on the

7 question. Let's just say that, given double the money,

8 what sorts of things different than what you have

9 already done or in addition to what you have already

10 done would you concentrate on? ,

11 (Pause.1

12 A (WITNESS BURNS) I think there are several

13 aspects of the problem. As we have discussed, the

14 analysis that we have done thus far has focused on those

15 types of events identified in WASH-1400, in other words,

16 internal plant eventsg events that are gene rated within

17 the plant, the plant system effects among systems

18 irrespective of outside influences on the plant.

19 Probably one of the first things to do would

20 be to screen external events and make sure that in

21 addition to the events we have already looked at, that

22 those external events present no additional risk to the

23 plant, and then on a deterministic basis LILCO and Stone

() 24 and Webster, I am aware of, have done that on that

25 basis.

OV
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() 1 Next there are some rare initiators that were

2 dismissed in WASH-1400, and I feel if there was a
.

3 deficiency in WASH-1400 it was in the fact that they did

4 overlook care initiators, although the data that they

5 had at that time was limited, and we have more today.

6 And the rare initiators I am referring to are loss of a

7 DC bus as an initiator.

8 I would try to find more or additional

9 information on that, on those types of events, and the

10 LER program that LILCO has under way I think is focused

11 in that direction to look for precursors, and INPO input

12 into that program should be a good focal point for that

13 for either LILCO to follow through on those or aarone <

O - --

-

14 else.

15 Ihe question of spatial, another aspect would

16 be spatial interactions, if there was a concern, and I

17 don 't know if there is -- I mean I have not up to this

18 point identified any and I have been through with Stone

19 and Webster the deterministic analyses that they have

20 done, and to the extent that I have been able to review-

21 them, they appear to cover the whole gamut of things

22 that I can conceive of.

23 But as we have noted, there are these things

() 24 tha t creep into the construction of a plant, and one

25 would like to possibly take another look at those

O
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() 1 particular spatial interfaces. I think that from my

2 review, it appears to me to be totally adequate, but

3 that is something else that you could do if you had more

4 money, more money, more money, but sometime you have to

5 say, gee, we have done enough, we have done more th an

6 anybody else or comparable to other people, and we are

7 satisfied that the plant is safe.

8 0 In phrasing your answer, did you have in mind

9 at all some of the things that have been mentioned by

10 the Staff? And I am looking at th e meeting summary

11 status report with the PASNY-EBASCO combination. And

12 that is on page 5 in the first paragraph where they

13 mention shutdown logic diagrams, safety system auxiliary

14 diagrams, auxiliary safety system commonality diagrams.

15 A (WITNESS BURNS) No, sir. I think that all of

16 those particular types of evaluations have been done at

17 Shoreham, so no, I don't see any of those that would

18 come under this framework of additional work that could

19 be considered.

20 0 In effect you are saying that you have-

|

| 21 considered or used these techniques and that your

|
22 analysis is equivalent to having done these?

23 A (WITNESS BURNS) Yes, sir.

() 24 BY JUDGE JORDAN:

25 0 You did mention on page 92 of your testimony

O
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() 1 that certain exclusions were superimposed on the PRA in

2 addition to seismic and fire. Wha t other types of

3 things other than seismic and fire, is that what you are

4 thinking of now that might be covered?

5 A (WITNESS BURNS) When I referred to external

6 events, that was --

7 Q Other external events?

8 A (WITNESS BURNS) Yes.

9 JUDGE JORDAN: Okay, fine.

10 [ Board con 5 erring.]

11 JUDGE MORRIS: That is all the questions I

12 have, but I would like to express my appreciation to all

13 of you for having taken the time last night ta go

O 14 through this material and-dig up the answers. We really

15 appreciate it.

16 WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH: The pleasure was ours.

17 JUDGE BRENNER: We all join in that comment,

18 but Judge Torris, the idea was, even though this is not

19 your testimony, to take advantage of your presence to
|
| 20 better focus on what we perceived as apparent
|

| 21 differences in the written materials, and certainly we

22 will be talking with the Staff about these matters also.

23 BY JUDGE BRENNER:

() 24 Q One thing that puzzles me, Dr. Burns, and

25 maybe it is something that only the Staff can answer,

|

,
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{) 1 but I would like to get your perspective and the

2 perspective of any member of the panel, for that matter.

3 On the one hand, the position is asserted, at least

4 orally in the hearing, that you don't have to go any

5 further than the deterministic type approach to looking

6 at things, and then on the other hand I look at the

7 Dircks memo and the supporting attachments and the

8 Conran memo, and apparently they are arguing that PRAs

9 in their view, what they consider PR As that have been

10 done, didn't go far enough and they have got this effort

11 and some lead study examples that they are going to

12 spend x millions of dollsrs on, and they hope to

13 complete it in the mid-1980s years from now. And it

14 seems apparently-inconsistent to me that on the one'

15 hand, you don't have to do anything further, and on the

16 other hand, what you are doing isn't far enough.

17 I am further confused given your response, Dr.

18 Burns, that you believe what you have done for Shoreham

19 is the same as or the equivalent of what the Staff is

20 talking about in its work that it contemplates not to be

21 done for years now, and Dr. Joksimovich alluded to this

22 type of thing, too, perhaps in his tone of voice more

23 than the actual words. -

() 24 Ihat is not a very precise question, but I am

25 wondering if you could comment on that at all. And as
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() 1 part of it I guess I should have asked a foundation

2 question, and maybe you could include it, that it would

3 depend to some extent on the extent of your familiarity

4 with what is being done on the Indian Point systems

5 interaction approach.
.

'

6 A (WITNESS BURNS) As a design or overall

| 7 assessment tool, the PRA is being used here to assess

8 whe the r the design process that has occurred to

9 construct the plant is a diverse method of reviewing

10 th'at process to see if it is adequate inasfar as this

11 method can go.

( 12 0 When you say here, you mean Shoreham?
!

|
13 A (WITNESS BURNS) At shoreham. So from that

i r~%
\- 14 sta nd poin t it is not necessary. I feel it is a good

15 thing to do. The items that we have talked about,

16 dependency analysis and those evaluations, I believe as

17 far as the PRA -- and again we have this limitation

18 where we have looked at events inside the plant,

19 functional events, primarily, but we have included human

20 coupling ad we have included some spatial coupling --

21 those events I believe can be looked at through these

22 things that have been talked about, dependency analysis,

23 commonality diagrams, FMEAs, and to that extent we have

() 24 worked consistent, I believe, with what I have read

25 about what the Staff believes is important.

)
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() 1 One particular additional item that the Staff

2 has focused on are extensive walkdowns in the plant,

3 valkdowns with checklists verifying things, and I am not

4 totally familiar with that. I am familiar that it

5 appears to be very expensive to do that. If you take

6 the Diablo Canyon lesson and the PASNY lesson, it ;

7 appears from my point of view to be expensive to do

8 that. |
l

! 9 That particular aspect has not been included

- 10 in the Shoreham PRA we talked about to the extent that

j 11 we have walked the plant down, so I think there may be a

12 difference there. I am not sure. I guess I have a

| 13 different opinion from what I have read. I don't think
'

l

14 --t h a t they said it is necessary. I don't think the Staff
i

; 15 says it is necessary. They are saying that they are
|

16 developing a methodology that will be ready in

17 approximately the 1985 time frame and that they are

18 testing it out to see whether it is wo rth imple menting,

19 and if it is worth implementing, then at that point they

20 would possibly direct licensees to perform that work.

21

| 22

23

() 24

25

O
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() 1 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes, I think that is certainly

2 fair.

3 BY JCDJE BRENNER (Resuming):

4 0 What I sm trying to figure out is what is

5 going to take them three years and $2 million that you

6 haven't done yet for Shoeham, other than the walkdowns,

7 to the extent you indicated from the perspective of

*

8 systems intersctions and possibly thereafter,

9 classification of systems.

- 10 A (WITNESS BURNS) My perception is it is trying

11 to fold in this vsst amount of information that one

12 could get by walking around the plant and recording

13 many, many different things. How one can put all of

O -- 14 that information together in a format that a person can

15 understand and present and make any sense out of it -- I

16 think that is an extremely difficult problem and could

17 veil take that long a period of time to figure out how

18 one can do that in some cost-effective manner; what is

19 important and what's not important.

20 I mean, as Dr. Joksimovich said, I think the

21 way Diablo Canyon did it was very expensive and has been

22 chsracterized as a brute force method. You just apply a

23 lot of people to it and then hope that you can isolate

() 24 it, that something will rise to the surf ace out of that.

25 I think that the staff -- my perception is

O
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(} 1 that they are trying to tak e a step-b> -step method to

2 see if there is some efficient way that they can reduce,

3 eliminate extraneous things and focus on those things

O
4 tha t could possibly be important.

5 0 But Dr. Joksimovich testified -- and I will

6 give him a chance in a moment -- that that type of

7 approach, what he described as eahanced QA, would only

8 find the static dependencies. And he explained what ne

9 meant by that.

to If that is the ecse, I still am confused as to

11 what is going to happen over three years on the staff

12 approach with respect to the other areas of systems

13 interactions dependencies that you haven't done. That
.

- 14 is, functional interactions and the whole gamut of

15 interactions.

i
16 A (WITNESS BURNS) We have done f unctional'

17 interactions. We have done --

18 0 Right, I know you did. Or I,know you said you

19 did. My confusion is one could argue -- and maybe I am

20 mischaracterizing the staff's view and we will find out
|

but assume for now that the staff view is that one21 --

22 reason they don't want to bother with your PRA in the

23 context of systems interactions is that it is only going

() 24 to be -- the only systems interaction PRA approach that

25 would be useful is that which they are contemplating in

}
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() 1 their memo from Mr. Dircks and the attached memos, which

2 isn't going to be done for three more years at least.

3 And other than these walkdown type things, --p
V

4 and you explained why that could well take a number of

5 years to fold all of the information in -- other than

6 that, what else do you think is missing from what you

7 have done so far?

8 A (WITNESS BURNS) I think that Frank Rowsome has

9 written a memo that I have seen, and I think I could dig

10 it out of my papers .if it is useful. But in essence,

11 what it says is that the systems interaction approach is

12 one program tha t can f eed into or be coupled with NREP,

13 which is an extension of IREP, and trying to fold both.

O 14 probabilistic techniques or logic diagram techniques in

15 with a more hardware-oriented systems interaction

16 approach, fold those two together. I think that ther

17 are not inconsistent.

18 I think that the staff has programs going in

19 both directions, but I'm not sure, and satisfying the

20 gamut of concerns. I am not sure I can pick out a hole

21 in their pr. H;a.os.

22 0 1 Sould go to Dr. Joksimovich. I have asked

23 severti n;; ' things. I hope you know what I am trying

C%) 24 to get at, and one thing that stimulated my question was

25 your earlier commen t, and I would like to get your

O
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t( ) 1 views, too, if YoJ Care to express them.

2 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) Yes. I may be somewhat

3 lost in the spectrum of questions, so if I miss

4 something, come back. But I think you started cut by
. . .

5 saying that here we have all of these deterministic

6 studies which have been done. On the top of that we

7 have PRA, and then on top of that we have what the staff

8 has defined as systems interactions progra'm with some

*9 completion date. I don 't know, in 1985. And I guess

10 you are-troubled by al1 of th a t , and I can offer two
,

11 comments.

12 One of them is I think I have stated something

13 before, and tha t is that the safety assessment process.

14 is an ever-searching process. And there is absolutely

15 no room for complacency. We can 't say in 1982 that we

i 16 have done averything there is and we know everything

17 there is to be'known about nuclear safety, and now we

18 can pack our bags and just disband the NRC and all of

1
' 19 - that, and just take the approach that we know everything

20 that there is to be known.
|
| 21 So I think there will be new approaches coming

22 up, and some of these approaches will have some maybe

23 minor improvements; some of them will have major
(

() 24 improvements. I think the PRA approach is one where

25 some major improvements have occurred.

O
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() 1 Now with regard to the second part of your

2 inquiry as to if, let's say, in 1985 the staff

_ 3 successfully concludes their program from the standpoint

J
4 of our intero.:etation, what is it that we haven't done

5 in '82, I would ssy that from my perceptions, we have

6 done as much as is possible in a cost-effective manner.
;

7 And if there are some gains, then I would classify them

8 in the marginal category'.
.

9 I don't know whether I have been respon*sive.

10 0 rnat was helpful, very helpful. let me add

11 one thing. I am not troubled -- because I asked

12 q u e s tio n s, don't assume I am troubled, first of all.

13 Secondly, to the extent I as troubled, I am

14 not troubled by the f act that there are other things

15 going on and there may be different approaches in the

16 future, or enhancements to the present approaches in the

17 future.

18 I am troubled by the possibility -- and this

19 may be a mischaracterization -- but the possibility that

20 the staff's position might be because things will happen

21 in the future; that is, 1985 or thereafter, with respect

22 to this program they have, that they don't want to hear

23 anything about what is being done in the interim that is

() 24 now in the Shoreham PRA. They will just look at what

25 they have done for the last years in the past. And

O
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() I because work is being done in the future, they wouldn't

2 look at the Shoreham PRA because it wouldn't be valuable

3 with respect to systems interactions until the study(~}a
4 contemplated for 1985 is done.

5 And I take it if that were someone's position

4 -- and it sight not be -- but if that were someone's

7 position, you would not agree with that.

8 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) I would say that would

9 be very imprudent on the staff's behalf to ignore the

to existence of the Shoreham PRA study. And hence, I would

11 definitely suggest from my standpoint that they consider

12 reviewing it when their schedules permit that. I do

13 understand that there are a number of PBA studies that

O
14 the staff has to review. One of them is Limerick, as

15 you know, and maybe Shoreham is not quite on the top of

16 their priorities.

! 17 But I think when studies like Zion and Indian

18 Point and Limerick, which have been requested by the

.19 staff, are out of the way, I would suggest that they

20 review studies like Shoreham,
,

i
I 21 0 And did you have systems interactions in mind

22 when you gave that answer, as opposed to the other

23 purposes of PRA, or is this part of your purposes?

() 24 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) Judge Brenner, as you

25 know, I have my own definition of what systems

(
,

|
|
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() 1 interactions or interaction is or are. And if you agree

2 with my definition, at least for the time being, that

3 this is a substantive, dependen t failure, yes, I think

4 it is a very important issue in the nuclear safety

5 business.

8 0 Yes, I forge t tha t. I should use the term

7 " dependent failures" when I ask you the question because

8 I mean't that, including systems interaction, as you

9 expressed your preference for t'he ta rm .;

10 A (WITNESS KASCSAK) Judge Brenner, I wonder if I

11 could just add two comments to this discussion.

12 0 Yes, I meant to give you the opportunity.

13 A (WITNESS KASCSAK) I guess the first point I

14 would like to make -- and I know we have had a lot of

15 discussions about how we might characterize the staff

but I think one possible characterization16 testimony ---

17 would be that they have not concluded that the PRA

18 methodology could not, in a sense, address systems
!

19 interactions, or potentially evaluate those types of

20 occurrences.

21 I think they have stated that they don 't

22 believe a proven methodology currently exists, and they

23 don 't f eel that the PRA has demonstrated that in their

() 24 minds, but tha t doesn' t necessarily mean that there

25 isn't room for some possible consideration of that, and

O
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() 1 further proof that that might, in fset, be the case.

2 Secondly, I think they are attempting to look

3 at other approaches, and maybe in somewhat of a

4 developmental way look at many different types of ways

5 to address what probably would be considered a fairly

6 difficult issue to get your arms around, in the total
,

7 sense.

~

8 The second point is that although we have been

*9 concentrating most on PRA in the last day or so, it is

10 important to keep in sind many of the other studies that

11 we did reference in our testimony that did, in fact,

12 come to the issue of systems interactions -- and, in

13 fact, many of those studies are very much directly.in

O'' 14 line with many of the suggested approaches in the Conran

15 memo, particularly in the area of non-safety to safety

16 interactions which is their primary focus -- we have

17 talked about some of the past and current studies that

18 are underway ths.t specifically address those conditions

19 on Shoreham, again, many of which we believe are

20 confirmatory. And the ones the* have been done have
,

21 shown themselves to be confirmatory and we believe that,

22 in fact, in the future they will show themselves to be

23 confirmatory.

() 24 But the fact we are doing them, I think they

25 are, in fact, in line with the kinds of things that were

O
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() 1 suggested in this memo. And in that respect, I think

2 Shoreham is doing, has done and is doing a lot of the

3 things, not only in the PRA area but in other areas

4 also, to come to reach some conclusions about how the

5 current design basis, in fact, does detect and insure

6 thtt adequate -- that no unacceptable system

7 interactions do exist.

~

8 Which is our, LILCO, position, that the design

9 basis and thd deterministic studies that we have done is

10 the primary process to detect systems interactions, and

11 that the PRA process is another confirmatory method to

12 show that that method was, in fact, adequate.

13 BY JUDGE JORDAN:

'

14 0 I have just a few questions. Most of the

15 things I had in mind have been covered, and very

16 adequately covered. You have testified here -- and I

17 notice in Your written testimony that opera tor--

18 actions are included in your event trees and fault

19 trees, and I have one or two questions with respect to

20 that.

21 Is there any event tree that you remember that

22 :sils for sn operstor action in case of an expected

|

| 23 transient that calls for an operator action prior to an

A
i ( ,/ 24 automatic action? I suspect the answer is no, but I
|

25 don 't know.

()
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() 1 A (WITNESS BURNS) The manual shutdown, of

2 course, is a manual process. So in that case, the

3 operator is performing an action, but that is not a very

4 exciting one, though.

5 0 Yes. But does the procedure call for manual

6 action prior to the scram?

7 A (WITNESS BURNS) Manual action is part of the

8 shutdown process, and therefore, leads into -- is

9 actually the initiating event for the accident or the

10 sequences, and, therefot , is part of creating the

11 situation. That is probably not a good example.

12 BY JUDGE MORRIS (Resuming): -

13 0 You wouldn't characterize that as an emergency

O 14 procedure?

15 A (WITNESS BURNS) No, sir.

! 16 BY JUDGE JORDAN (Resuming)4
I

l

17 0 No, I was talking about transients which would

18 lead to core vulnerable positions.

19 A (WITNESS BURNS) There are two principal ones

20 tha t I can think of, and those are in the initiation of
i

21 the RHR system. That is a manual action, a must. It is

22 not an automatic action.
|

23 0 I see.

o( / 24 A (WITNESS BURNS) He usually has an extended'

25 period of time to perform that.

|
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() 1 0 Is the same thing true of the ADS system?

2 A (WITNESS BURNS) In Shoreham, they made a

3 design change, for example, which is different than

4 Limerick and different than the way BWRs used to

5 operate. And the design change is that previously, high

6 drywell signal and lod water level were required for

7 automatic depressurization.

8 It turns out, fortuitously, that in other

* 9 plants, one could end up with a. situation where when the

10 water level is dropping, you pass level 3, containment

11 isolates. Wti l, when the containment isolates, that

12 shuts off the drywell cooling in the drywell, -

13 containment heats up and you probaby get the high

14 drywell signal, in coincidence with the low water level

15 signal, and so ADS would go off.

16 At Shoreham, at the recommendation subsequent

17 to TMI of the BWR owners group, high drywell signal was.

18 taken out of the ADS automatic initiation so only low

19 water level would be required. So there are no cases

20 where ADS would not operate automatically. The operator

21 v '. cid then be a back-up to that situation.

i. There are other examples.

23 0 Ihat is enough examples I think.

() 24 A (WITNESS KASCSAK) If I might just clarify a

25 point. For the Chapter 15 accident transient analysis

O
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1 there is na credit taken for manual operator action

2 beyond 10 minutes of the initiating event.

3 0 I see. Yes, I remember now the 10 minutes.

4 A (WITNESS KASCSAK) Wha t we are talking about

5 here is events that occur well beyond the 10 minutes.

6 Particularly in the RHR, we are talking about bringing
.

7 the RHR system into the shutdown cooling mode, which is

8 not the injection moda.
.

* 9 Q Okay, fine.

! 10 JUDGE BRENNER: I think, Mr. Kascsak, you said

11 no credit for operator action is taken beyond 10

12 minutes? I think you meant within 1& minutes.

13 WITNESS KASCSAKa- Right.

14

15

16

17 -

18

19

|

20

21

22

23

O 24

25

O
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() 1 BY JUDGE JORDAN:-

2 O Now, roa mentioned that operstor actions can

3 be either, well, to the good or for the bad. Just how

4 does the operator action get taken into account? Is it

5 part of the fault tree analysis or is it one of the

6 items on the event tree, and so how do you put a

7 probability on thst?

8 A ( WITNESS BURNS) In general the operator
.

9 sctions appear in the f ault trees, so they are at the

10 system level and they are dealt with, and that may

11 change from one event sequence or initiating event to

12 another. There are a couple of isolated cases where
,

13 they.are in the event trees because they are very

14 important.

15 The way that they are calculated is we have

16 used a couple of methods to make sure that we are at

17 least consis tent with what people have found and what

18 was being discussed in industry, and that is we have

19 taken the high stress curves from WASH-1400 as one type
i
' 20 of input where a stressful situation may cause the

21 operator to fail to act correctly, given that he has a

22 procedure.

23 In addition to that, we have used Swain's

() 24 method of tracking down human error probabilities

25 through different events.

O
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() 1 0 That was Swain's?

2 A (WITNESS BURNS) Yes, from Sandia.

3 Q I am not familiar with that.

4 A (WITNESS BURNS) He creates -- and I'm not

5 even sure I know the neronym -- it is THERP. THERP

6 diagrams is what he calls them, but they are human

7 reliability diagrams. And in those we identify what are

8 the sctions he has to take, what inf ormation does he

9 have. displayed to him, what procedure does he have

10 available to him, and there are some guidelines as to .

11 conditinal probabilities given those events, what one

12 would assign to actual action in order to do that, and

13 we have summarized how we have done that in the appendix

14 to the PRA.

15 0 I see. I am a little surprised and

16 impressed. Good.

17 A (WITNESS BURNS) These are judgments in many

18 cases because of the lack of data. There are people

1
'

19 workin on simulators to identify better wha t the

20 probabilities would be.

21 0 Do you then take into account the operating

22 procedures in framing your fault tree or vice-versa ?

! 23 Perhaps more important, do the PRAs analyses affect the

() 24 o pe ra ting procedure and are they reflected in the
,

25 operating procedures?

O
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1 A (WIINESS BURNS) I am a little prejudiced. I

2 think tha t there should be a feedback mechanism into the

~ 3 operating procedures. I actually haven't seen that
bg

4 happen in industry yet. We have had some impact at

5 LILCO on defining the improvements in operating

6 procedures, but there was, I think, a big jump forward

7 in operating procedures for BWRs in general that the

8 owners group developed.

9 And I'm not sure whether they had any input
,

10 from this or not, but the operating guidelines that ther

11 have issued come to many of the same conclusions that we

12 would havs, and I'm not sure by what route they got

.
13 there, but we seem to be converging.

,]
14 0 I see.

15 Well, Mr. Kas sak referred to some hardware -

16 changes that resulted from the PRA, and I just wondered, .

17 Mr. Kascsak, if there are any operational procedure

18 changes as a result of the PRA.

19 A (WITNESS KASCSAK) I don't believe I can

|
20 recall if there were any procedures. I think what Dr.

21 Burns has just alluded to was some of the intelligence
|

22 tha t we gained from the logic and the modeling and the

23 PRA were used in our thinking process as far as

r)( 24 developing the Shoreham-specific emergency operating

25 procedures, and how the plant personnel would think

O
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|

() 1 about sequences of events and how the actual plant

2 r:sponse and that intelligence that we have gained from

3 the information in this PRA, which is in a sense taking

4 the plant beyond its design basis into these multiple

5 failures and a: llents beyond the design basis, which is

6 part of the intent of the emergency operating procedures.

7 So we have some Shoreham-specific intelligence

8 that we have gained as a part of this analsis.

9 BY JUDGE CARPENTER:

10 0 If I :ould jump in, will the.ISEG group be

11 cognizant of just this sort of aid the PRA results may

12 provide them and their perspectives of looking at their

13 overall charge, as was quite properly pointed out, of

14 the continuing attention to plant safety? Will they use

15 the PRA results? There is a good foundation for their

16 responsibilities. Is there an effort to educate those .

17 people about the results?

18 A (WITNESS KASCSAK) Most definitely they will

19 be aware of it and we will ensure that they will be

20 continually aware of it, and Engineering will be

21 informing, will be, in fact, pa r ticipa ting in that

22 program and reviewing it as it proceeds. So there vill

23 always be that direct coupling.

() 24 JUDGE CARPENTER: Thank you.

25 BY JUDGE JORDANS

O
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() 1 0 If I could turn now to a different topic, we

2 just mentioned that some event trees do require the

3 operation of the safety relief valves, the ADS system.

4 We were told, I believe, Mr. Kascsak, and you have to

5 remind me here, that there were seven valves so

6 connected, of whi:h six were required to operate to

7 perform the safety function. Do you remember that? Is

8 that approximately righ t? Tha t is my memory, but I

9 didn't go back to the testimony.

10 A (WITNESS KASCSAK) .The numbers are there.

11 Eleven relief valves on Shoreham, of which seven of

12 those are ADS valves, meaning that they are operated-

13 through thm ADS system. I believe there is a redundancy

14 in that system so I believe there is an order of three

15 of those valves that are required to perform the ADS

16 function. .

Q It probably depends upon the particul event17 -

18 tree sequence that you are talking about, the number of

19 valves required. I suspect that perhaps the ATWS would

20 require the most, but I'm not sure about that. What I'm

21 really getting at, you must have taken this into account

22 in your analysis, in your PRA, and if it is the

23 requirement of six valves out of seven to operate, then

() 24 that seems like that would lower the probability of

25 successful operation. If there were only three valves
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2 situation.

3 So do you remember in the case of your event

4 trees what was required and how you took it into account?

5 A (WITNESS KASCSAK) Well, I think I should say

6 that you would have to look at each sequence

7 individually, and what I was talking about was the

8 design basis accident analysis of the plant. Now, when

9 you go beyond the design basis analysis and look at how

10 you could use the da. sign f eatures in the plant to

11 mitigate additional failures beyond the design basis, we

12 then model as best we can how these particular-

13 components would come into play and what their success

14 or failure criteria would be.

15 In ATWS in particular, you wouldn't be

16 necessarily using ADS. In fact, you.would prefer not to

17 depressurize because you would tend to increase-

18 reactivity by the pressurizing, so that would not be a

19 sequence you would necessarily want to proceed to, and

20 it would not, in fact, happen as a result of that if the

21 initiating event was only an ATWS initiating event.

22 (Board conferring.]

23 C Was there anything you wanted to add?

24 A (WITNESS BURNS) For ATWS cases it is a relief

25 function that is important so all eleven valves are

O
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() 1 available as relief valves.

2 Q Do the six or seven valves in the ADS system

3 slso -- so they do serve as relief valves?

4 A (WITNESS BURNS) Yes, sir.

5 Q But are they less reliable as relief valves,

| 6 do you know, than the other remaining five or whatever?
I

7 You think no t?

8 A (WITNESS KASCSAK) They are exactly the same

9 valves.

10 0 But I thought some of them were pilot operated
:

11 and some of them were spring operated?

12 A (WITNESS KASCSAK) That is true in the sense

13 that the operation of the valve is initiated by
O
\/ 14 different mechanisms. One would be the solenoid valve

15 that operates the pilot during the ADS function, but th e

16 actual ze:hanical mechanisms of the valve are identical.

17 0 And you don' t thick the pilot operation-

18 affects the reliability of the valve?

19 A (WITNESS BURNS) In its relief function?

20 0 Yes, in its relief function.

21 A (WITNESS BURNS) No, sir.

22 0 You do not?

23 A (WITNESS BURNS) We haven't seen that from the

O 24 dete.

25 Q I see. I wondered wha t the basis was. All

()
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() 1 right. The data, then, is that they -- Well, the

2 experience with these valves has been, and you must get

3 a f air amount of . experience because they do come into

4 play occasionally.

5 A (WITNESS BURNS) In its relief function, yes,

6 sir.

7 Q And this in a way can be good. Sometimes it

'

8 is considered a challenge, a necessary challenge, but

9 other times it can be considered a test that they will

to indeed operate, so it can be considered both ways. All

11 right.

12 Presumably those reliability figures were

13 incorporated into your PRA analysis.

14 A (WITNESS BURNS) Yes, sir.

15 0 All right. I want to go now to another topic,

16 namely, the water. level. The other, the Hatch type of

17 water level failure in which there was the refere'nce --

18 possible leakage of a reference side of the pressure

19 transducer for measuring level and experience which was

20 not only at Hatch but a good many others, and this is a
|

21 type of interaction which I did have a considerable

22 number of questions about at the time.

23 I don't want to repeat any of those questions,

() 24 but I believe it was said at the time that this was an

25 interaction between a control and a safety function, and

O
I
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() 1 it is my anderstanding that this was not considered in

2 the PRA. I believe that that perhaps was one question.

3 Is that correct, that you did not consider the

4 interaction batWeen the safety function of starting the

5 feedwater and the measurement of the feedwater level?

| 6 A (WITNESS BURNS) We have included in the
i

7 analysis tha t interaction, the interaction between the

8 feedwater control and the safety system initiation or

9 termination due to Level B. But I don't want to mislead

10 you. We did in fact miss that initiator, or the.

11 particular initiator occurs or appears to occur at a

12 higher frequency than we had previously anticipated, and

13 I was unaware of the information that was in the LERs,

( 14 and subsequent to the Michelson report, the BWR Owners

15 Group set out on a separate task to investigate th a t

16 problem,.and we are also trying to quantify that in

17 terms of proba bilistic terms in the same' way that we

18 have here.

19 0 So this is something that should be in the PRA?
!

20 A (WITNESS BURNS) Yes, sir. From operating

21 experience it appears that there is a possibility of

22 higher frequency initiator than we had previously,

[

t 23 thought.
t

() 24 0 Okay. But you are not in a position right now

25 to assess the overall effect as to whether this is one

}
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() 1 of the outliers or could possibly be a dominant mode to

2 core vulnerability.

3 A (WITNESS BURNS) No, sir, we haven't completed

4 that yet. We have completed a generic study but it is

5 not Shorehsm specific, so I as not sure th a t the results

6 are totally transferable.

7 Q Do you have any plans for completing this in

8 the near fature? And perhaps Mr. Kas:sak -- well,

9 either one, or both.

10 A (WITNESS BURNS) Well, I don't know if it will.

11 be incorporated into the PR A. I know that I am doing it.

12 0 You are doing it in the generic sense?

13 A (WITNESS BURNS) No, for the Shoreham

14 arrangement.

15 0 Then don't you put it in the PRA?
,

I

16 A (WITNESS KASCSAK) We should clstify, I guess,.

17 what has happened here. I think we have discussed

18 before this parti:ular issue has gotten attention in the

19 BWR Owners Group, and in fact Levy Associates has

20 performed certain generic analysis for the Owners Group

21 and have reached some preliminary conclusions that are

22 still being addressed within the Owners Group.

23 LILCO hss contracted with Levy Associates, who

() 24 have contracted with SAI to look at this on a

25 Shoreham-specific basis, and we are approaching it in a
|

O
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() 1 couple of different ways but one of the ways is looking

2 at the probabilistic aspects of this event occurring and

3 whether or not it could occur at Shoreham, sni that is

4 the piece that Dr. Burns is alluding to. And I think it

5 is very plausible that that result will get incorporated

6 ss a piece of the documentation as f ar as the overall

7 logic modeling of the plant.

8 Q I wanted to get where we stood with respect to

9 the PRA while we had you gentlemen here, so as far as I

10 am concerned, we can leave it now.

11 The interaction that I just mentioned was

12 certainly not one deliberately put into the Shoreham

13 system, ani possible ways out, I am sure, are being

O 14 considered, but I want to now go to another system,

15 namely, the reactor protection system.*

,

16 Are there any cases there in which instruments.

! 17 or channels are shared between the protective scram

18 function and the seasurement and control of the power

19 level? And I really want to know looking at the General

20 Design Criteria 24 because GDC 24 does not a b solutely

21 prohibit such things but it allows a few loopholes, and

22 I wanted to know what the situation is with respect to

23 Shoreham.

() 24 Do you know whether there is a sharing of

25 signal channels between the protection system and the

O
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2 wha t I am really getting to.

4 3 (Panel of witnesses conferring.)

4 JUDGE BRENNER: Let us go off the record.

5 (Discussion off the record.)

6 JUDGE BRENNER: Let's break for fifteen
,

7 minutes, and when we come back we may ask the Reporter

8 to repeat the question or repeat it if the witnesses4

9 need it done, so we will be back at 2:45.

10 (Recess.)

11
1

12

13

14

|
15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

O 24
.

25

O
|
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() 1 JUDGE BRENNEPs Let us go back on the record.

2 BY JUDGE JORDANS (Resuming)

3 0 Gentlemen, if you have had s chance to think

4 about my last question, and are you ready to answer?

5 A (WITNESS BURNS) If I could answer another

6 point first, it was pointed out to me over the break

7 tha t possibly I left the record with a wrong impression

8 regarding water level problem or sequences following

9 that, reference leg leakage outside containment.

10 We have in f act done one complete analysis on

11 the generic basis, of that basis, and determined it not

12 to be a contributor. We have also done a very |
l

13 preliminary and what I would term bounding analysis for

}
14 Shoreham and determined tha t in terms of a bounding ;

!
| 15 analysis it asy show up in the sequences that we have

summing up to contribute to
|18 labeled as contributing --

17 risk.

18 But it has to dste, and all of the information

19 that I have does not indicate that it is what we have
,

20 called here an outlier way beyond the other accident

*

21 sequences.

22 Q I see. It would not make a significant

23 increase then?

() 24 A (WIINESS BURNS) No, sir.
,

25 0 M r. Kascsak.

O
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() 1 A (WITNESS KASCSAX) I guess we should just for

2 clarification here remind the Board of the GE analysis

3 that was also performed tha t we discussed previously

4 which did confirm that in the worst case that this

5 particular issue did not present a signficant safety

6 problem, 131 We still believe that is in fact so, and

7 that is our primary conclusion. And we are doing these

8 other thin 2s as a sort of enhancement of that

9 conclusion, and folding in some of these other processes

10 to make it more complete.

11 0 Yes. I was particularly, however, anxious to

12 see the PRA probabilistic analysis done. I remember the

13 testimony about that GE conclusion that it was safe

O 14 because there was another system. There were operator

15 actions and so on. But those things should all be taken

the operator actions, the fact that16 into account --

17 there is another system the re in a PR A. And I presume

18 they are, and if they are and it comes out then that the

19 probability is low, then I sosehow feel more confident

20 about it. And so, therefore, I am comforted, perhaps is

21 the right word, by Dr. Burns saying that he has in fact

22 considered it.

23 A (WITNESS BURNS) The question on the power

() 24 range monitors, power range monitors are used ,lar the

25 operator to control power, but they are confirmed by

O
|
|

|
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() I heat balance that he can obtain at any time using the

2 onsite computer that he has there in the control room.

3 So he does have a check on his power range monitors, and

4 those power range monitors do feed the protective system

5 for that one function high flux trip.

6 0 I see. So -- well, then , there is an

7 interaction, a possible interaction between a nonsafety

8 circuit or system and.maybe the power range monitor and

9 the reactor protection system in that if the power range

10 monitor for some reason or another starts going down and

11 reading low, the low voltage or high resistance or

12 something, and if that same information is fed through

13 the protection system, then it would also read low and

O
14 would not scram. And that's the type of failure action

15 that I am nostly :oncerned about.

16 Now, is that built into the system?

17 A (WITNESS BURNS) I am not familiar with the

18 term " safety-related" and "not safety-related" in this.

19 I cannot make that distinction.

20 0 I am talkins about the protection system, the

21 system that scrams the reactor as contrasted'to the

22 operator operating the system that controls the reactor.

23 A (WITNESS BURNS) The manual control of the

() 24 reactor by the operator is influenced by that protective

25 function.

O
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(]) 1 0 That is correct. So if somehow or another the

2 signal came that the power was drooping, the reactor

3 operator starts increasing, pulling the rods, or I guess

4 in this case increasing the flow to the recire pumps.

5 At the same time, however, the signal to the scram

6 system is also going down, so there would be a failure

7 to scram. This is the type thing I am worried about.

8 A (WITNESS BURNS) I think if he violates his

9 operating procedures and does not refer to the heat

10 balance that your s:enario could be correct, and one

11 would have to depend upon other protective functions,

12 other trips tha t he has in his system in order to scram

13 the reactot and prevent further --

14 0 Ihen I guess that is the question. Are there

15 other trips that would in your view, Mr. Kascsak, are,

|

16 there other trips that would guarantee scram?

| 17 A (WITNESS KASCSAK) I think the first point
i

18 that should be made is that these monitors, the six APR

19 networks are all independen t, physically independent and

20 are maintained physically separated by separation

21 criteria throughout the plant. So 'there is -- although

| 22 we are talking about control and p ro te c tion , we are

|
23 talking about the fact that the monitors themselves are

() 24 independent. So the dependencies among themselves is

25 there are no direct dependencies. In terms of other

|
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() 1 activities that would scram the plant, yes, there would

2 be other activities like high steam flow or water level

3 or other things that would come into play that would

4 scram the plant if in fact an increase in power level

5 caused the dangerous situation.

0 Q What would be the other things that would
I

'

7 scram the plant?

8 A (WITNESS KASCSAK) Well, I mentioned high

9 steam flow would scram the plant or low water reactor

10 level.
;

r

11 Q Low reactor water level would seem like it

| 12 would be much too late.
|

| 13 ( Pause. )
i (~T

\#
14 A (WITNESS KASCSAK) Well, I am not necessarily

15 sure it would be too late. The increase in power level

16 would cause an increase in steam production, which if it

17 could not be matched by the feedwater control system, of

18 course attempts would be made to do that. You would be

19 doing two things. You would be increasing your steam
|

|

| 20 flow, and secondly, you would be increasing the

~

21 mismatch, possibly be increasing the mismatch between
!

|

22 steam flow and feedwater; and that mismatch could create

23 a situation where the water level would decrease, and

() 24 that water level decrease would be detected in your
|

25 water level instrumentation and would in fact scram the

I
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() I pisnt.

2 0 Do you scram on flux?

3 A (WITNESS KASCSAK) Yes.

4 0 Would that produce a scram under these

5 circumstances?

6 A (WITNESS KASCSAK) Well, these are the neutron

I

7 monitoring systems we are talking about, is that system

8 that monitors power or flux.

9 0 I see. And tha t also feeds into the power

10 monitor that the operator uses?

11 A (WITNESS KASCSAK) Yes.

12 0 So the flux is part of that signal, too?

13 A (WITNESS KASCSAK) It is the same signal. .

14 ( Panel of witnesses conf erring.)

15 A (WITNESS KASCSAK) I think the other point,

16 maybe just to clarify what Dr. Burns stated before, ,t s

17 that this heat balance process which calculates the
|

l 18 megawatts thermal being produced in the reactor is

19 something that is constantly being monitored snd is

20 independent of these APRM signals. And the operator

21 would be aware of that, and if he became aware of the

22 fact that there was a difference between the power level

23 tha t was given to him through the APRM channels and wha t

() 24 the hest ,bilance had shown,. then he would certainly take

25 corrective action to evaluate that situation.

O
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O ' o Wett te t= =atixetr td t 1 outs de ste to

2 come up with a system interaction since I am not all

3 that familiar with the plant. On the other hand, I am a

4 little con =erned that there is a possible system

5 interaction that surely must be an important pa rt of the

6 PRA, and yet, you sees uncertsin as to how it is

7 handled. Is it indeed handled in the PRA or isn't it?

8 A (WITNESS BURNS) From the standpoint of

9 whether there are conditions that could create a

10 condition in the core that would violate CHF or local

11 nuclear boiling, no, we have not included the systems

12 interaction that could cause that effect in the PRA.

13 JUDOE BRENNERs Did you say CHF? -
,

0 14 JUDGE J3RDAK I was not primarily concerned

15 sbout CHF. I was concernad about core damsge.

18 WITNESS BURNS: I was also.

17 BY JUDGE BRENNER:
~

18 0 What is CHF.

19 A (WITNESS BURNS) Critical heat flux. And the

20 resson we io that is because again thus far we have

21 focused'on potential risk to the public.

22 Now, if the concerns are the scenarios in

23 which one can damage the core to the point where one can

24 ,no longer ensure adequate core cooling or containment

25 integrity, yes, those are included, and those are

O
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() 1 included -- basically all of that information is in the'

2 ATW3 event trees for those cases where there is a

3 challenge to the plant and a scram failure occurs either

4 due to failura of these trip signals. And as I said

5 before, what we have modeled is we have modeled both

6 individual trip signals, which would be the flux

7 sonitors, and backup signals to those trip signals.

8 BY JUDGE JORDAN

9 0 3kay. That is exactly where I would expect to

10 find it, all right, in the ATWS event tree, and you say

11 indeed it does. It has been considered there.

12 A (WITNESS BURNS) Yes, sir.

13 JUDGE J3RDAN All right. I believe that is

()
14 all I have, and thank you, gentlemen, very much.

15 JUDGE BRENNER: That is all the Board has. We

16 can go back to followup questions limited, as always, to

17 followup questions by Suf folk County.
|

18 MR. ELLIS: Judge Brenner, if I may interrupt,

19 we have gotten the GE report, and I am prepared to give

20 that out now if that would be helpful.

21 JUDGE BRENNEB Yes.

22 MR. ELLIS: The reason we were delayed is we

23 had to retype it. It was a telecopy version that was

() 24 illegible largely.
,

25 (Pause.)

O
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() 1 JUDGE BRENNER: Let us go off the racord.

2 (Discussion off the record.)

3 JUDGE BRENNER: Let us go back on the record.

4 The retyped version bears no heading or

5 indication of source or anything like that. Is that

6 consistent with the original version?

7 MR. ELLIS: Yes. That is what I meant earlier

8 when I advised the Board that there was no title.

9 JUDGE BRENNERa I guess I would like to ask

10 who put this together so we at least have that

11 f oundation in the record. Do you know who at GE?

( 12 ER. ELLIS: I believe it is a gentleman by the

13 nsse of Fradericks at General Electric. Excuse me.

O 14 That name is Frederick.

15 JUDGE BRENNER: Okay. Let us proceed.

16 I know it is hard to estimate these things,

!
17 but do you have an estimate?

18 MS. LETSCHE: No, Judge, I do not.

19 JUDGE BRENNERs Well, is it 15 minutes or 15

| 20 hours?
|

21 MS. LETSCHE: Probably neither one of those.
'

; 22 (Laughter.)

I
23 JUDGE BRENNER4 We are going to put you over

() 24 there in a minute.
,

25 (Laughter.)

O
1
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()i 1 JUDGE BRENNER: Seriously, are we talking --

2 it is 3400. Do you think you would finish your

3 questions today with the 4: 30 adjournment?(},

4 MS. LEISCHE: Judge Brenner, I really esnnot

5 say. I do not know how long it is going to take me.

6 JUDGE BRENNER: Is there a chance?
,

|

| 7 MS. LETSCHE I suppose there is always a

8 chance.

9 (Laughter.)

to MS. LEISCHE: I do not want to create any

11 expectations one way or the other and then have people

12 be disappointed one way or the other.

! 13 JUDGE B.RENNER: All right. We are going to

)
I 14 pay attention to be sure that they are followup

15 questions as opposed to questions that could have and

16 should have been tsked in the previous number of days.

17 RECROSS EXAMINATION FOR SUFFOLK COUNTY

18 BY MS. LETSCHE:

19 0 Mr. Burns, with respect to the water level

20 event that was discussed in what we all referred to as

21 the Michelson memo you said you were unaware of the

22 information in the LER rega rd in g that event. Why were

23 you not aware of that information in light of the LER

() 24 review that you have indica ted you did in connection

25 with the Shoreham PRA?

O
.
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, . O 1 A (WITNESS BURNS) In general there are r ughly

2 5,000 or 10,000, 15,000 LERs that have been produced in

3 the operating history of nuclear reactors. The number

f 4 of incidences that have involved leakage of water level

5 instrumentation outside of the primary system in the

6 Michelson memo identified are roughly, I would say, two
j
'

7 or three of those events out of those 10,000 or 15,000.

'

8 And I have not reviewed all of them, no.

! 9
|

10

11

12

13 -
,

14

15

16 -

17

18

i
| 19

.

( 20

21

22

i 23

O 2..

25

O
|

!
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() 1 O You mentioned you have done or are doino some

2 sort of a bounding snslysis of tha t event with respect

3 to the Shoreham plant. Is that bounding analysis going

4 to be incorporated into the Shoreham PRA? And if you

5 can't answer it, perhaps Mr. Kascsak could.

6 MR. ELLIS: I think that question was asked

7 and answered, not necessarily with respect to the

8 bounding analysis, but with respect to the event itself.

9 (Bosed conferring.) .

10 JUDGE BRENNER: Es. Letsche, go ahead. I am

11 going to save you some time. It is a different

12 question, according to the original asker, so we will

13 p ro cee d .-

() 14 BY MS. LETSCHE (Resuming):

15 0 Do you recall the question?

16 A (WITNESS KASCSAK) Could you repeat it one more

17 time?

18 0 Is the analysis that has been performed, the

19 Shoreham-specific analysis that has been performed by

20 Dr. Burns of the water level event, going to be

21 incorporated into the Shoreham PRA?

22 JUDGE MORRISs Excuse me, Ms. Letsche, I think

23 that is a different question. Your initial question

() 24 related to the bounding incorporation. The question

25 that was treated before was the Shoreham-specific.

O
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() 1 MS. LETSCHEa I will add the words "the

2 Shoreham-specific bounding analysis" to my question.

3 That takes care of that problem.

4 JUDOE BRENNER: Now I am confused.

5 MS. LETSCHE: Judge Brenner, I don't mean to

6 complicate matters. I got the impression from the

7 questionin7 that went earlier that initially --

8 JUDGE BRENNERs Wait a minute. Let me explain

9 zy confusion and de will let the witnesses answer hoth

10 questions. And if one of them is redundant, maybe it

11 will be easier than you and I talking about it.

12 As I understood it before, there is a generic

13 analysis being worked on. There is also a consideration

O 14 as to whether to do -- there is also work being done on

15 the Shoreham-specific analyses. And therefore, the term

16 " bounding Shoreham-specific analyses" confused me. That

17 is, they are two different analyses, I think. At least

18 the terminology confused me. Can the witnesses answer

19 the question as to what is being included with respect

20 to the generic analyses going on and the

21 Shoreham-specific analyses going on?

| 22 WITNESS KASCSAKs I can attempt to give you

23 the best answer I can. Tha t is that upon completion of

( 24 tne Shoreham-specific analysis, we will evaluate the

25 results of that analysis, and if we conclude that the

O
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() 1 probability of that event is significant and should be,

2 in fact, incorporated into the larger Shoreham PPA, we

- 3 will do that.

4 JUDGE MORRIS: Just f or clarifica tion , Mr.

5 Kascsak, the analysis you have just described is not a

6 bounding analysis. That is correct.

7 WITNESS KASCSAK4 That is correct.

8 BY HS. LETSCHE (Resuming):
'

9 Q Mr. Kas:sak, are there any ISEG. members on the

10 PRA review team at LILCO?

11 A (WITNESS KASCSAK) No, there are not.

12 Q Dr. Burns, you mentioned that with respect to

13 feeding PRA results into operating procedures that you-

14 had had sone impset with respect to that at Shoreham.

15 Can you explain what you meant by that? What impact

16 were you referring to?

17 A (WITNESS BURNS) We have talked to the
,

| 18 operating personnel who are writing the procedures. We

19 have talked to them about the PRA. They have attended

20 the meetings that we have had to discuss the PRA with

21 LILCO, and we have identified a reas wnere we believe

22 adoption of the GE operating guidelines, the emergency

23 guidelines put out by the owners group, areas in which

() 24 Shoreham-specific procedures reflecting those guidelines

25 would be valuable in the safe operation of the plant.

O
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() 1 0 Mr. Kas:ssk, does LILCO intend to docket the

2 PRA?

3 MR. ELLIS4 That is not in the scope of

4 recross and we would object to it on that ground.

5 JUDOE BRENNER: I don't think it is within the

6 scope, either. I also think it has been discussed a

7 couple of weeks ago. Whst question since your last

8 questions is that related to?

9 MS. LETSCHE: Judge Brenner, there has been an

10 extensive smount of discussion since my last opportunity

11 to question concerning the staf f 's position with respect

12 to this PRA and whether it is going to tell LILCO to go

13 away with it or do something with it. And my question

14 was whether or not LILCO intends to docket it.

15 JUDGE BRENNER: I will grant the objection. -

16 Why don't you ask the staff what they intend to do with

17 it, later?

18 BY MS. LETSCHE (Resuming)

19 0 Dr. Burns, in response to one of Judge

20 Brenner's questions regarding the systems interactions

21 identified in the Shoreham PRA, you defined systems

22 interactions as a failure of one component that may

|

23 affect the performance of another component. Do you

() 24 recall that?

25 A (WITNESS BURNS) Yes.

| }
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() 1 0 In your opinion, is the failure of the viewing

2 window in containment, described by Mr. Kascsak earlier,

3 an example of a systems interaction problem?

4 A (WITNESS BURNS) Most definitely.

5 MR. ELLIS: May I just note, perhaps

6 belatedly, that we object to tha t, too, as asked and

7 answered in the previous testimony?

8 JUDGE BREENER: You know it is your time as

3 well as my time, Mr. Ellis, and you could note it. But

10 I don't know what the purpose was in doing that.

11 MR. ELLIS: I just wasn't quick anough.

12 JUDGE BRENNER: That's right.

13 (Laughter.)

'

14 BY ES. LETSCHE (Resuming):

15 0 Dr. Burns, can you explain what, given your

16 definition of systems interactions, wha t the na ture of

17 the systems interaction is in that axample?
,

'

18 NR. ELLIS: I object to the question, it was

19 asked and answered. It was asked by Judge Jordan and

20 answered by Dr. Burns.

21 MS. LETSCHE: Judge Brenner, these questions,

i 22 as I recall, were directed to Mr. Kascsak, and I think
:

23 this is perfectly proper follow-up in light -- and that

() 24 was based upon -- Mr. Kascsak's testimony was based upon

25 Er. Kascsak 's definition of systems interaction. I

(

|
i
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() 1 think it is perfectly proper for me to inquire as to Dr.

2 Burns ' opinion on the subject in light of his definition

3 of systems interaction.

4 (Board con f erring .)

5 JUDGE BRENNER: If Dr. Burns answered tha t, I

6 don't recall it, and there is enough uncertainty up here

I
7 that we will allow it.'

8 WITNESS BURNS The question of weak points in

9 the structure 'of the containment are vital pieces of

to information and vital structures in the safe operation

11 of the power plant. The viewing windows in.this

12 particular case were designed f ar beyond the capability .

13 of the containment with plenty of margin to the design

14 basis of the plant. There is no question that the

15 original containment met all of the requirements of the

| 16 NFC.

17 D u ring the course of the PRA, we identified to

18 LILCO, and LILCO has many experts within its own

19 structure who recognized the same problem, which was

,

20 that we were trying to carry the plant far beyond its
!

21 capability, its design capability, to its ultimate

22 capability. *

l 23 In the process of doing that, LILCO requested

() 24 Stone C Webster to do an anaysis of the con tainm en t, and

25 their analysis identified this particular point as

O
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() 1 having lower margin than the remaining parts of the

'

2 structure; but a margin that was well above the design

3 basis.

4 Now, in the accident sequences that we have

5 defined, there are cases that we go above the design
.

8 pressure of the containment. In those sequences, if we

7 go above the design pressure of the containment, --

8 ( Pause. )

9 -- there could be a breach of the.

10 containment. If the containment breaches, the release

11 of steam or other whatever else is in the primary

12 containment at that time could be released into.the
:

13 reactor building where all of the ECCS equipment is. If

O 14 this adversely affects the ECCS equipment it could

15 disable that equipment and prevent the operator from

16 recovery of the plant or continued cooling of the core.

17 So, as one more safety measure or one more

18 attempt at trying to further reduce the risk, any risk,
,

|

19 or improve the safety of the plant, LILCO decided that -

20 they would increase the margin on those viewing ports to

21 m higher level consistent with the remaining parts of

22 the structure.

f 23 And I think there is no doubt -- and any

() 24 rational person can see -- thst this is c1carly systems

25 interaction. It not only is a functional interaction;
l

|
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() 1 it is a sostial interaction. There is no doubt that

2 this particular piece of information is the whole basis

3 of systeras inte's etion analysis. It is a prime example;

4 of something th.! can be uncovered that is far beyond

5 the design basis, but yet, could potentially increase

6 the safety of the public.
;

i
' 7 WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH: May I add that it is

8 such a gool example that when Judge Jordan writes

'9 another book, I suggest he include a chapter on systems.

10 interaction.

11 (Laughter.)

12 JUDGE BRENNER: Let's tr y to. keep the editions

13 focused on the questions so we can get done.with the

O 14 hearing.

15 BY MS. LETSCHE (Resuming):

16 0 Dr. Burns, you indicated in response to some

17 questions by the Boa rd that you included in the Shoreham

18 PRA operator-induced, ' operator error, as that is defined

19 on page 6 of the Conran memo. You didn 't include in the

t

20 PRA, howevar, humsn errors of comission. Is that right?

| 21 3R. ELLIS: Objection, asked and answered.

22 JUDGE BRENNER: I'm going to allow it. There

23 is room for probing on what is meant by comission. I

() 24 think it probably was answered, but let's get at it

25 again.
.

O
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() 1 WITNESS BURNS: I can give you the same answer

2 that we went through bef ore on the first da y, Friday.

3 And that was that yes, errors of comission are included

4 in initiating events; no, they are not included in other

5 sequences further down the line because I don't believe

6 the state of the art is there yet to define those

7 interactions.

8 BY MS. LETSCHE (Resuming):

9 0 Mr. Kas:sak, with respect to LILCO's. ,

10 conclusions that no classification changes are necessary

11 based upon your review thus far of the Shoreham PRA,

12 what criteria did you use in reaching that conclusion?

13 A (WITNESS KASCSAK) The criteria was that we
O 14 found no unacceptable systems interactions that

15 warranted that consideration.

16 (Counsel for Suffolk County conferring.)

17 Q But you don' t have any criteria for what is an
'

18 unacceptable systems interaction, is that right?

19 MR. ELLIS: Obsection. That I think we have

20 gone into and that has been asked and answered in

21 previous cross examination by Ms. Letsche.

22 JUDGE BRENNER: What was the answer, Mr. Ellis?

23 MR. ELLISs I would have to look ut the

() 24 transcript to refresh my recollection on it, but I have

25 no doubt tnat it was asked and answered.

O
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() 1 JUDGE BRENNER: I am not sure about the answer

2 part. It seems you couldn't supply an answer and I

3 don 't have a present recollection of an answer, so I

4 guess I will allow the question.

5 MR. ELLIS: As a matter of fact, I do now

6 recall the answer.

7 JUDGE BRENNER: What 1s it, and which witness

8 gave it?

9 MR. ELLIS: I think it was Mr. Kascsak. I am

10 sure it was Mr. Kascsak, and I believe his answer was

11 tha t th e re were no risk outliers found or sequences

12 which involved syst1us intera:tions that were risk

13 outliers, and that the use of engineering judgment in

O 14 that connection indicated that there were no

15 unacceptable systems interactions.

16 MS. LETSCHE: Judge Brenner, I really have to

17 object to Mr. Ellis testifying here. If, in fact, he

18 can give us a transcript reference to that, that might

19 be appropriate. I think otherwise, it would be much

20 more efficient to permit Mr. Kascsak to answer the

i 21 question, since I think you are correct that he did not

22 answer it at any other time when it was asked.

23 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, Mr. Ellis was responding

() 24 to my request. I am going to allow the question. If

25 that is th e same answer, then we will draw our own

|
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() 1 conclusions as to whether that meets the definition of

2 criteria or not.

{} 3 WITNESS KASCSAKs Well, I can again give you

4 the same answer I gave you before, and you can accept or

5 reject whether or not it is responsive. The review

6 process whereby the LILCO reviewers review the event

7 trees and fault trees and review the cut sets and the

8 dominant sequences that are produced through these, --

9 the actual carrying through of the analysis of the fault

10 trees and event trees gives the reviewer an indica tion

11 of what sequences are important and what interactions

12 take place..

13 And he then uses his judgment and his-

14 knowledge of the plant, his familiarity with the design

15 basis, his familistity with the design basis accident

16 analysis that exists on the plant, the proper

17 functioning and performance criteria and safety function

18 concepts that are embodied in the design basis of the
,

|
'

19 pla n t to evaluate whether or not any of those

20 interactions are unique or unseceptable in ligh t of all

21 that previous information that he has. And he uses his

22 experience and knowledge of that information to make

23 judgments as to whether or not further evaluation of

24 those sequances is required.

25 BY MS. LETSCEE (Resuming):

O
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() 1 NR. ELLIS: I object to the question. It is

2 outside the scope of recross. It is hypothetical and

3 irrelevant.
)

4 JUDGE BRENNER: Anything else?

5 MR. ELLISs No, sir,
i

| 6 JUDGE BRENNER: It is hypothetical. It is not

7 irrelevant because it is pertinent to getting at what

8 use the PRA could have in terms of looking at these

9 things. I think it.could have been asked before, the

10 last rount of questions, and tha t is a potential problem

11 with some of these questions, but it was gone into

12 again, so I will allow it..

13 It is a also a follow-up to the previous -

0 14 question and answer, and I would view it as an attempt

15 to consider wha t jud gments, how these judgments are

16 applied.

17 MR. ELLIS: May I state one more thing? I

.

i 18 think the testimony to date is that that matter is being
|
|

19 studied at this time and that no decision has been made

20 at this time, and therefore the question isn't

l 21 appropriate.

22 MS. LETSCHE: Judge Brenner, I think that

23 might be with respect to the black start capability.

() 24 Ihat was not my question.

25 WITNESS KASCSAKs I think that the answer that

O
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() 1 I can give which would produce maybe -- I don't know

2 what the results would produce but we would certainly

3 con sider improvements, and in fact, we have taken the
}

4 step to consider improvements to on-site power or

5 on-site power reliability, and it happens that one of

6 those considerations is adding a black start capability
,

7 to the gas turbines that already exist at the Shoreham

8 site. If they didn't exist, we might consider them, but

9 the overall impact of what we would conclude may be

10 different depending upon the cost-benefit of what is

11 involved in making those changes. But I think certainly

12 the information that we received from the PRA would get.

13 us thinking in t'.a t direction, certainly. -

0 14 BY MS. LETSCHE: (Resuming)

15 0 Dr. Burns, in response to some questions by
|

|
'

16 Judge Brenner concerning the ATWS contributor to Class 4

17 events in the Shoreham and Limerick PRA, you compared
*

18 that with respect to those two PRA results, comparing

19 the ATWS contributor to the Class 3 accidents at-

20 Shorehas and at Limerick which is larger.

21 MR. ELLIS: Again I object. This was a

22 question that could have been askes on recress

23 originally and has nothing to do with -- I mean, it

O/ 24 could have been asked on cross examination. We are nows

25 on recross, and I see nothing in the Board's questions

O
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() 1 that prompted that.

2 JUDGE BRENNER: I asked that question in the

3 midst of your cross, your original cross, and it was to

4 clarify your immediate questions then, and one reason we

5 do that is so that when we are coming back on the last

6 round, it is just that last round. And in addition, my

7 question was very limited, and that was just to get at

8 what I saw was an apparent ambiguity in the reference to

9 AIWS when you ware talking about the comparison of the

10 two classes and you asked questions before and after

11 that, as I recall.

12 And I also don't see the pertinence of this

13 one question. *

O 14 MS. LETSCHE: Judge Brenner, I don't have the

15 transcript reference, but as'I recall, this issue came

16 up with respect to specific questions on ATWS during Mr.

17 Ellis' redirect. That was the point at which you jumped

*

18 in and asked additional questions on ATWS. I remember

, 19 that because I was specifically not asking questions on*

20 ATWS in light of Mr. Ellis' objections about ATWS

| 21 discovery.

22 I think since you had raised tne issue, the

23 fact that ATWS was in both accident classes, and in the

() 24 Limerick PRA, and only in one in the Shoreham PRA, that

25 this is a very pertinent follow-up question to that, to
|
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,

() 1 explain or to at least tell us what the differences are

2 with respect to that other accident class.

3 JUDGE BRENNER: And how would that relate to

4 the contention?

5 MS. LEISCHE: It relates to the contention

6 because the questions which led in to that were the fat

7 that at the Limerick plant there is an additional

8 system. Tha t is the standby liquid control system that

9 Dr. Burns testifiad a failure of which would have more,

10 benign effects on the Limerick plant than on the

11 Shoreham plant, and I intend to inquire as to whether

12 that is the case because of systems intecactions that

13 may be present at the Shoreham plant that are not
'

14 present at the Limerick plant.

15 (Board conferring.)

16 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Ellis, is tha t right, that

| 17 I am incorrect, that it was during your redirect that I
*

18 jumped in with that?

19 MR. ELLISs I am not really sure. She is

20 correct in that I asked a question, if you will recall,

21 about the 30 times and 5 times which she had asked in

22 her cross examination. I frankly don't recall whether

23 you interrupted in mine or hers.

() 24 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, I don't either.

25 I guess I will allow the question due to my

O
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() 1 lack of being able to recall the timing when it came

2 up. It has been s long week for all of us.

3 Do the witnesses need the question repeated?
)

4 WITNESS EURNS. Yes, please.

5 3Y MS. LETSCHEt (Resuming) ;

6 0 My question is, comparing ,the ATWS contributor

7 to the Class 3 accident frequencies in the Limerick and

8 the Shoreham PRAs, which is larger?

9 A (WITNES5 BURNS) As I have tried to say,

10 before, you can't compare the two classes. That is not

11 the correct comparison to be making. I don 't know why

12 you want to do that. It doesn't make any sense.

13 0 Let me ask it differently.

O
14 What is the factor in Class 3 for the ATWS

15 event?
~

16 A (WITNESS BURNS) There is no factor in Class

17 3. Class 3 is defined differently in 7.inetick than it

18 is at Shoreham. It is no't a correct question to ask.

19 Classes are only an artifice in this case, and they are

20 defined in the Shoreham PRA in which accidents of a

21 similar type are all evaluated on a probabilistic basis

22 and then are combined in their effects on containment.

23 So if we want to talk about the Shoreham PR A, the

() 24 classes are defined.

25 0 Dr. Burns, do you recall your testimony that
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() I there see plant conditions at Limerick that make the

2 results of a failure of the standby liquid control

3 system more benign at that plan t than a similar f ailure

|
4 at the Shoreham plant?

5 (Pause)

6 A (WITNESS BURNS) ,Yes.

7 Q Is the reason for that difference the presence

8 of any systems interactions at Shoreham tha t are not

9 present at Limerick?

10 A (WITNESS BURNS) No.

11 0 What are the plant conditions that account for

,
12 that difference?

l
13 A- (WITNESS BURNS) It is -- this is another one

14 of those cases where there is a functional dependence

15 a'mong the high pressure systems for conditions far

16 beyond their design basis. In the case of Limerick --

l 17 and I believe I stated this when we discussed this

18 previously, the' reason has to do with the exhaust trip

19 settings on HPCI. In the Limerick PRA, the set points

20 that we were given were significantly lower than the set
1

21 points that are currently in place at the Shorehan

22 plant. If those set points are used during the

| 23 ' operation of the plant and there is an ATWS condition,

() 24 the resulting philosophies of operation are then|

25 dif f e re nt, and that is HPCI will terminate at high

!
' ()
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() 1 containment pressure among the design pressure of

2 containment, but below its ultimate capability. In that -

3 case, core melt could occur prior to containment3
J

4 failure.

5 So at Limerick, the decision thus far has been

6 made, or at lesst.the decision in terms of assumptions

7 that went into the PRA, are that, one would starve the

8 core and potentially lead to core degradation prior to

9 containment failure.

10 (Counsel for Suffolk County conferring.)

11 BY MS. LETSCHEs (Resuming)

12 0 D r. Burns, you stated in response to a

13 question I believe by Judge Morris thit you had included

14 all of the things stated on page 5 of the minutes of

15 tha t PASNY meeting continuing in performing the Shoreham

16 PRA. That is at the top of page 5 of that document.

17 Did SAI perform any FMEAs on non-safety

18 systems in connection with the Shoreham PRA?

19 A (WITNESS BURNS) Am I acknowledging the first

20 part of the question? Your statement initially I'm not

21 sure I agree with, but I can answer the question, the

22 second question, if you want me to.

23 0 Well, what of my first, my introduction. don't

(') 24 you agree with?

25 A (WITNESS BURNS) No, I don 't agree with it.

O
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() 1 0 Can you tell me what, what it is that was

2 wrong, that you don't agree with ? .

3 A (WITNESS BURNS) I believe it was a

4 misstatement of what my answer to Judae Morris was.

5 Q Can you correct my misstatement?
|

6 A (WITNESS BURNS) I believe I said that in
,

7 essence we had incorporated the types of analysis that

8 are sited here in the performance of the Shoreham PRA.

9 0 Okay. I apologize for that misstatement.

10 Did SAI perform any FMEAs on non-safety

11 systems in doing the Shoreham PRA?

12 A (WITNESS BURNS) We performed fault trees on
1
'

13 non-safety systems, and in the performance of the fault.

14 trees, F EAs are implicit.
,

> .

| 15 0 You indica tad in response to another question

16 by Judge Morris that if you were given double the amount

17 of money you would do some additional things. I don't

18 sean to be characterizing your testimony, but do you

19 recall generally that response?

20 A (WITNESS BURNS) Yes.

21 O One of the things you mentioned was screening

22 extenal events, and I believe you also mentioned th e re

23 that Stone and Webster and LILCO had conducted

() 24 deterministic studies of some external events.

25 Did LILCO or Stone and Webster perform

O
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(]) 1 deterministic studies of sabotage as an external event?

2 A (WITNESS BURNS) I don 't know. .

3 0 Did LILCO or Stone and Webster perform a

4 deterministic study of external flooding as an

5 externality?

6 , A (WITNESS BURNS) To the best of my knowledge,

7 yes.

8 0 Is that something you reviewed in performing

9 the Shoreham PPA?

10 A (WITNESS BURNS) That is something I

11 recommended, that I discussed hypothetically with Judge

12 Morris, that would be included in a screening evaluation

13 as to whether sufficient deterministic efforts had been

14 done to preclude further work, and all that would be

15 required would be to incorporate that in the same

16 f ramework, or whether additional work would have to be

17 done.
~

18 I have not gone -- I have not reviewed what

19 work has been done. I have been told that there has

20 been very extensive work done on tha t particula r

21 question.

22 0 Has LILCO or Stone and Webster performed a

23 systems interaction deterministic study of -- let me

() 24 rephrase that. Has LILCO or Stone and Webster performed
i

25 a study of seismi ally induced systems interactions?

O
i
|
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2 help you. Do you want to know whether they've done it,

3 or do you want to know whether I know that they've done

4 it.

5 0 I vsnt to know whether you know. I want to

,
6 know whether they have done it, but what I'm asking you

7 is whether or not those are among the deterministic

8 studies you referred to in your response to Judge

9 Morris' question.

10 A (WITNESS BURNS) I'm sorry, I don't think that

11 your preface -- Judge Morris and I, I think, were

12 exchanging hypothetical views on if we had additional

13 soney, what types of probabilistic work we would do.

14 Now, whether there has been deterministic work

15 done in tha same area, I don't think -- tha t doesn ' t

16 really have any relevance as far as I'm concerned, as

17 far as screening of those events.

18

19

20 .

21

22

23

24

25

O
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(]) 1 Q Excuse me for interrupting you. Have you, in

2 connection with performing the Shoreham PRA have you

3 reviewed say seismically-induced systems in teraction

O
4 studies performed by Stone and Webster or LILCO?

5 A (WITNESS BURNS) No.

6 0 In that discussion with Judge Morris, you also
,

7 mentioned hypothetically with more money you would do

8 more on spatial interactions. Do you recall that?

9 A (WITNESS BURNS) With much more money, yes.

10 Q Is that so me thing tha t would be accomplished

11 by more extensive walkdowns than were actually performed

12 in doing the Shoreham PRA?

13 A (WITNESS BURNS) I think that is one method.

14 I myself, I don't believe I could recommend a method. I

15 don 't believe there is today an adequate method that

16 could be performed effectively. I think that is what

17 the Staff is trying to do. They are trying to develop a

18 method that if there is in fact the spatial interactions

19 out there that we can't get our hands around, I think

20 that is the intent or one of the intents of their

21 systems interaction program. I certainly don't know of;

|
'

22 any method to do that today.

23 0 With respect a the things you discussed

() 24 hypothetically with Judge Morris, in your opinion,

25 hypothetically assuming you had more money, is it too

O
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() 1 late te do any of those, things that you listed with -

2 respect to Shoreham or could they be done?

3 .A (WITNESS BURNS) The plant will operate for a ,

4 very long time. I think the conclusion thus far is that

5 the plan t is, safe according tb any standard that we can

6 bring to bear on it.

7 Q Maybk my question. wasn 't clea r. Those things

8, could be done at Shoreha'n, couldn't they?

9 A (WITNESS BURNS) I'm sorry. Which things?
,

to 0 Ihe hypothetical things you discussed with

11 Judge Morris, assuming you had additional money. - '

12 A (WITNESS BURNS) Yes.

13 JUDGE MORRIS: Excuse me, Ms. Letsche.

14 Dr. Burns, I thought I tried to imply, but let

15 me ask you if it is your understanding in our dialogue

16 on this subject that 1 didn't ask you:what you would do

17 but what you would rjonsider. Was that your

18 understanding?

19 WITNESS BURNS: Yes, sir, that is what I

20 recall. .

21 JUDGE MOPRIS: Thank you.

22 . [ Counsel for Suffolk County conferring.)
-

23 JUDGE BRENNER: Phile Ms. Lritsche is

() 24 conferring, for your information, Mr. Ellis,,-she was

25 indeed correct that when f~-jumped in with r'espect to '

-

* /

C~'Y
'

\ ,

j -
''/ ,A

.

>
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() I that ATWS matter, it was during your questioning on

2 t ra ns crip t page 6007, so if I had ruled in your favor on

3 the basis of your objection tha t it could have been

4 asked during a previous questioning as a follow-up, that

5 would have been an erroneous ruling if I had based it on

6 that reassa.

7 The importance of the question, given the

8 witness's answer, is another matter. But I just wanted
.

9 to apprise you of that. My memory was faulty.

10 MB. ELLISa I understand. I think there is a

11 distinction between whether she should have asked it in

12 the first place and whether your question simply

13 triggered something that should have been triggered

14 before.

15 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes, but you didn't make that

16 distinction in your objection.

17 MR. ELLIS: I will remember it for next time.

18 HS. LETSCHEa Judge Brenner, I don't have any

19 further re:ross right now but I would like the

20 opportunity to review this document which we have just

21 received, this G.E. document, and I don't know that I am

22 going to have any questions on it but I might. And if I

23 do, I will let you know.

() 24 JUDGE BRENNER: You will let me know tomorrow

25 morning?

O
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() 1 MS. LETSCHE: Yes. I am saying I have

.2 concluded my recross but at this point I would like to

3 reserve the richt to have a chance to examine this
O

4 document and come back.

5 JUDGE BRENNER: Right. When you said you
.

6 would let me know, .you didn 't put it in a time frame,

7 ini I inferred from your tone of voice that you mean t

8 tomorrow morning, and I just wanted to ascertain whether

9 I was correct.

10 MS. LEISCHE: Yes, you are.

11 JUDGE BRENNER: Are there furthe'r questions by

12 the Staff?

13 MR. RAWSON: A few, Judge. Thank you.

14 RECROSS EXAMINATION

15 BY MR. RAWSON

16 Q Dr. Burns, in response to some questions

17 yesterday, you discussed five specific examples of

18 systems interactions, and you testified that certain of

19 those examples involved multiple failures'beyond the

20 design basis. One example included mention of the ADS

21 check valves. Do you recall that testimony generally?

22 A (WITNESS BURJS) Yes.

23 0 Do you know whether the Shoreham technical

(]) 24 specifications will require periodic testing of those

25 check valvas?
4

O
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(]) 1 A (WITNESS BURNS) Yes.

2 0 And yes, they do?.

3 A (.WIThESS BURNS) Yes, they do.

4 0 Do you know whether the need for such testing

5 was discerned through nonprobabilistic methods?

6 'A (WITNESS BURNS) Yes, I'm sure it was.

7 0 Another example that you discussed yesterday

8 included mention of pressure buildup and RCIC trip. Do

9 you recall that testimony generally?

10 A (WITNESS BURNS) Yes. -

11 0 Do you know whether the Shoreham emergency

12 operating procedures contain a cautionary statement that

13 a high dryvell pressure might cause tripping of the RCIC7

14 A (WITNESS BURNS) I'm not sure tha t the e---

15 plant-specific procedures exist. If they have, I have

16 not reviewed the latest copy of them. But I suspect

17 that that is the case. I have seen it in other

18 procedures.

19 0 Do you know whether the BWR Owners Group
.

20 operating. procedure guideline contained such a

21 cautionary statement?

22 A (WITNESS BURNS) Again, I don't recall. I

23 would have to review those.

() 24 0 Dr. Joksimovich, yesterday in response to some

25 questions from ae, you made a reference to certain

O
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() 1 methodologies being a brute force procedure. Dr. Burns

2 made a comment earlier today which suggested that Dr.

3 Okrent's reference -- that is what we were talking about T

4 at the time -- was in specific relation to the Diablo

5 Canyon walkdowns. Was Dr. Burns right in that

6 suggestion?

7 A (WITN ESS JOISIMOVICH) I was stating an ACRS

8 fellow memo to Dr. Okrent, not Dr. Okrent's memo.

9 0 I will amend my question , Dr. Jok simovich .

10 Was the reference which you made specifically in

11 relation to the Diablo Canyon walkdowns?

12 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) The memo that I

13 referred to was a generic type of a memo, but with

14 regard to brute force, the brute force portion of it,--I

15 think it refers to Diablo Canyon. But I could check

16 that. I have it in a pile of papers on the desk over

17 here.

18 0 The recollection you have given me is

19 sufficient, Dr. Joksimovich. Thank you.

Do you have before you a copy of the document20 -

21 that I distributed this morning, the letter from Dr.

22 Shewmon to Dr. Palladino?

23 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) Yes, I do.

| () 24 0 Have you ever seen this document before, D r.

25 Joksimovich?

}

,
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() 1 A ( WITNESS J0KSI50VICH) No, I haven't.

2 0 -Would you rafer, platse, to page 3 of the

3 document under number 4, and let me ask you some-

4 questions about a couple of the sentences in that

5 paragraph. The first sentence reads --

6 JUDGE BRENNER: Excuse me, Mr. Rawson. Maybe

7 he answered this, but if so, I missed it. Did you ask

8 him if he has read it since you gave it to him?

9 MR. RAWSON: I'm sorry, no, I didn't.

10 BY MR. RAWSON: -

11 Q Dr. Joksimovich, have you had a chance to

12 review this since I gave it to you this morning?

13 A (WIINESS J0KSIMOVICH) I haven't had a chance .

O
14 to review it because this is a very involved-subject,

15 but as it happens, this is one of my favorite subjects.

16 So I am quite familiar with the subject of safety goals,

17 and despite the f act that I had no time, I spent a few

18 minutes reading it and I think I understand it.

19 0 The first sentence of that number 4 on page 3

20 reads as followss "The large uncertainties inherent in-
;

21 PRA are well recognized and are acknowledged in a

22 proposed policy statement."

23 Let me ask you this, Dr. Joksimovich. In your,

() 24 opinion, are there large uncertainties inherent in PRA?

25 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) I voald like to point

O

,
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() 1 out to the. Board tha t this is a subject of safety goals

2 and the way the Commission has structured safety goals

. 3 in their proposal, which is in NUREG-0880, which is

4 titled " Safety Goals for Nuclear Power Plants, a

5 Discussion P aper," and this was published in February of

6 1982 for public comments, and the public comments were

7 invited, I believa, by something like May 18th, and the

8 ACRS letter is simply a response. I guess they are also

9 nenbers of tha public, and they have responded to this

10 request for comments. -

11 Now, in the structure of the safety goals, the

12 Commission chose to postulate two qualitative coals and

13 four numerical guidelines. Now, one qualitative goal .

O ~

14 which is very important is this.- Societal risks to lif e

15 and health from nuclear power plant accidents should be

16 as low as reasonably achievable and should be comparable

17 to or less than the risks of generating electricity by

18 viable competing technologies.

19 0 Dr. Joksimovich, I understand the context.

20 Now can yot enswer the specific question that I asked?-

21 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) I wasn't sure that you

22 did.

23 Q Can you answer my specific question?

() 24 A (WITNESS JOKSIMOVICH) I will, but I had to

25 put it in a context. This is a very involved subject.

O
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() 1 Now, this means, and you may recall tha t th ere was an

2 ACRS recomnenistion on the safety goals, which was in

3 NUREG-0739, and as a basis for the ACRS recommendation,
)

4 they compared nuclear power plants with coal-fired

5 plants.

6 MR. RAWSON: Judge Brenner, excuse me. May I

7 have the witness directed to answer the direct

8 question? I think we are all understanding the context

9 in which he would like to put that. He can certainly

10 explain his answer, but I think I am entitled to an

11 answer.

12 JUDGE BRENNERs I agree. Let's get an answer

13 first, and then if you need to add an explana. tion, we

O 14 can do that after. --

15 Why don't you restate the question?

16 BY MR. RAWSON: (Resuming)

17 0 In your opinion, Dr. Joksimovich, are there

18 large uncertaintias inherent in PRA?

19 ER. ELLISs I object to the question on the

20 ground thst it is ill-defined just by using the term

21 "large," and also I object to the question on the ground

22 that it could have been asked before without the letter.

23 JUDGE BRENNER: As to your last ground, I

() 24 think if you are right, it is my fault for preventing,

25 in effect, Mr. Rawson from going too far without the

O
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2 the witness "but I don't know what you are talking

3 about." So I will deny that portion. You are also tooq
NJ

4 late. We tre just repeating the question at this point,

5 and I don't think the question is ill-defined.

6 WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH The ACRS is responding

7 to the subject of uncertainties inherent in PRA, and PRA

8 is not restricted to nuclea r power plants. PRA is a

9 discipline which we use to assess chemical plants,

10 coal-fired plants, et cetera, et cetera. And they are

11 taking this in the whole perspective. Although we know

12 much more about nuclear power plants than we do know

13 about coal, the subject is much broader than you think

O ,

14 it is. - - -

15 Now, if you think tha t this is only applied to

16 nuclear power plants, then I think that what ACRS has in

17 mind is the subject of some of the external events that

18 ve have discussed previously in these proceedings where

19 the uncertainties are large for the simple fact that our

20 knowledge is far from perfect and this reflects the

21 imprecise knowledge.

22 BY MR. RAWSON: (Resuming)

23 Q Do you slso sgree that those large

O 24 uacerteiatte= ere ett-recooatzeat

25 A (WITNESS JOKSIMOVICH) The large uncertainties

O
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() 1 are recognized in, for instance, characterizing the

2 frequency over a major earthquake, let's say, in

3 California on, I don't know, 8.-something on the Richter

4 Scale.

o 0 Dr. Joksimovich, let me read the second

6 sentence, and let me ask you whether you agree with that

7 sentence. "These uncertainties make the use of PRA in

8 decision making (which occurs already within the NRC)

9 subject to large differences in the results obtained by

10 dif ferent groups of analysts for the same accident
.

11 scenario."

12 Do you agree with that sentence, sir?

13 A (WITNESS JOKSIMOV.ICH) I think there is an

O ~

14 element of truth. I am not familiar with the concern

15 which this sentence summarize.

16 Q Let me read you the third sentence and ask you

17 whether you agree with that. "These uncertainties also

18 permit abuse of the methodology to obtain a result which;

|
19 supports a predetermined position by selected choice of

20 data and assumptions."

21 Do you agree with that sentence, Dr.

I 22 Joksimovich?

| 23 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) Not en tirely. I know

() 24 the subject very well because I discussed it with Dr.

'
25 Okrent on several occasions, and I don' t think this is a

O
:
1
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() 1 subject of uncertainties, but there are a number of

2 examples wnere the methodology has been abused by people

3 simply because they didn't have the right skill, and the

4 right skill is a prerequisite for doing a competent PRA

5 lite the Shoreham PRA, but not the uncertainties.

6 Q Dr. Joksimovich, you discussed earlier today a

7 German PRA done at Biblis B, and you mentioned, I

8 recall, approximately 30 changes which had been made at

9 Biblis B as a result of the PRA,there. You said some

- 10 related to safety. Can you tell me how many of those 30

11 were related to safety as opposed to the other reasons

12 tha t you gave?

13 A (WIINESS. J0KSIMOVICH) I can only hazard a

14-- g ue ss , the reason being tha t the utility that I had the

15 pleasure of meeting with considers that information as

16 proprietary. They have made their decisions using their

17 standards, and they don 't have any Freedom of

I 18 Information Act in Germany, so their decisions are
I

19 entirely proprietary, so I can only make a wild guess.

| 20 MR. RAWSON: I am satisfied with the answer,

21 Judge. I don 't think we need to get into wild guesses.

22 Those see all the questions I have. Thank you.

23 JUDGE BRE:iNER: Mr. Ellis.

() 24 MR. ELLIS: Judge Brenner, I just have a very

25 few questions, but I might have even fewer if I could

)
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2 JUDGE BRENNER: Certainly I will allow you
r

3 that, but give us a moment before we break.
,
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j 2 JUD';E BREN NES : All right. We will take a
j

3 five-minute break, or slightly over five, until quarter'

4 after.

5 (Recess.)3
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(]) 1 JUDGE BRENNER: Back on th e record.

2 Mr. Ellis?

3 MR. ELLIS Thank you. Judge Brenner, my

4 first question may be repeating. We couldn't verify
i

5 whether it was done, but I will try. I

6 FURTHER REDIRECT EXAMINATION ;
:

7 BY MR. ELLIS4

8 0 Dr. Burns, would you look at pag'e 41 of the

9 Staff's testimony. Do you see the sentence there that

to begins, "This option is consistent with a view of the

11 performance of systems interactions dependency analyses,

12 and so forth"?

13 A (WITNESS BURNS) Yes, sir..

14 0 I believe this was covered, but I just wanted

15 to be sure, in your colloquy with Judge Morris and Judge

16 Jordan. Is systems interactions dependency analysis

17 part of the Shoreham PRA?

18 A (WITNESS BURNS) Yes, it is.

19 0 All righ t.

20 Dr. Joksimovich, you were asked some questions

21 by Mr. Rawson concerning the statement in the memorandum
|

22 dsted June 9, 1982, about potential abuses of

23 methodology that I think you said might be related -- o r

() 24 abuses of methodology.

25 Is one of the purposes of the review or peer

;

1
I

e
ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S W., WASHINGTON, D C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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() 1 review committee to ensure that the methodology is not

2 abused?

3 A (WIINESS J0KSIMOVICH) That is correct, and I

4 can read those, the statement in this letter which says,

5 ACRS says, "We believe that the Consission needs to

6 conside r wha t the requirements" --

7 JUDGE BRENNER: What page? I'm sorry.

8 WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH: ft's page 3, the same

9 page, the same paragraph. And if I may quote: "We *

10 believe that the Commission needs to consider what

11 requirements it should develop with regard to depth and

12 the independence of peer review for both risk analysis

13 conducted by licensees and those performed by or for theo

O 14 NRC Staff."

15 And I think that is an extremely good

16 recommendation on behalf of the ACRS, and LILCO has

17 already done that by hiring us.

18 BY MR. ELLIS: (Resuming)

19 Q I think you also indicated tha t abuses might

20 be related to the skill of the person conducting the

21 PRA. Have you had occasion to make any assessment of
|

22 the skill of Dr. Burns and SAI in doing this?

23 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) Yes, I have. I have

/Ni

i () 24 been always impressed with our competitors'

25 qualifications, and I have in my testimony stated that

| ("h
s/

'
.

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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O ' snoren Par ia the arert tor = 1 up to the = tete or the

2 art.

3 0 Dr. Joksimovich, look if you would, please, a t

4 the first page of the June 9, 1982, memorandum.

5 JUDGE BRENNER: Mr. Ellis, since you are still

6 with the memorandum. I was going to do this at the

7 end. Maybe I should mention it now. Is the Staff going

8 to make it an exhibit fo'r identification? Maybe we
.

9 should have done that initially. *

10 MR. RAWSON: Yes, Judge, we would be happy to

11 do that.

12 JUDGE BRENNER: That will be Staff Exhibit 3

13 for identification.

14 (The document referred to

15 was marked Staff Exhibit

16 No. 3 for

17 identification.)

18 JUDGE BRENNER: That is just for

19 identification, but I'm considering whether we should

20 bind it in, not receiving it into evidence but just so

21 tnat we would have it in the record conveniently in case

22 there are views as to context or out of con text later.

23 Does anybody have any objection to that as a handy

O 24 mechentem2

25 MR. ELLIS: I have some concerns about the

O
.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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Q 1 memorandum.

2 JUDGE BRENNER: No, I'm not receiving it into

3 evidence. I know it is not a very clear procedure, so I

4 understand your uncertainty. I only want to bind it in

5 so I don't lose it. But by tha t action -- a nd I'm

6 emphasizing that again here, that as of this point it is

7 only marked for identification, and the cover page of

8 the transcript *will indicate tha t also.
*

.

9 So we will do that.' *

10 (The docunent referred to, the June 9, 1982,

11 memoranium, marked for identification as Staff Exhibit

12 No. 3, followss)

13

O ,,

15
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,

Dear Dr. Palladino:

SUBJECT: COMMENTS ON PROPOSED POLICY STATEMENT ON SAFETY GOALS FOR NUCLEAR
POWER PLANTS (NUREG-0880, A DISCUSSION PAPER)

We commend the Commission and the NRC Staif for their efforts to develop
safety goals for nuclear power plants. However, we believe that the safety
goals as described in the Proposed Policy Statement represent only a step
in the process. We believe that the matter of how the proposed policy
statement is to be implemented is so important that the Commission should
not take final action on adopting a policy statement on safety goals until

~

there has been ample time ,for evaluation and agreement on the implementa-
tion plan. *

*
C,. We note that the policy statement proposes a set of qualitative safety

goal s . Although much of the discussion of safety goals has focused on the
desirability of trying to develop quantitative goals, we believe the pro-
posed qualitative goals are a useful statement of the position of the
Commission on the risk to which it believes it would be acceptable for the

The numericalpublic to be exposed by accidents in nuclear power plants.
guideline 1 provide the public additional explanation of what the Commission
means by the qualitative goals.

However, we believe it is important that explicit usable quantitative goals
be provided for the industry and the NRC Staff as a guide for meeting the
qualitative goals expressed to the public, including guidance on how to deal

for thewith issues involving large uncertainties. We are convinced that,
present, a clear distinction should be made between the two sets of goals,
although they should be generally consistent. If Probabilistic Risk Assess-

(PRA) were sufficiently developed, the two objectives might be met byment We do not believe PRA is suf-the same statement or the same set of goals. For this reason, quanti-ficiently developed at this time for that purpose.
tative goals for the use of the NRC Staff and the industry may have to be
more lim (ted in scope than those suggested by the numerical guidelines ino We recommend that the numerical guidelines be design-C the policy statement.
oriented.* For example, numerical specifications on required reliability of
core cooling and of containment function may be an appropriate starting
point. In some cases guidance will also be needed on the influence of site
population differences.

_

6/9..To OPE for Appropriate Action...Cpys to: RF..EDO,. Docket. 82-0608
__

6

.
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A principal dif ficulty facing the development and implementation of a more
quantitative approach to nuclear power plant safety lies in the large un-
certainties inherent in many aspects of PRA. This f act lends support to

Q those who advocate a go-slow attitude to the adoption of a quantitative
approach On the other hand, decisions have to be made; properly used, PRA
may help,in improving them. Furthermore, despite the absence of a quanti-
tative NRC safety policy, the NRC staf f and the industry are applying PRA
methods to decision-making in an increasing number of safety issues with.

the aid of ad hoc quantitative safety criteria and with a widely varying
degree of quality and credibility in the PRA analyses being utilized. We

believe that the Commission needs to provide a proper balance between the
conflicting opinions on whether or not to go slowly, and to assure that the
necessary control and guidance exists for the current and future use of
PRA.

In what follows , we make several general comments on this subject and
then respond to the four questions raised in the Commission's proposed
policy statement.

GENERAL COMMENTS

1. We believe that, rather than exclude sabotage from any consideration
of the dsk from accidents in nuclear power plants, the NRC should adopt a

O position resembling the following:

Partly because of the great difficulty in quantifying the risk
arising from sabotage and especially because the measures in-
cluded to prevent or minimize the chance of a serious accident
due to sabotage are best not discussed in public, the NRC will
nottinclude an evaluation of the risk from sabotage in any analy-
sis, intended to provide a quantitative estimate of the risk
from accidents in light water nuclear power plants. However,
the NRC intends to assure that the contribution to risk which
arises from sabotage is compatible with its overall safety goals
and will develop consistent design and operational requirements.

2. The draf t statement appears not to distinguish between plants in op-
eration or under construction (" Existing Plants") and plants yet to be
designed. We believe that one can and should consider distinguishing
between such plants in the requirements applied to both siting and design.
For example, probabilistic risk assessment of some existing plants may
yield computed core melt frequencies larger than would be deemed accept-
able for plants yet to be designed. Such a result should not be unanti-

pd cipated 'and an approach for dealing with it should be addressed in the
policy statement and the Staf f implementation plan.

.. .. . .
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.

3. Numerical guidelines on individual risk should address the risk to
the individuals subject to the largest risk of exposure. However, for

operational convenience it may be acceptable to express such a guide-
[]

line in terms of the average risk to an assumed biologically average
individual , living within one mile from the site boundary, if it can be
assumed t' hat there would not be significant variations in risk to such
individuals over this region and that the risk would be less at distances
greater than a mile..

The use of a quantitative guideline for individual risk of early death of
0.1% of the risk of accidental death from all causes (with a similar
guideline for latent cancer) provides a useful way of placing the risk in
perspective; however, it may lead to risk limits which are more stringent
than necessary if they are to be met with a reasonable degree of assurance.

As proposed in the policy statement, the provisional numerical risk guide-
lines permit nuclear power plants in more densely populated areas to impose
greater total societal risks than those in less populated areas. Further-
more, the proposed quantitative societal guideline provides no incentive
for the use of less populated sites, other things being equal.

We recommend that the societal risk guideline as proposed in the policy
statement' be replaced by one that places a numerical limit on the statis-

O tical health ef fects per 1000 MWe reactor year (or some similar unit). The
policy statement should also point out the protection to society that is
inplicit in the numerical guidelines for risk to the individuals with the
greatest risk of exposure.

~

4. The large uncertainties inherent in PRA are well recognized and are
acknowl ectged in the proposed policy statement. These uncertainties make
the use ,0f PRA in decision-making (which occurs already within the NRC)
subject to large differences in the results obtained by different groups

, of analysts for the same accident scenario. These uncertainties also
|

permit abuse of the methodology to obtain a result which supports a prede-We believetermined position by selective choice of data and assumptions.
that the Commission needs to consider what requirements it should develop
with regard to depth and independence of peer review, for both risk analy-

|
|

ses conducted by licensees and those performed by or for the NRC Staff.
!

5. We agree that it is appropriate at this time to consider the risk
posed by nuclear power plant accidents separately from that posed by other
parts of the fuel cycle. However, because of the interest that exists
in the rest of the fuel cycle, and because comparisons with other fuel

pd cycles will be made in the choice of methods for energy generation, we
conclude, that the statement shoul d either indicate that the risk of the
rest of the cycle is small or that it will be addressed later.

|

- |
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6. We have not had the benefit of seeing an NRC Staf f plan for implemen-
tation of the proposed qualitative safety goals and numerical guidelines.
When the Staf f plan is available for review, we will provide further

O comments,to the Commission.
V

Response'to Commission Questions

Question 1: Should the benefit side of the tradeof fs include, in addition
'

to the mortality risk reduction benefits, the economic benefit of reduc-
ing the risk of economic loss due to plant damage and contamination out-
side the plant?

Response to Question 1: The proposed benefit-cost guideline of $1000 per
man-rem averted out to fif ty miles from nuclear power plant accidents places
a larger value on averting premature death than is generally used by the
Department of Transportation or other federal agencies where this attribute
is explicitly discussed. However, genetic effects are not included, nor are
psychological effects on health, and these might be considerable. Also , the
man-rem incurred at distances greater than fifty miles are likely to be com-
parable to or 9.i:ater than the portion within 50 miles. Further studies
should be made to provide better quantitative insight into the benefit to be
attributed to a reduction in health effects.

L

p Economic loss due to plant damage and to contamination outside the plant
v would be as real a loss to society as direct health effects. We therefore

recommend that the AL ARA criterion include benefits f rom reduction of
offsite and onsite economic losses.

.

Section IV. Implementation, of the proposed policy statement, indicates that
the ALAR $ benefit-cost guideline may be used as one consideration in back-
fitting plants previously approved for construction or operation. It is not
specifically stated that the ALARA criterion would also apply in the design
of new plants for the evaluation of possible cost-effective features which
could reduce risk to levels significantly below the quantitative guidelines.
We believe that the Commission should state that the ALARA criterion is also
intended to apply in this way for new plants.

Question 2: Should there be added a numerical guideline on availability
of containment function, given a large-scale core melt?

Response to Question 2: Yes, but the approach which should be taken to
address this issue is probably dif ferent for plants yet to be designed than
for plants already approved for construction or operation, i.e., existing

a plants. - Except for some NTCP plants and the proposed Floating Nuclear
V Plant, the plant containment designs do not explicitly include consideration

of measures to cope with or mitigate the consequences of accidents involving
large-scale core melt.
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for plants already approved for construction or operation, the containment
capability could be assessed as part of a plant-specific assessment for each
plant. This study would include the merits, costs, and disadvantages of
possible improvements in the capability of the existing containment to copep

V with or limit the consequences of core melt accidents. Following these
studies, the NRC would make decisions on a case-by-case basis in the light
of the safety policy it eventually adopts, plus other relevant factors.

For plants yet to be designed, it may be practical to set containment per-*

formance standards for accidents leading to large-scale core melt, but not
automatically involving a direct loss of containment integrity by means, for
example, of a large missile. Assuming that the frequency of core melt acci-
dents that are directly coupled with an early loss of containment integrity
is and must be kept very low, recent studies indicate that it is practical
to establish stringent performance requirements on containment capability
for other core melt accidents. We believe that additional study is needed

before numerical guidelines are set for the containment performance of future
plants.

Question 3a: What further guidance, if any, should be given for' decisions
Eder uncertainty?

Response,to Question 3a: It is to be expected that large uncertainties
idll remain a continuing aspect of probabilistic risk assessment. >

Without fairly detailed agreement on how calculations are to be made, in-
cluding how uncertainties are to be incorporated and indicated, numerical
guidelines will be lacking in operational significance. Thus, specifica-
tions on uncertainty are an essential part of the numerical guidelines.

*

These guidelines should include consideration both of the design and opera-
tional stages. That is, methods need to be specified for calculating the
expected behavior at the design stage, and methods must also be developed
for determining whether operating plants are meeting the guidelines.

However, there exists a conflict between a desire to provide sufficiently
prescriptive rules on how to conduct a PRA so that it can more readily be
reviewed and evaluated, and the acknowledged state of immaturity of methods
development and lack of adequate data. It may be possible to obtain an
apparent conformity of results by means of a fictitious reduction in uncer-
tainty by the use of prescriptive rules; the ACRS does not recommend such an
approach.

O :

.
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The Commission should direct the NRC Staf f to include an assessment of
uncertainties in all PRA results and should prnvide broad guidance on how
to judge and proceed, both when the uncertainties seem fairly well defined
and when the most plausible result is that it is very difficult to define

meaningfu) uncertainties.

Question 3b: What further guidance, if any, should be given on resolution
of possible conflicts among quantitative aspects of some issues?,

Response to Question 3b: The specifications for implementation of the
policy statement must include enough detail on the decision-making process
that it can be used. If, as is proposed, licensing decisions will con-
tinue to be based on existing regulations initially, a start toward the
process might be made by emphasizing a few key systems on which it might
be possible to reach a consensus with a minimum of controversy. Thus, for
example, one might select systems such as:

(1) The Reactor Protection System or subsets thereof,

(2) The Decay Heat P,emoval System or subsets thereof,

(3) "The Electrical Systems, AC (both of fsite and emergency onsite)
Fand DC, and

O (4) Containment systems.

It will be relevant to embed such analyses within an understanding of the
total plant. Experience in dealing with these topics in detail may suggest
a more general approach to the overall problem.

We suggest that, on a concurrent basis, the NRC Staff undertake the evalu-
ation of non-binding, global PRAs for specific plants, employing a process
which has the benefit of all the independent reviews and decision-making

.

steps one would employ if the process were subject to challenge in the
| courts.

Question 3c: What approach should be used with respect to accident initi-
ators which are difficult to quanti fy, such as seismic events, sabotage,

,

multiple human errors, and design errors?'

Response to Question 3c: The approach for dealing with risk contributors
sTo~uld depend upon the context of the particular regulatory decision. The
Commission intention should be that the goals have been met when all accident
initiator.s have been accounted for. However, some factors influencing risk, !

pJ such as sabotage and management organization, are not likely to be quantified
satisfactorily. Others are difficult to quantify, and large uncertainties
are associated with their contribution to risk. The implementation plan for
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the safety goals should address all of these contributors to risk to ensure
that decisions are consistent with the safety goals. Those factors which
cannot at present be treated adequately by PRA methods should be treated by

) N other means,'

(d
Question 3d: Should there be definition of the numerical guidelines in terms
of median, mean, 90 percent confidence, etc.? If so, what should be the
terms?

,

Response to Question 3d: The answer to this question is inseparable from the
question of how uncertainties should be incorporated into the analysis and
decisions in general. The mean value of a risk distribution appears to be
the most meaningful parameter for comparison with the numerical guidelines.

'

However, it is important to provi,de an accurate representation of all the
uncertainties, both random and systematic, which enter into the analysis.
Where subjective opinion is a principal factor in the quantification process,
the dependence of the results on the particular choice of input parameters or
analytical approach should be carefully documented with the help of sensitiv-
ity analysis,

if the systematic or random uncertainties are so large or so poorly known as
to make it difficult to define a meaningful mean value, that state of af-
fairs should also be documented. When uncertainties are large, so-called

~'N best estimate values may not have any real meaning, and heavy reliance(d should not be placed on a direct comparison of the PRA results to quantita-
tive guidelines or goals.

Question 3e: Snould the Staff action plan include further specification ,

of a process which will lend credibility to the use of quantitative guide-
lines and methodology? If so, what should be the principal bases and ele-
ments of such guidance?

Response to Question 3e: A clearly stated safety philosophy and an implemen-
tation plan that is balanced and that allows for expected contingencies is
important. In view of the anticipated large uncertainties and considerable
differences in the results provided by differing groups, applicability and
usefulness will depend on the ability to obtain a process that yields reason-
able decisions and is perceived by all parties concerned, including the
public, to be fair.

Question 3f: On what basis should the numericel guidelines be applied to
protection of individuals? Should they be applied to the individual at
greatest risk, or should they be used in terms of an average risk limit over
a region, near the plant? Any comments or suggestions pertaining to thep\ present discussion of this topic (or other specifics) would be welcome.

Response to Question 3f: This is discussed in general comment No. 3.

|
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_0uestion _ _4_:
Should there be specific provision for " risk aversion"? If so,

what quantitative or other specific provision should be nade?

Pesponse +.0 Question 4: The proposed safety goal policy statement not only~

Toes not ~ include any element of risk aversion, in its curr'ent form it per-
mits a reactor located in a region of relatively higher population density
to impose greater societal risks than a reactor at a remote site. Hence,
the proposed safety policy provides a kind of disincentive to the use of
relatively less populated sites. The proposed safety policy also provides*

no incentive to consider sites of fering less likelihood of seriously af-
fecting a major societal resource, such as an important aquifer or estuary.

We believe that society is risk averse at least to the extent that it pre-
fers not to introduce the potential for very large accidents for activities
other than those essential to society. Where such activities are needed,

society wants additional assurance that the safety design has been well
conceived and executed and that as far as practical the best available
technology is used.

We suggest that the NRC adopt a safety policy that explicitly includes
measures intended to reduce the likelihood of large accidents. Such a
policy might read as follows:

n All practical measures should be taken to reduce the likelihood*

V of an accident that can seriously degrade the reactor core.

Containment capability should be provided, as far as practical,*

for a wide spectrum of severe accidents.

Emergency plans should be caref ully prepared and developed.*

Sites for new nuclear power plants should be selected so as not*

to impose an unnecessary risk to people or important resources.

Additional comments by members M. Bender and H. W. Lewis are presented
below.

Si ncerely ,

\. %
P. Shewmon
Chai rman

,

- - - - - - - - - - -
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Additional Connents by ACRS Member M. Bender

The general approach described in NUREG-0880 is of considerable value as a
O stetement or vriacinies # sed to 9eide re9eletory noiicy ead imniemeetetion

actions; however, the numerical values in the policy statement have ques-
tionable meaning arp are of use mainly as a basis for discussion. The pro-
posed value of 10~ core melts per reactor year is unsistent with various
probabilistic risk assessment studies that have been performed including the

~

-

reactor safety study, WASH-1400, and the recent work on the Zion and Indian
Point pl a nts . The definition of core melt remains unclear. However, if we

interpret the meaning to be an event that can be contained by the types of
containments being provided for already licensed plants and those proposed
for construction permits up to now, I believe that the public safety risk as
measured by the potential for prompt fatalities in accidents of this type
and the potential for cancer-causing effects is acceptable with the proviso
that the designs do perform as intended for the purpose of controlling and
containing the pos tul ated accidents. Events comparable to and with more
severe consequences than the TMI-2 event would fit within this definition.
The policy should state whether existing plants can meet the proposed goals.

The ALARA principle included in the policy statement is difficult to inter-

regulatory,needs work on implementation approaches bef ore being given apret and
trial. If it is intended to show the benefit from reduction ofsj low level radiation effects from serious accidents, its benefits should be

measured by realistic values rather than upper bound estimates of radiation
ef fects and probably should relate to background radiation levels and
exposure from other radiation sources. Furthermore, specially engineered
features to satisfy ALARA principles should be considered in the. context of
need probability. This approach would be very difficult to apply, and'l do
not belidve that public safety would be enhanced by its inclusion in the
safety goal policy. It is not analogous to the 10 CFR 50 Appendix 1 appli-
cation which is claimed to provide precedent.

The numerical values concerning cancer-related risk in the policy statement
,

have an unclear meaning. If they apply only to the small number of people!

|
tethered within the one-mile exclusion boundary whose risk exposure is

j expected to be only 0.1% of those risks leading to cancer-caused death then
the actual consequential death effects would be unmeasurably low. Thus, the

|
basis would be only useful for abstract discussions. If, on the other hand,,

the intent is to interpret the value as permitting nuclear plants to contri-
| bute 0.1% of cancer-caused deaths to the population within a 50-mile radius,

then it would be unacceptably high. The intent of the numerical goal, if
used, should be to indicate the degree to which nuclear plants contribute to

.

O cancer-related mortality rates and the computational application of the:
i numerical. value should be illustrated.
i

i

!

| ~

l l
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' Honorable funzio J. Palladino - 10 - June 9, 1982
,

Additional Conments by ACR$ Member M. Bender (Cont'd)

_
The public mortality and human health damage ef fects actually experienced'

[]
f roTi commercial nuclear power plants are so low that they are not measurable
and cannot be related to human health and mortality statistics. All studies'

by statistical experts in human health effects indicate that, if there are
nuclear pl a..t radiation-caused cancer mortality ef fects, they are totally
masked by other causes of cancer which are directly correlatable with human
health statistics. fio identifiable catastrophe would uniquely affect mor-,

tality rates within the one-mile exclusion boundary and the plant operat-
ing staf f would in catastrophies represent a more important public safety
matter numerically. The nature of the contribution of nuclear power plant
radiation to cancer-related health ef f ects should be clearly set forth in
the safety goal policy statement, since it has such an important bearing on
regulatory f unctions.

In the discussion of the plant performance guidelines the policy statement
acknowledges the desirability of consequence mitigation for more serious
core-melt accidents but f ails to indicate the type of mitigation intended by
the policy. There is a need to emphasize siting, emergency planning, and
containment as major perf ormance considerations. liowever, the intent of

the policy concerning mitigation against the consequences of containment
melt thr0 ugh, containment overpressure, and hydrogen combustion effects is

(_l rot cdcressed. The policy should allow for consideration of these matters
as requirements evohe. Probabilistic circumstances will have an inportant
bearing on the value of nitigative features and a method of weighing costs
ar.d benefits probabilistically is needed.

The policy statement acknowledges the importance of sabotage, seismic
events, and engineering and operating mistakes as matters needing considera-
tion in the policy. These matters have to be controlled by regulatory
functions implemented in a manner consistent with policy objectives. The
policy statement should acknowl edge the need for regulatory treatment of
these matters if the goals are to be attained, but it should avoid claims
that may not be demonstrable or even attainable. The policy should state
clearly that licensed installations must have reserve capabilit', that
n;akes them tolerant of unintended mishaps arising from these uncertainties,
it should also include a statement concerning surveillance, testing,
review, and correction (including backfits) covered by regulatory functions
inter.ded to monitor problem areas related to these and other issues. The

obligations of the regul ated industry, the f4RC , and other governmental
agencies should all be identi fi ed. The policy could, however, point out
that these risk control considerations also apply to other public struct-
ures, processes, and f acilities and that nuclear plants are already requiredp to be more vigilant concerning such natters than are other vulnerablei
facilities such as water supplies, public buildings, arsenals, and public
gathering places of equivalent er greater public safety importance.

- - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _
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Honorable Nunno J. Palladino - 11 - June 9, 1982.

) Additional Commer.ts by ACRS Member M. Bender (Cont'd)
i

The policy statement should acknowl edge the importance cf public water,.

O food supplies, public housing, and capital facilities that provide jobs as
consideration in the goals policy statement coveringf actors ,dcserving

siting. As a practical matter, however, new considerations can be addressed
only for plants not yet considered for licensing. '''

,

There would be ghat value'in a safety goals policy that' is easily under-.

stood by the public and that can be related to regy,later i ii

Showing that the goals lead to improved.ac.tp in failure tLeyMs,y act v t es.Operator com-
'

petence and plant re(iability would have meaning and ac('bcplishmen+s wusld s

'jhe- roles hf the NRC, the regulated industry and other in % ' ,
be measurable.
volved governmentai add pr19ath,,jgen'cie;s should be clearty~ stated. " To be
useful and usable, the polic.pshould fGcus on these mattefs. -

- . , ,

, ~

7 | ::. '
Additional Comments by ACRS @mber W. W. f.ewis

' ', .

_

. .$;

To begin with, I have to record ~that" I do not endorse a nua.ber of points in
However, I would likr to join in commending;t.% Commission forthis letter.

having taken a step in the directiorof defining its position on "how safr
is safe enough." In the,cild,' the public , the' Congress, and the Staf f Sill

O se" erit there87- "o ever. 1"e=.e is so meca Poteetsei ror 4sese aed 4soa-
derstanding in the goals a) 'st'at ed in NUREG-0880 that it is absolutcly
essential that a measur ed and th' ugntful implementabion plan b9 part of theo

One
package before useful ' comments can ,be made on the goalg ' themseles.

only how they are' intended to be used,' but how they can be .must know not
misused, it would be ar unfortunaie and serious error to promulgate goals
before the:;e matters have beca well 'scrutbed. I personally Delieve that PRA
should not be port of a licensing package, -- that .is, that licensing should
remain deterministic -- but that the regulations should be based upon care-
ful threat analyMs, increasingly using PPA. .PRA is not yet mature enoughincreased internalto. be debated in licensing hearings or in, the ccurts.
use, however, will be bengficial''L'o both, reactor safety and to PRA.

Tu proposed goal s illustrate (by failure) how difficult it is to decide
"ho.w safe is safe enough." An ideal society presumably makes social choices
by comnaring overall social cost (including risk) against overall social
benefit (in this case, clean, cheap electricity). Howe - the NRC is

ideal, and it is charged with assessW .ne of the
neither a r.ociety nor inus we findbenefits of nuclear power, and only one of the costs -- risk.

the proposed goals stated in ter[m of other accident . threats (half of these4
: |Q

--

,

~
s.

~ f.

.#
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e
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~ ' Honorable Nunzio J. Palladino - 12 - June 9,1982
.

Additional Comments by ACRS Member H. W. Lewis (Cont'd)

are automobile accidents -- what has that to do with nuclear power? -- why
~

not use measles?) or the risks associated with other means of making elec-
tricity (ignoring other elements of comparison -- must nuclear electricity
be as safe as electricity made from a hypothetical fuel that is safe but
produces epidemics of hives?). I believe that a safety goal should be an-

arbitrary expression of the NRC's assessment of a reasonable risk (overall
risk) contribution to the societal cost of nuclear power. The body politic
can then, taking into account the other factors, decide whether it is too
high or too low, it would be used and developed internally to meet the
overall objective -- the comparison with irrelevant things like automobile
accidents and cigarette-induced cancer would not be part of the package,
though they could, of course, be used for public education. Internally,

there would, of course, have to be a great deal of PRA on elements of
the plant, for the purpose of risk allocation through the regulatory pro-
cess. At that level, flexible subgoals might be appropriate.

Given that general comment, there are just a few specifics about the pro-
posal, that must be mentioned if the argument for delay does not prevail.
These are by no means inclusive, but are again meant to demonstrate that

/~; there is still plenty of work to be done, and more can be added to the
V list.

First, the "most exposed individual". As I read the criterion, there is a

positive incentive, in the event of an accident, to spread the radioactive
'

effluent over as many people as possible, if by so doing one can reduce the
naximum exposure to any single individual. I'm not convinced it is wise to
provide that incentive, and believe that it is a serious mistake to open the
door to' risk manipulation that is inherent in this concept. I would prefer
to ai.n at the greatest social good, and to make special provisions for the
most exposed few.

Next, " risk aversion". It is true that large accidents attract public and
press attention, but I see in that little reason for the NRC to be concerned
with anything but overall risk to the public, unless it is demonstrated
that large accidents do disproportionate damage. For example, if a mete-
orite were heading toward a town in which it would kill 100 people, should'

we break it up into fragments that kill 1000 people, but scattered across
the country? I think not, but that is what " risk aversion" is all about.
It is possible to think of arguments for the concentration of risk.

O rineiiy. AtARA. which is the oniy niece in whica doiiers enveer. I find it

odd that the same value is placed on a man-rem (in current dollars) as was
the case when 10 CFR 50, Appendix 1 was issued some years ago. Has life
cheapened at just the inflation rate, or has our increased understanding of

1

,_ _ _ .
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'' Honorable Nunzio J. Palladino - 13 - June 9,1982
'

.

> .

Additional Comments by ACRS Member H. W. Lewis (Cont'd)

the effects of low levels of radiation made it more benign at just the
O infiatioa reter or is it possidie .tnat it eiwers wes ea erbitrary nem8ert

If so, why continue? Regardless of the number (which could, of course, be
rationally derived, and have a cost-of-living adjustment), I believe the
concept of ALARA is flawed, and that it is neither necessary nor appropriate
if a well-considered overall quantitative safety goal is in place, and if a

.

combination of PRA and expertise is in place to support that goal.

All of the above may be construed as a go-slowly-and-carefully recommenda-
tion, which includes proceeding apace with the internal use of PRA.

O

.

O i
i

,

'
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(]) 1 BY MR. ELLIS: (Resuming)

2 0 Dr. Joksimovich, I think you testified in

3 response to Mr. Rawson's questions that this was a

4 memorandum on safety goals; is that correct?

5 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) That is correct. It

6 responds to a request for public comments from the

7 Commission.

8 Q It is not a systems interactions memorandum,
.

9 is it? *

10 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) I would say it has

11 nothing to do with it.

12 0 Well then, if you would look down, please, at

13 the first page, you will see the sentence that reads:

14 "We do not believe PRA is sufficiently developed at this

15 tim e for tha t purpose."- Do you see that?

16 A (WIINESS J0KSIMOVICH) Yes, and that is a very

17 good sta tement in the context that I was trying to make,

18 the PRA being a tool for assessing risk from all sorts

19 of sources of generating electricity.

20 Q The term " purpose" there does not refer to

21 systems interactions, does it?

22 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) I don't think that it

23 does.

()i 24 0 If it did would you agree with it?

25 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) No, I definitely

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,6NC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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() 1 wocidn't. And as a matter of fact, I would like to go
1

2 on and quote the other statement, which .T think is

- 3 extremely supportive of my enthusiasm for PRA. ACRS

4 says:

5 "We recommend thst the numerical guidelines be

6 design-oriented. For example, numerical specifications

! 7 on required reliability of core cooling and of

'8 containment function may be an appropriate starting

9 point. In some cases; guidance will also be needed on

10 the influence of site population differences."

11 MR. ELLIS: Thank you. We have no further

12 que stion s.

13 JUDGE BRENNER: Ms. Letsche, do you have

14 anything based upon the last round?

15 MS. LETSCHE: No, Judge Brenner. I still will

|
16 tell you tomorrow morning about the GE document.

!

| 17 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes. I wasn't including

18 thst.

19 Does the Staff have anything based upon the

20 redirect?

21 MR. RAWSON: No, sir, thank you.

|
22 JUDGE MORRIS: The Board always has the last

! 23 word.
|

(') 24 (Laughter.)

25 BOARD EXAMINATION

'

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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O ' er 3co e "oaats:

2 0 Dr. Joksimovich, I'm having a context p ro blem

3 also of having had your attention focused on paragraph 4

4 ca page 3 of the June 9 ACRS letter, you are much more

> 5 well versed in this area than I am, and I guess part of

6 my context problem is a lack of understanding. However,

7 I have some familiarity with the ACRS and the committee

*

8 product that they produce. And sometimes the words they

9 use are cryptic, in th a t that crypticism allows everyone

10 to subscribe to them. " Collegial" might be a better

11 word.

12 "Large uncertainties" leaves again, leaves me -

13 uncertain as to what they had in mind. H.aving seen the

14 uncertainties associated with the Shoreham study, the

15 WASH-1400, the Limerick study and others, I have an idea

16 of what they are, and I think you have a better idea of

17 what they are. But recognizing what they are and

18 letting the word "la rge" describe them as they are -- is

19 it your opinion that the PRA is still useful as a tool

20 for assessing risk?

21 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) There is absolutely no

22 question in my mind. I wouldn ' t cha racterize the

23 uncertainties associated with Shoreham as large, because

O 24 1 taiax e a ve to texe 1ato eccouat ta t e re t 1xiao

25 about events which are well, well beyond the actuarial

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON. O C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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'T 1 basis. And we are making predictions about some events
-5 -6

2 which are in the 10 and 10 class. And it is

. 3 only natural that when we get to such low numbers that

4 there will be relatively large uncertainties.

5 I'm sorry, I missed one portion of your

6 question.

7 0 Well, let me dwell on that one a minute.
-4

8 Supposing we're talking about numbers like 10 and
-5

9 10 * . Now, isn't it true that then a factor of 10,

10 which may appear large in a different context, is really

11 not a very large uncertainty?

12 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) That is exactly the -

13 case. I don't consider a factor of 10 to be a large

14 uncertainty. But I think what members of -- I think you

15 have characterized extremely well the ACRS from your

16 long association with them, and my association is not as

17 long as yours, but it is a heterogeneous body and they c

18 have very dif f erent types of perceptions.

19 I think that some of them consider that, for

20 instance, events like earthquakes have very large

21 uncertainties, and they do for a very good reason,

22 because we don't know much about them. And as PRA

23 simply reflects the state of knowledge of an earthquake,

() 24 it has nothino to do with the PRA's but acknowledging|

i
25 them.

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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O ' o raea ==taa to tae secoaa seateace- 1 taiax 1

2 understood your comment on that that the fact that there

3 sre uncertainties doesn't necessarily lead to a large

4 difference in the results produced by different groups

5 of analysts.

6 A (WITNESS JDKSIMOVICH) No, it doesn't,

7 providing that the uncertainties are properly stated.

8 And I believe that the Lewis Committee has addressed
.

*9 that very issue, saying that it.is obvious that there

to are uncertainties and providing that they are identified

'

11 and properly statad, that is a part of the PRA scrutiny.

.

12 -

!

13 .,

14
.

15 .
-

~

.

.
,

,

16

17 .

18

*

19

20

21

22

23

O 24

25

O
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|

() I1 Q And this sentence seems to imply to me, but

2 maybe it is my own subjective judgment, that it is, in
;

!

3 affect, advice to the Commission or to the Staff that
1

4 they are not going to be or are not presently equipped

5 to detect sisuse of the results, that they would be

6 hidden by the uneartainty somehov and that the Staff

7 would be sisled.

8 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) It is my understanding
.

* 9 -- and I do not want to belabor the point, but I have

10 discussed this subject on numerous occasions with Mr.

11 Okrent. He sometimes feels that the Staff does not

12 quite appreciate that, and he thinks it is his job to

13 point out that they have to watch for the

1 <4 uncertainties. That is one thing.

15 The second thing he feels very strongly is

16 thst there have been abuses by virtue of some applicants

17 coming in with some -- all sorts of superficial type of

18 assessments, and he is very concerned about that, and he

19 thinks that there has to be a mechanism to prevent that

20 from happening so that the PBA can be an even more

|
| 21 valuable toc 1 in making logical decisions than it is

|

22 today. And he has suggested numerous ideas on this

23 subject, and one that sticks in my mind, he even has an
,

| () 24 idea of a science court to adjudicate some of these
1
'

25 issues.
|

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

j 400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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(]) 1 I think more recently he has converged on the

2 idea of good peer review, and he now is on the subject

3 of really what the peer review ought to be doing,

4 because there have been a number of studies and a number

5 of peer review groups and a number of reviews, and I

6 think he vsnts to know more about it so that he can

7 gauge his recommendations of what is a good peer review,

8 what does a good peer review consist of.
.

9 0 So is it your conclusion that a good job of a

10 peer review cannot be done?

11 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) I am sorry.

12 0 Is it your belief or opinion that there is no

13 implication here that a good review of a PRA cannot be

14 done?

15 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) I do not think that

16 there is that implication at all. I think that it is an

17 implication that we have not reached.the level yet when

18 there is clearly defined what a good peer review

19 consists of.

20 0 And I refer specifically to abuse that might

21 be hidden by uncertainties. In other words, a thorough

22 review using the techniques which spparently you and Dr.

23 Okrent have been discussing would detect any such

() 24 attempt to mislead.

25 A (WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) Well, typically, for
.

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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() 1 instance, a good reviewer would be able to review a

2 document like WASH-1400 and conclude that the

3 uncertainties have been understated, like Professor

4 Lewis did, and it is out of that we know now that

5 probably the uncertainty band is larger than what was

6 originally in WASH-1400.

7 (Pause.)

8 0 The other point, I guess, and the last one I

9 would make is that the second sentence says, "These

10 uncertainties make the use of PRA in decisionmaking
.

11 - ". It seems to imply a little bit and perhaps to the

12 layman that PR A would be the only basis for

13 decisionmaking. And is it not your experience that the

14 NRC has always stated that the PRA, at least currently

15 and in the past and for the foreseeable future, will not

16 be the only basis for regulatory decisionmaking?

17 A ( WITNESS J0KSIMOVICH) That is absolutely

18 correct, and I agree with that. I think that both

19 deterministic and probabilistic views go hand in hand,

20 and I think we are fortunate that we have the two

21 techniques which enable us to assess the safety of

22 nuclear power plants.

23 JUDGE MORRIS: Thank you very much. I have

() 24 kept you two minutes past us30.

25 JUDGE BRENNER: Well, are there any questions
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() 1 based solely on the last questions by Judge Morris?

2 ( No response.)

3 JUDGE BRENNER: Hearing no takers, I think the
O.!

4 time has finally come with respect to this panel, and we
|

5 do thank you very much for your time and patience. It

6 has been a large number of weeks for Mr. Kascsak in

7 particular, since he had the pleasure, if I can use that

8 euphemism, of being on both parts of the pa nel. And we

9 certainly appreciate the time of all the witnesses to

10 assist us in focusing on these issues, so thank you.

11 (The panel of witnesses was excused.)

12 JUDGE BRENNER: We will have two quick items

13 and then va vill adjourn. I think I am going to put a

14 lid on that in box, but some more items have popped up

15 in it this afternoon. -

16 One is LILCO's motion to strike a portion of .

17 Mr. Conran's rebuttal testimony. I would like to get

18 the Staff's response to that first thing tomorrow

19 morning, if we can. Would that be okay?

20 ER. RAWSON: No problem at all, Judge.

21 MR. EARLEY: Judge, if I could make one |

22 correction; that it was pointed out to me that on page 3

23 of that motion in the penultimate line of that page it

() 24 should read "page 7 of the NRC Staff's rebuttal

25 testimony," not "page 6."

O
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C 1 JUDGE BRENNER: Maybe I should ask, because

2 this might affect the amount of work I do on this

3 tonight, Mr. Rawson, are you going to oppose the motion?

4 MR. RAWSON: Yes, sir.

5 MR. LANPHER: Judge Brenner, we have not filed

6 a motion to strike from the County, but with respect to

7 question 7 and the answer thereto of the rebuttal

8 testimony having to do with the TMI decision and

9 attachment R-2, we may move to strike that. I am going

10 to talk to Mr. Rawson tonight about for wha t purpose the

11 decision is being included since it is a cital thing.

12 Perhaps there is a misunderstanding here, but we may

13 move to strike only that portion.

14 JUDGE BRENNER: And if so, you will let the

15 Staff know tonight and us first thing in the morning or

16 let everybody know by first thing in the morning? ,

17 .HR. LANPHER: I assume we are going t.o take

18 this up first thing in the morning.

19 JUDGE BRENNER: I did not say that very well.

20 MR. LANPHER: I am going to talk to his right

21 now.

22 JUDGE BRENNER: Yes. And when you make you

23 decision, let then know prior to the time you let us

24 know on the record. I do not know how much time you

25 will have to do that in advance, but at some point in

O
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||| 1 sdvance, msybe tonight.

2 MR. LANPHER: Sure.

3 JUDGE BRENNER: We also have the Staff motion

4 to supplement the witness panel on Suffolk County

5 Contention 24 which I have alvsys thought of as

6 materials cracking. That is just my shorthand caption.

7 Tha t is coming up relatively soon, so I would like to

8 hear any objections, if there are sny to that motion,

9 nex t Tuesd a y. Would that be all right for the County?

10 MR. LANPHER: Yes.,

11 JUDGE BRENNER: I will not bring it up again,

12 so if you have an objection, you tell us..

13 MR. LANPHER: I will let you know if there is

9 14 anything more than our standing objection, wh'ich I can

15 tell you right now we will reiterate. But you have

16 ovarruled me several times on that. .

17 JUDGE BRENNER: That is all we have for today,.

18 and we will be blek at 8:30 tomorrow morning.

19 (Whereupon, at 4: 35 p.m., the hea ring was

20 recessed, to be reconvened at 8:30 a.m., the following

21 day, Friday, July 9, 1982.)

22

23

| 24
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